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INTRODUCTION

LU

c This Manual has been prepared in accordance with Chapter A6-2 of the British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements.

The Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 engine has been developed by Rolls-Royce
timited, Crewe, England in close co-operation with Teledyne Continental Motors,
Ñ1uskegon,Michigan, U.S.A.

Service Bulletins will be issued when modifications or additional information
concerning engines becomes available. In this way the contents of this publication will be
kept up-to-date.

Information given in the latest Service Bulletin will supersede that given in the Chapter
of the Manual to which it refers, until such time as the affected page(s) is/are re-issued
with the necessary amendment(s).

All Rolls-Royce and Teledyne Continental Motors Distributors are equipped to
provide service and to give helpful advice to operators of these engines, in addition
personnel of the Light Aircraft Engine Department, Rolls-Royce Limited, Pym's Lane,
Crewe, are always prepared to answer queries or give advice on individual servicing
problems. All queries to Distributors or Rolls-Royce should be accompanied by the

engine model and serial number, hours operated and all other relevant details.
Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this

publication is correct when going to print. However, as Rolls-Royce policy is one of
continuous engineering improvement, the right is.reserved to revise the specification of
the Rolls-Royce Continental 0·240 engine and the contents of this publication without

, prior notice.



Al communícations should be addressed to:
The Light Aircraft Engine Department

ROLLS-ROYCE LIMITED
Pym's Lane

Crewe
Cheshire
England

Telegrams: 'ROYCRU, CREWE'
Telephone: 0270-55155 (31 lines)

Telex: 36121
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ChapterA
GENERALDESCRIPTION

ANDSPECIFICATION
SectionA1

GENERALDESCRIPTION
o

Introduction installation of certain parts or equipment. The suffi×

The Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 light aircraft engine letter will vary when, according to installation or

is a four cylinder horizontally opposed, four stroke air customers requirements, the basic engme specification is

cooled engine. It is a further development of the range
changed.

of rationalised engines currently being produced in large
numbers by Rolls-Royce Limited and Teledyne
Continental Motors. A large number of the components ROLLS
of the 0-240 engine are used in either the 0-200 or *

10-360 engines, and as such they are of proven LL
reliability. CRËŸÝE ENGLAND

The 0-240 engine is designed to give appreciably RoYC
improved power output in comparison with the 0-200 MAREUNDER UgNCE

FÄOMNELEDYNECONTINEÑTAL MOTORS
engine, for a small increase in overall dimensions and onúcá o s A
weigh t-

MODËL
No RR M EÑOÑE No

AKE OFF H ? M TAKE OFF APM

Engine data plate e gilililim--ex co e ex. Illi alla
Each engine bears an identification plate on which is
stamped all relevant details applicable to the engine (see
Fig.A4), e e

Note If a new data plate is required, the old data K $78

plate must first be returned to the factory,
before a new plate will be issued- FIG. A.4 ENGINE DATA PLATE

All correspondence with the Rolls-Royce
Light Aircraft Engine Department should
give exact details of the engine model and Modifications
serial number, together with the total Arising from constant development, parts of improved
operating hours, design are introduced from time-to-time, but whenever

possible the parts are designed so as to be a direct
The engine model number replacement for their predecessors,
The engine model number, as quoted on the data plate, However, it is not always possible to achieve this, as
comprises three parts each separated by a hyphen. For some parts are so related that a change in one will

example, model number O-240-A; the first portion (0) is necessitate a corresponding change in the other. If this

the series letter, the second portion (240) is the does occur, a Service Bulletin will be issued listing the
displacement volume in cubic inches, and the third serial numbers of engines which require the new type
portion (A) is the suffix letter used to denote the parts for modification.

A1
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When a new part is not interchangeable with the The terms 'Top', 'Bottom', 'Upper' and 'Lower', refer
original part, stocks of the original part will be to locations of parts when the engine is in its normal
maintained for use in engines still requiring them. operating position. Where reference is made to piston

positions within the cylinders, the term 'Top' refers to
- . the cylinder head. This being the accepted terminologyTerms and defmitions regarding cylinders and pistons, no confusion should

The crankshaft flange end of the engine, to which the arise. The following terms; Top Dead Centre', 'Before
propeller is fitted, will be called the 'Front', and the Top Dead Centre', 'After Top Dead Centre', 'Before
opposite end where the magnetos are mounted, will be Bottom Dead Centre' and 'After Bottom Dead Centre'
called the 'Rear'. will be abbreviated to T.C.', 'B.T.C.', 'A.T.C.', 'B.B.C.'

The right-hand and left-hand sides of the engine are and 'A.B.C.', respectively. These terms refer to piston
defined when viewed from the rear. and crankpin positions in relation to the cylinder axis.

The cylinders arii numbered 1 to 4, commencing at The exact positions will be given in degrees (°) of
the 'rear' of the engine as follows. angular movement.

Number 1 Right rear Temperatures will be given in degrees Centigrade
Number 2 Left rear (oC.) together with the Fahrenheit (°F.} equivalent.
Number 3 Right front Pressures will be given in pounds per square inch
Number 4 Left front (Ib/sq,in.) together with the Metric equivalent
The engine is a direct drive type, the crankshaft and (kg/sq.cm.).

propeller rotating clockwise when viewed from the rear Liquid measures will be given in Imperial gallons
of the engine. The rotation of the other engine parts are (gaL) or quarts (qt.) together with the Metric equivalent
also viewed from the rear, but rotation of accessories is (litres).
usually defined from the drive end of the accessory
itself.

Measurements
Throughout the manual, references are made to the

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 measurement of parts, and to the torque tightening of
/ / nuts and setscrews. Accuracy in these operations is

essential and relevant information is contained in
'Chapter J - Dimensional data and torque tightening
figures'.

CleanHness
During its operating life every effort must be made to
keep the engine exterior clean and to prevent abrasive
particles entering the induction or iubrication systems.

CRANKCASE
Two aluminium alloy castings forming the 1-3 and 2-4
crankcase halves, are jointed in the vertical plane to form
the complete crankcase. These castings are machined and
paired together and are not interchangeable.

L Crankcase halves are loinedtogether by through bolts
and through studs at the main bearing bosses; these bolts
and studs transmit the tensile load of the engine.

L Cylinders mounted on the vertical faces of each
casting are off-set to allow the connecting rods to
operate on separate crankpins.

The bolts around the perimeter are used to provide
the mating faces with an oil tight fit. Two of these
setscrews along the upper flange also secure the engine
lifting eye.

12 11 10 9 8 Three lateral webs cast into each crankcase half are
K 580 Cut-out for breathing and oil drainage. In addition, the

webs have enlarged bosses at the crankcase parting
surface for the camshaft and crankshaft bearings. The

FIG. A 5 LAYOUT OF ENGINE, camshaft bearings are bored directly into the case metal.
CYLINDERS AND ACCESSORIES Steel-backed bearing shells used for the crankshaft

bearings are fitted into line bores in the crankcase halves.
The crankshaft bearings are situated directly above the

1. Crankshaft 7. Right-hand magneto camshaft bearings.
2. Fuel pump 8. Starter motor The cylinder mounting faces and case webs are
3. Breather pipe. 9. Left-hand magneto stiffened by internal cast ribs, A counterbore around the
4. No. 3 cylinder 10. Oil connection adapter crankshaft opening in the front of the case receives the
5. No. 1 cylinder 11. No, 2 cylinder crankshaft oil seal. Grooves at each end of the front
6. Oil filler tube 12. No. 4 cylinder main bearing boss accommodate the thrust bearings.

A2
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Four lateral bosses inside each crankcase half are gear to drive the camshaft gear. The crankshaft gear

bored to form guides for the hydraulic tappets. Opposite assembly is spigoted on the small rear flange of the

these at the crankcase surface a counterbore is provided crankshaft and is retained by four setscrews, one

to locate th.e sealing ring and retaining washers of the setscrew hole being off-set to ensure the correct angular

beaded pushrod tubes. position. The space between the two adjacent punch

At the front end of each.casting lower parting flange, marked teeth points towards the camshaft when No. 1

there is a machined and studded boss for a vacuum crankpin is at T.C.

pump.
A studded mounting face is provided at the front end

of the 1-3 side crankcase half for a fuel pump.
CONNECTING RODS AND PISTONS

A semi-circular flange at the lower rear surface of the The connecting rod and bearing cap assembly is made

crankcase is ma'chined flat and studded to form the front from a single steel alloy forging which is machined

half of the sump mounting flange, through the centre of the big-end before the bearing seat

The flange surrounding the rear end of the crankease is bored. The halves of the split big-end bearing bore are

is machined flat and studded for attachment of the notched to accept the tang of the semi-circular bearing

accessory case.
shells fitted into them.

Two studs fitted at the lower parting flanges retain The big-end bearing shells are steel-backed with the

the induction manifold Tee' piece. inside diameter lead tin plated, the remainder being

Pressed into the upper end of the 1-3 side crankcase flashed with a lead tin alloy.

half is the crankcase breather. The breather assembly The smalbends are a plain bronze sleeve, bored

comprises a tube and baffle with a side extension for the parallel to the big-end bearing when in position.

connectîon of a hose. The solid skirt flat-head pistons are atuminium alloy

Upper and lower arms at the rear of each crankcase forgings with three ring grooves above and one below the

half are the engine mounting points. The bosses in the gudgeon pin bore. Compression rings are fitted in the

arms are bored and counter-bored to accommodate top two grooves, an oil control ring in the third groove

mounting bushes. The mounting bushes are assembled as and an oil scraper ring in the fourth groove. Gudgeon

shown in FigureA10. pins are fully floating ground steet tubes with pressed-in

The crankcase has a hole bored through the rear web aluminium end-plugs.

above the rear main bearing to retain the starter pinion

R needle bearing housing. The housing is located by a CAMSHAFT
$ dowel in the left-hand side of the hole.
2 The main oil galleries extend from front to rear of The camshaft is an alloy steel forging, machined and

, each crankcase half; they are plugged at the front end Parko-lubrised. It is reduced in diameter between the
.with

tapered plugs, cams to provide connecting rod clearance. At the front
end of the camshaft a combination of auxiliary drives
are fitted and secured by a plain washer, nut and split

CRANKSHAFT pin. The camshaft rear end fiange has four tappeci holes,

The three main journal crankshaft is machined from a one being off-set to ensure the correct angular position

single forging. Crankpins are spaced 180° apart and are
for the camshaft drive gear retaining screws. Three

numbered from the rear 1, 2, 3 and 4. The front main journals support the camshaft in its bearings, the front

journal is located immediately in front of the No. 4 journal has a deep groove to register with oil holes

crankshaft web,
driled from its bearing into the main oil galleries. The

After grinding, both the main journals and the front journal has flanges to restrict camshaft end float.

crankpins are nitride hardened, lapped and polished. The Three cams between each two journals operate the

propeller thrust is transmitted to the crankease thrust tappets for two cylinders, the outer cam in each group

washer through a thrust face ground on the front operating one exhaust valve, while the centre cem

crankshaft web. A small anti-thrust flange with parallel operates two opposite inlet valves.

sides is located at the front journal and also acts as an oil

flinger CAMSHAFT GEARS
Crankshaft journals and pins are bored for lightness.

Steel oil feed tubes are fitted into holes drilled from the The camshaft gears have internal and external teeth and

front and rear journals, through the webs to Nos. 1 and a square hole in the centre to receive the oil pump

4 crankpins. Similarly oil holes are drilled through the driving gear shaft. The internal gear teeth drive the

solid webs from the centre journals to Nos. 2 and 3 alternator gear and the external gear meshes with and is

crankpins, driven by the crankshaft gear.

The crankshaft is closed at the front end with an A ground recess in the front side of each gear web fits

expander plug. A flange at the front end is formed for closely over the camshaft spigot flanges and is retained

attaching the propeller. The front oil seal is of the split by four he×agon headed screws. One of the screw holes

composition type; the seal lip is held against the is off-set, therefore the gear can only be fitted in one
diameter on the crankshaft by a garter spring. The flange position relative to the cam eccentrics.

for gear location at the rear end of the crankshaft has A punch marked tooth is aligned on assembly

four tapped holes, one being off-set; a dowel is fitted between two similarly rnarked teeth on the crankshaft

between two of these holes. gear; these marks ensure correct valve timing.

CRANKSHAFTGEARS VALVEGEAR

The crankshaft gears, in the form of a cluster have a Hydraulic tappets

larger gear to mesh with the starter pinion and a smaller The hydraulic tappet assembly comprises a chilled iron

A3
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body, an expander spring, a plunger, a check valve oil from the crankcase supply hole only when the tappet
assembly and a pushrod socket (See Eig.D30). The body is near to the top end of its stroke. This arrangement
is closed at the bottom end upon which the cam acts, prevents engine oil pressure from

'pumping up' the

Fitted into the tappet body is the plunger which is plunger, which would hold the valve off its seating.

free to slide up and down; the body and plunger are From the groove surrounding the outside of the tappet
selectively fitted to control a fine limit clearance. At the body the oil is directed to the interior body groove via

lower end of the plunger is a check valve plate which is the hole in the body. The oil circulates around the

held in the closed position by a spring-loaded check interior body groove passing through the hole into the

valve cage which is spigoted on to the bottom of the plunger reservoir. Oil is withheld from the lower body

plunger. The upper end of the plunger carries a socket in reservoir by the check valve plate which is supported by

which the pushrod seats. The whole plunger assembly is the cage spring. The check valve is opened by outward
spring-loaded from the- bottom of the tappet body, This motion of the plunger under pressure from the expander

assembly is secured in position by a circlip fitted into a spring whenever a clearance occurs in the valve train.

groove at the upper end of the tappet body. Therefore, the body oil reservoir is maíntained full of oil

to transmit the lifting force from the body to the
Operation plunger. The plunger and body are selectively fitted to
A groove around the outside of the tappet body receives permit a calibrated 'leak-down'; the tappet will then

9 8 7
k 806

FIG. A6 CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

L Cylinder mounting 5. Inlet valve seat
flange 6. Inlet valve guide

2. Cylinder barrel
¯/.

Exhaust valve guide

3. Cylinder head 8. Exhaust port
4. Intet valve port 9. Exhaust valve seat

A4
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FIG.A7 ACCESSORY CASE AND ACCESSORIES

1. Accessory case 7. Tachometer drive housing
2. Joint for starter motor 8. Joint for oil screen blanking cover
3. Starter motor 9. Oil screen blanking cover
4. Magneto 10. Oil sump suction tube

5. Joint for magneto 11. Joint for alternator and tachometer
6. Oil pressure relief valve assembly drive housing

12. Alternator

adjust its effective length after each cycle and so return Drillings pass through the rocker arms for lubricating the
free play in the valve gear to zero while the cylinder bushes and rocker faces.
valve is closed.

Valve and springs
Pushrods and pushrod tubes

cy The exhaust valve faces are coated to withstand heat, the
Hardened, forged steel ball ends are swaged into the steel welded on solid valve stem tips are ground flat and

to tubes to form pushrods, the ball ends are drHied as square with the stem surface. A groove is machined near
6 oilways. The pushrods are enclosed in beaded steel to the tip of each inlet and e×haust valve stem to locate

tubes, the beading at the cylinder end retaining an 'O' the valve spring retaining collets.
ring; the beading at the crankcçµ end retains a heavy Double valve springs are fitted; the outer valve
spring, to compress a sealing ring located between two springs, washers or 'Roto-coils' are locked to the stems
washers- by tapered semi-circular collets, located in the valve stem

grooves.
Rockers, shafts and covers
Pressed steel rocker covers are used to house the valve CYLINDER ASSEMBLY (seeFig A6)

rockers and their shafts. The valve rockers are steel The externally finned aluminium alloy head is heated
forgings with pressed-in lead bronze steel backed bushes, and screwed on to the steel alloy barrel. The inlet and
hardened pushrod sockets and rocker faces, operating on exhaust valve seat inserts are fitted while the cylinder
fully machined, chromium plated steel rocker shafts, head is hot. This forms the cylinder assembly.

AS
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HIGH PRESSURE OIL
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F1G. A B ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEM

L Oil cooler 2. Oil filter 3. Pistons, small end bearings and cylinder wall lubrication 4. Connection adapter
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Aluminium bronze valve guides are pressed into the
cylinder assembly when cold and reamed to the correct
diameters. Special 18 mm. Heli-Coll threaded inserts are j
fitted in the upper and lower sparking plug holes. Two I

machined faces are provided on each cylinder head with 1 5
tapped holes to retain the rocker shaft and rocker cover

-
-

'2 retaining screws. An external base flange on the barrel is
.5 ground flat and drilled to correspond with the retaining 2 6
i points in the crankcase, A spigot which protrudes from

w the base flange to locate in the crankcase, has an 'O' ring
· fitted over the Jiange. This 'O' ring locates in a chamfer

in the crankcase forming an oil seaL
Two surfaces on the top and bottom of the cylinder

heads are machined flat and studded to retain the
induction and exhaust pipes.

3 7
ACCESSORY CASE
The front face of the magnesium accessory case casting
is machined flat to mate with the crankcase. 4---- 8

The rear face has machined and studded mounting -- o
faces for the externally mounted auxillaries and the
internaHy mounted oil pump cover.

Accessories mounted on the rear of the case are the 666

two magnetos, starter motor, alternator, tachometer
drive and a blanking cover with a tapped hole for a FIG.A9 ACCESSORY CASE GEAR TRAIN
thermal sensing bulb (see Fig. A 7). If no ful flow
filtering is to be used the cover must be replaced by an L Starter pinion 5. Crankshaft outer gear
oil strainer and its housing. 2. Timing alignment (starter ring)

The oil pressure relief valve is mounted on the
right-hand side of the accessory case.

markings 6. Crankshaft inner gear
3. Oil pump gears (camshaft drive)

Central openings in the magneto mounting faces 4. Alternator drive gear 7. Magneto drive gearadmit the magneto drive gears and also locate the
8. Camshaft drive gear

, magneto spigot shoulders.
The tachometer drive housing encloses the slotted . . .

the oil pump driving gear and alternator driving gear
rear end of the oil pump driven gear shaft. An e×ternal . .

. . . anti-clocswise. The tachometer is driven by an extension
thread is provided on the housing for the tachometer

.
of the oil pump driven gear. Starter motor torque is

drive conduit nut.
. . transmitted to the crankshaft through a freewheel clutch

Oil pump gear chambers are machined in the interior .

. . . . . to a pinion engaged m the larger of the two crankshaft
of the accessory case, m line with the driving and driven
shafts. The open front end of the oil pump is covered by gears,

en aluminium cover doweled in position. The squared
front end of the driving gear shaft projects through this OIL SUMP
cover, to engage with the square hole in the centre of the .

The oil sump body is a welded unit composed of front
camshaft gear.

. and rear halves made from pressed sheet steel. A thick
The alternator mounting face has a gear openmg,

which is counterbored to locate the alternator spigot. mounting flange ring, an oil filler neck and a drain plug

The alternator and the tachometer share a gasket which boss and stays are welded to the body to complete the

covers both mounting faces, assembly.

The starter adapter mounting face is lined up with The location and length of the on filler neck may

corresponding holes througn the casing for the starter vary to suit a particular atreraft installation. A bracket
welded to the neck, attaches the sump to a stud in the

A semi-circular opening at the bottom of the lower crankcase mounting arm. At the neck of the

accessory case casting is machined and studded to tubular steel oil filler pipe a bayonet locking device

complete the rear half of the oil sump mounting face. retains the combined dipstick/filler cap. The mounting

The oil pump suction tube is a steel pipe with a flange ring is drilled for the attachment studs in the

permanently fi×ed screen at the lower end and a crankcase and accessory case. The sump capacity is 5

threaded portion at the upper end for attachment to the Imperial quarts (6 U.S. quarts, 5.7 litres). The dipstick is
casing. graduated in U.S. quarts and litres up to the 'FULL'

Passages are provided through the accessory case to mark.

Carry oil from the suction pipe to the oil pump and from
the oil pump to the main oil gallery and relief valve (see
Lubrication system). LUBRICATION SYSTEM (seeFig.A B)

Oil rises under atmospheric pressure from the sump
GEAR TRAIN (seeFig.A9) supply through the suction tube to fill the volume
The crankshaft rotates clockwise and drives via the evacuated by the oil pump. The oil flows around the
smalÌer crankshaft gear, the camshaft gear rotates chambers between the gear teeth, emerging from the
anti-clockwise at half crankshaft speed. In turn the outlet port to flow through the passages in the accessory
camshaft gear drives the magneto gears clockwise and case. The outlet from the accessory case aligns with a
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1 2 34 5
FIG. A TOINSTALLATION DRAWING AND ENGINE

MOUNTS
Installation drawin9 9. Dimensions shown are

1. Dimensions shown are measured in plane of
measured in plane of action of lever
action of lever 10. View on arrow A

2. From oil filter and 11. Vacuum pump blanking
cooler cover

3. To oil filter and 12. This space is required
cooler for a vacuum pump, if

4. Elbow connections, fitted
required to clear 13. Lifting eye
induction pipe 14. Datum engine centre

5. This space is required line
for a governor, if 15. Datum engine centre
fitted line

6. Starter motor Engine mounting
removal clearance 1. Cup washer

7. Magneto removal 2, Rubber bush
clearance 3. Seating

8. Alternator removal 4. Spacer
clearance 5. Hose

o 14 15

15 703.6 9 886:m)

12260m(31115e ) 12250a(31 115em)

3 500 3 500

4 826

3 681

2 984 2 984

7 948
5 250 e 5 250
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drilled hole in the crankcase; this hole together with an INDUCTION SYSTEM
mtersection hole drilled across the crankcase passes oil
to a face on the 2-4 side which is provided for a flexible Induction pipes
hose connection adapter. From this adapter the oil is The induction manifold is attached to two long studs in
passed via a flexible hose to an oil cooler mounted on the crankcase lower flange. A square studded flange is
the air frame. This oil cooler is optionaL The oil then provided at the bottom of the manifold for attachment
flows from the cooler through another flexible hose to a of the carburetter. The air passage through the manifold
full flow filter which is in series with the cooler; this divides into two outlets, to which the induction pipes
filter will also be air frame mounted. The filter has an are sealed by hose connections and clamps,
integral relief valve which wîll allow the oiî to by-pass The two induction pipes sweep up to the top of the
the filter as the element becomes impervious- cylinder heads, one to number 2 cylinder, the other to

From the cooler and filter the oil is returned via a number 3 cylinder. Flanges welded to the induction
flexible hose to the adapter on the crankcase and then pipes fit to the studded intet port faces, while a 'Tee'
into the left-hand oil gallery. The oil flows forward joint in each pipe continues onwards to feed numbers 4
through the left-hand oil gallery across the crankcase and 1 cylinders.
through the passages connected by the camshaft front
journal groove and into the right-hand oil gallery; this . .

lubricates the camshaft front bearing. This gallery is Air mtake and filter
blanked off at the crankcase rear joint face by the The air intake housing which is secured to the bottom
accessory case. flange of the carburetter, is shaped at its front end to

The oil pressure relief valve is situated in the accommodate the air filter element. The filter is secured
accessory case on the right-hand side (1-3);its passages to the housing front flange by four slot headed pins

are drilled and cored in direct flow contact with the oil which are released by turning a quarter of a turn. A

pump outlet passage. The valve operates when the pump sheet metal steady bracket ties the front end of the

pressures are above the normal range of between 30 intake housing to the manifold. A lever operated plate
Ib/sq.in, and 60 lb/sq.in, (2.109 kg/sq.cm. and 4.218 valve is provided in the intake housing to permit hot air
kg/sq.cm.) to allow the oit to drain directly back into to be admitted to the carburetter. A fuel drain tube is
the sump, until the pressure returns to normal, welded to the bottom of the intake housing.

An oil passage drilled from the vacuum pump adapter
mounting face to the left-hand crankcase cross passage, FUEL PUMPprovides an oil feed, via the vacuum pump adapter, for
lubrication of the adapter bushing. Oil drainage from the When fitted, the 'AC' diaphragm fuel pump is provided
bushing is returned to the crankcase cavity through two with an inlet and outlet elbow, a delivery pipe assembly
oil passages just above the oil seal seating. and a carburetter inlet elbow. The pump is fitted, witlT

[t should be noted that if a vacuum pump is fitted, an the fuel dome upward, to the mounting face provided at
external oil return line must be provided to return the the front of the 1-3 side crankcase half. The pump
oil from the vacuum pump to the tapped hole in the operating lever extends through the case opening and

accessory case. rests on top of the camshaft eccentric. Rotation of the
Two passages driled from the right-hand oil gallery eccentric operates the lever to give the pumping action,

feed oil to the crankshaft front main bearings; two check valves within the pump only ahow fuel to flow to
drilled passages from the left-hand oil gallery feed oil to the carburetter.
the centre and rear crankshaft main bearings. From the
left-hand oil gallery oil feeds the camshaft centre and IGNITION SYSTEM
rear bearings.

A portion of the crankshaft main bearings oli supply Plug leâd5
flows through the crankshaft web passages to the The 'Slick Electro' type 4001 magnetos fitted to the
crankpins. The oil film formed in the big-end bearings is engine, are equipped with radio shielded plug leads, the
continually replenished, the oil being forced to spraY four leads to each magneto entering the magneto at the
from their ends filling the case with a mist. Oil sprayed rear cover, At the sparking plug end of each lead, a nut,
on to the cylinder walls in this way is scraped back into sleeve and spring are fitted to make contact with the
the case by the piston rings. The small-end bearings and sparking plug.
cylinder walls are lubricated and cooled by the spray. The four right-hand magneto leads are connected to
The gears in the accessory case are similarly lubricated the four top sparking plugs and the four left-hand
by spray (mist) from the rear main and rear camshaft magneto leads to the four bottom sparking plugs (see
bearings. Fig.D34) .

The pistons are cooled by a jet of pressure lubrication
oil which squirts from the main bearing bores up the
bore of the cylinders to the underside of the pistons. Switch wire terminals

Oil is supplied to the tappets through oil supply holes The switch wire is secured to a stud on the magneto with
in the crankcase; these holes align with the groove in the a he×agonal not and spring washer.
body when the tappet is at the outer end of its stroke.
From the tappet sockets, the oil flows through the .

hollow pushrods to the rocker arm passages to lubricate Drive gears
the rocker bushes. The valve stems are lubricated by an Drive gears for the magnetos, are fitted on the sleeve of
oil spray (mist)from the rockers. The oil returns to the the rotor shaft and retained by a nut, but they are free
crankcase from the rocker boxes through the pushrod to rotate on the sleeve. The drive is transmitted from the
tubes, then back to the sump through the open centre of gear to the impulse coupling, by lugs on the impulse
the oil sump mounting flange. coupling locating in slots in the gear web.
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Impulse coupling - Operation running, the latch counterweights hold the pawl away
The impulse coupling is designed to perform two from the stud and the coupling spring drives the rotor in

important functions when starting the engine. the fully advanced position,

a. It restrains the magneto rotor prior to the breaker CARBURETTER
opening position while the drive gear continues its The carburetter fitted to the 0-240 engine is a 'Marvel -

rotation, so retarding the spark '

Schebler' MA-3SPA up-draught float chamber type.
c b. It releases the rotor at appro×imately T.C. of the These carburetters have an accelerator pump linked

engme piston, so allowing the coupling spring to to the throttle which delivers extra fuel to enrich the
ur spin the rotor rapidly through its neutral position mixture when the throttle is opened rapidly. This
.E and therby opening the breakers and producing a prevents fuel starvation during acceleration.

strong spark at the cranking speed. A manually operated mixture control is provided to
e Two countettvelghted latches in the coupling flange

-- weaken the mi×ture at cruise conditions.
& assembly provide the automatic spark retard. The upper

latch engages a stud in the housing and stops rotation of Operation
the flange and rotor shaft. Further rotation of the barre! Engine priming is accomplished by operating the
tensions the coupling spring until the barrel contacts the throttle, which actuates the accelerator pump, to give a
latch and forces it inward and clear of the stud. At this rich mixture at the cylinder for starting.
point the spring spins the flange and rotor through Mixture is controlled by a lever operated variable port
neutral to produce the spark. When the engine is which controls the fuel available to the power jet.

o
o

Al l
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SectionA2 fa)
SPECIFICATION

0-240-A

Data Type of engine Horizontaly opposed
Operating cycle Otto (4 stroke)
Number of cylinders Four
Type of cooling system Air cooled
Number of mounting bolts Four
Diameter of mounting bolts 0.375 in. (9.525mm.)
Cylinder bore 4,437 in, (11.269 cm.)
Piston stroke 3.875 in. (9.843 cm.)
Cubic capacity 240.0 cu.in. (3933 cc.)
Compression ratio 8.5 : 1
Firing order 1, 3, 2, 4.
Direction of crankshaft rotation Clockwise
Overall height 23.312 in. (59.212 cm.)
Overall length 29.835 in. (75.781 cm.)
Overall width 31.400 in. (79.756 cm.)
Minimum octane requirement
(Aviation fuel) 100/130

Centre of Gravity
Location ahead of crankcase rear
surface 5.155 in. (13.094cm.)
Below crankshaft centre line 0.625 in. (15.875 mm.)

Performance
Maximum continuous speed 2800 R.P.M.
Maximum take-off speed 2800 R.P.M.
Maximum continuous power 130 B.H.P.
Maximum take-off power 130 B.H.P.

Operating temperatures
Maximum cylinder head temperature 240°C. (464°F.}
Ma×imum cylinder base temperature 143°C. (289°F.)
Maximum magneto temperature 71°C. (160°F.}

vi Maximum oil temperature into
E- engine 115°C. (239°F.)

Minimum oil temperature at take-off 24°C. ( 75°F.)

Operating pressures
Oil pressure at cruise R.P.M. 30 lb/sq.in, to 60 lb/sq.in.

(2.109kg/sq.cm. to
4.218 kg/sq.cm.)

Minimum oil pressure at idle 10 lb/sq.in. (0.703kg/sq,cm.)
Static fuel pressure at
carburetter 6 Ib/sq.in. (0.422 kg/sq.cm.)
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Accessories
Carburetter Marvel-Schebler type MA-3SPA
Engine mounting 'Lord' rubber mountings
Starter motor Prestolite EO-19508
Alternator Ford C6F-10300-C
Magnetos Slick 4001

Number fitted Two
Sparking plugs Champion REM 38E - B

Number fitted Eight
Gap setting 0.016 in. (0.406 mm.)

Ignition timing
Right-hand magneto 20° B.T.C.
Left-hand magneto 20° B.T.C.

Valve timing
intet valve opens 17½° B.T.C.
Inlet valve closes 61½° A.B.C.
Exhaust valve opens 61½° B.B.C.
Exhaust valve closes 17½° A.T.C.

Valve gear
Valve mechanism Overhead
Tappets Hyd rauf ic
Valve to rocker clearance
(operating) Zero
Valve to rocker clearance
(Tappets deflated) 0.030 in. to 0.110 in.

(0.762 mm. to 2.794 mm.)
Valve lift 0.3557 in. (9.035 mm.)

Lubrication system
Oil pump Gear type
Oil sump capacity 5 Imperial quarts (6 U.S. quarts,

5.7 litres)
Average oil consumption Up to 75% power 0.012
(ib/B.H.P./hour) Above 75% power 0.016

Accessory drive speeds and rotation
Tachometer drive 1 : 0.5 Clockwise
Magneto drive 1 : 1 Clockwise
Oil pump driving gear 1 : 0.5 Anti-clockwise
Starter motor armature 1 : 35.7 Clockwise
Alternator 1 : 2.035 Anti-clockwise
Fuel pump 1 : 0.5 Reciprocating
Vacuum pump drive 1 : 1 Anti-clockwise

Weights of engine and equipment
Basic engine 246 lb. (111.58kg.}
Marvel-Schebler MA - 3SPA
Carburetter 3.045 lb. (1.382kg.)
Two magnetos complete with
screened ignition harness
assemblies (Slick 4001) 10.816 lb, (4,971 kg.}
Eight sparking plugs (Champion) 1 664 lb. (0.755kg.)
Starter motor 12.480 lb. (18.141 kg.)
Alternator 10.725 lb. (4.865 kg.)
Carburetter air intake and filter
assembly 3.12 lb. (1.415 kg.)
Eight rubber mount bushings,
four steel washers 0.4 lb. (0.182kg.)
Air freight shipping crate 70 lb. (31.751kg.)
Shipping crate 142 lb. (64.410kg.)

Optional equipment
AC Fuel pump 1.75 lb. (0:794kg.)
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SectionA2 (b)
SPECIFICATION

0-240-8

Data Type of engine Horizontally opposed
Operating cycle Otto (4 stroke)
Number of cylinders Four
Type of cooling system Air cooled
Number of mounting bolts Four

o Diameter of mounting bolts 0.375 in. (9.525mm.)
Cylinder bore 4.437 in. (11.269 cm.)
Piston stroke 3.875 in. (9.843 cm.)
Cubic capacity 240.0 cu.in. (3933cc.)
Compression ratio 8.5 : 1
Timing order 1, 3, 2, 4.
Direction of crankshaft rotation Clockwise
Overall height 23.312 iri. (59.212cm.)
Overall length 29.835 in. (75.781 cm,)
Overall width 31.400 in. (79.756cm.)
Minimum octane requirement
(Aviation fuel) 100/130

Centre of gravity
Location ahead of crankcase rear
surface 5.155 in. (13.094cm.)
Below crankshaft centre line 0.625 in. (15.875 mm.)

Performance
Maximum continuous speed 2700 R.P.M.
Ma×1mum take-off speed 2700 R.P.M.
Maximum continuous power 115 B.H.P.
Maximum take-off power , 115 B.H.P.

Operating temperatures
Maximum cylinde ead temperature 240°C. (464°F.)
Maximum cylinder base temperature 143°C. (289°F.)
Maximum magneto temperature 71°C. (160°F.)
Maximum oil temperature into
engine 115°C. (239°F.)
Minimum oil temperature at take-off 24°C. (75°F.)

Operating pressures
Oil pressure at cruise R.P.M. 30 lb/sq.in, to 60 lb/sq.in.

(2.109 kg/sq.cm. to
4.218 kgisq.cm.)

Minimum oil pressure at idle 10 lb/sq.in. (0.703 kg/sq.cm.)
Static fuel pressure at
carburetter 6 lb/sq.in. (0.422kg/sq.cm.)
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Accessories
Carburetter Marvel-Schebler type MA-3SPA
Engine mounting 'Lord' rubber mountings
Starter motor Prestolite EO-19508
Alternator Ford C6F - 10300 - C
Magnetos Slick 4001

Number fitted - Two
Sparking plugs Champion REM 38E - 8

Number fitted Eight
Gap setting 0,016 in. (0.406mm.)

Ignition timing
Right-hand magneto 20° B.T.C.
Left-hand magneto 20° B.T.C.

Valve timing
inlet valve opens 17½° B.T.C.
Intet valve closes 61½° A.8,C.
Exhaust valve opens 61-½° B.B.C.
Exhaust valve closes 17½° A.T.C.

Valve gear
Valve mechanism Overhead
Tappets Hydraulic
Valve to rocker clearance
(operating) Zero
Valve to rocker clearance
(Tappets deflated) 0.030 in. to 0.110 in.

(0.762mm. to 2.794 mm.)
Valve lift 0.3557 in. (9.035 mm.)

Lubricating system
Oil pump Gear type
Oi! sump capacity 5 imperial quarts (6 U.S.

quarts, 5.7 litres)
Average oil consumption Up to 75% power 0.012
(Ib/B.H.P./hour) Above 75% power 0.015

Accessory drive speeds and rotation
Tachometer drive 1 : 0.5 Clockwise
Magneto drive 1 : 1 Clockwise
Oil pump driving gear 1 : 0.5 Anti-clockwise
Starter motor armature 1 : 35.7 Clockwise
Alternator 1 : 2.035 Anti-clockwise
Fuel pump 1 : 0.5 Reciprocating
Vacuum pump drive 1 : 1 Anti-clockwise

Weights of engine and equipment
Basic engine 246 Ib, (111.58 kg.}
Marvel-Schebler MA - 3SPA
Carburetter 3.045 lb. (1.382 kg.)
Two magnetos complete with
screened ignition harness
assemblies (Slick 4001) 10.816 lb. (4.971 kg.)
Eight sparking plugs (Champion) 1.664 Ib. (0.755 kg.)
Starter motor 12.480 lb. (18.141 kg.)
Alternator 10.725 lb. (4.865kg.)
Carburetter air intake and
filter assembly 3.12 lb, (1.415kg.)
Eight rubber mounting bushes,
four steel washers 0.4 lb. (0.182 kg.)
Air freight shipping crate 70 lb. (31.751 kg.)
Shipping crate 142 Ìb. (64.410kg.)

Optional equipment
AC Fuel pump 1.75 lb. (0.794 kg.)
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ChapterB
FUELAND LUBRICATINGOILS

FUEL Maximum temperature limitation of these
straight mineral oils is 107°C. (225°F.).

Type Aviation grade Oil change period
o Specifications British D. Eng, RD 2485 1. On completion of the initial 25 hours running,

American MIL-G-5572-C drain the straight mineral oil and fill with an
ashless dispersant (detergent) type oil. Refer to

Octane rating 100/130 Oil change procedure.
. . 2. After a further 25 hours running, the oil should

Warning Do not, under any circumstances, use a again be changed.
fuel of a lower octane rating than that 3, Subsequent oil changes should be performed at
specified. As a temporary measure, fuel 26 hour intervals when a screen type oil filter
having a higher octane rating may be used' system is fitted or at 50 hour intenials when a full

flow type filter system is fitted.
LLIBRICATING OlLS Note The oil change period should be reduced
This aircraft engine requires Aviation Quality lubricating if dust, humidity and other adverse
oil of an ashless dispersant (detergent) type, operating conditions are predominant.

Oils which comply with any of the following Oil change procedure
specifications are suitable.

Teledyne Continental Motors Specification MHS -
1. Start the engine and run until the normal

24a operating temperature is reached.
British Specification D.Eng. RD 2450 2. Stop the engine and drain the oiL
American Specification MIL-L-22851 3. Depending upon the type of oil filter fitted, use
The table below . shows the recommended oit one of the following procedures.

viscosity for different temperatures. Where operating (a) Screen type
conditions overlap the indicated ranges, use a thinner Remove the oil filter screen and check for foreign
grade of oil. particles; if satisfactory wash in clean fuel, dry

with compressed air and fit a new gasket. Fit the
. . oil filter screen and secure with lockwire.

Temperature Viscosity (b) Full flow type

Ambient air temperature below 5°C. (41°F) S.A.E. 30 Remove the oil filter bow! together with the
element and sealing ring, Discard the element and

Ambient air temperature above 5°C. (41°F.) S.A.E. 50 sealing ring. Thoroughly wash the bowl with clean
fuel and dry.Fit a new sealing ring to the housing;

. Note For the initial 25 hours of operation the use of place a new filter element into the bow1.lFit and

a straight mineral oil that complies with one secure the filter bowl to the housing,
of the following specifications is 4. Fit the sump plug using a new gasket and secure
recommended. with lockwire.

British Specification D. Eng. RD 2472 5. Fill the sump to the correct level with the
American Specification MIL-L-6082 recommended oil (seeLubricating oils).
This instruction applies to overhauled 6. Start the engine and run until the normal

engines as well as to new engines, as a straight operating temperature is reached. Stop the engine
minerat oil promotes faster ring bedding and check for oil leaks. Check the oil level in the
and oil control. sump and top-up if necessary.
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Cold weather operation When stopping for prolonged periods in these
To prevent excessive cooling of the oil sump and conditions it is advisable to drain the oit while it is still
correspondingly high oit viscosity in cold weather, the warrn and to warm the oil before returning it to the
sump may be covered with an oil and fireproof lagging. sump.
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Chapter C
MINORREPAIRS,REPLACEMENTS

ANDADJUSTMENTS
Castings using a small pipe wrench,

, Broken studs may be drilled down the centre toAny raised edges or nicks in a machined surface shoule enable a splined extractor to be used. Measure the lengthbe removed using a fine grade carborundum stone. of the protruding portion of the stud to facilitate theSurfaces which are unobstructed, such as valve rocker
correct fitting of the new one,covers may be returned to true flatness by lapping on a

o Examine the coarse thread end of the stud beforetrue lapping plate. Use a fine grade lapping compound .

. . discarding it in order to determine its size. Standard sizeand move the casting in a
'figure 8' movenient taking studs bear no markings, Refer to Figure C1 for oversizecare not to rock the casting.

stud identification.
Clean the tapped hole with a solvent then dry with aStud renewal

blast of compressed air. Examine the condition of the
If a stud is damaged and requires renewal, it should be threads, if they are not damaged fit the next larger size
removed with a stud extractor, or carefully screwed out of stud.

Oversize on Optional identification
IdentificationTypical Pitch Dia of Marks on Coarse Thread End ColourPart No. Coarse Thread

Code
(inches) Stamped Machined

XXXXXX Standard None None

03 0 003 Red

XXXXXXPD06 0·006 Blue

XXXXXXP009 0·009 Green

XXXXXXPOO7 0 007 Blue

XXXXXXPO12 ? 0-012 Green

FIG. C1 STUD IDENTIFICATION CHART
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If the old stud was of maximum size, or the casting the seal squarely into the bore. Ensure that the seal lip is
thread was damaged, the hole may be reclaimed to facing toward the source of oil,
standard size by drilling and tapping to suit a Heli-Coil
insert Cylinder assembly - To remove

When fitting a stud to a through hole, coat the coarse
threaded end of the stud with 'Weliseal' or its equivalent. If the cylinder to be removed is either numbers 1 or 4,

It is recommended that the new stud is driven in cylinder numbers 3 or 2 respectively must be removed

using a 'Tee'-handle stud driver. Turn the handle slowly first.
until the stud protrudes an equal distance from the 1. Unscrew and remove the sparking plug leads from
tapped hole, compared to the one removed. the cylinder to be removed.

2. Remove the induction pipes and exhaust pipes as
Heli-Coil insert required.

3. Remove the rocker covers from the cylinder to be
A specially designed Heli-Coil insert is fitted to the removed, by unscrewing and removing the
sparking plug holes. Any insert may be removed with the retaining screws.
aid of the Heli-Coil renewal tools. 4. Turn the crankshaft until the valves of the cylinder

to be removed a<e both closed and the piston is at
Heli-Coil insert - To remove the T.C. position on the firing stroke.

5. Turn down the ears of the rocker shaft
1. Tap the extractor toof into the insert to be tab-washers; unserew and remove the nuts together

removed so that the sharp edges bite into the .

with the tab-washers, retainers and shaft. Slide the
insert threads. .

rocker shaft together with the rocker off the studs.
2. Turn the tool anti clockwise and unscrew the

. 6. Withdraw the pushrods. Place the pushrods in aHeli-Coil until it is clear of the hole; discard the
. nunibered rack.
Insert. 7. Press the pushrod tubes toward the crankcase until

the cylinder flange end is clear of its location in
Heli-Coil insert -- To fit the cylinder head. Pull the cylinder end of the

1. Ensure that the threads in the tapped hole are pushrod tube down and withdraw it from the
clean. crankcase. Repeat this operation on the other

2. Withdraw the mandrel of the inserting tool. pushrod tube.
3. Place the insert into the slot in the tool body with 8. Remove the retaining nuts from the cylinder base

the tang (bent end) toward the nose of the body, flange.
Note Care must be taken to ensure that only 9. Cradle the cylinder in an arm and withdraw it

notched type Heli-Coils are used. outwards. With the free hand hold the piston as it
4. Push the mandret through the insert engaging the leaves the cylinder to avoid damage to the

tang in the slot at the end of the mandret crankcase face (See Fig.D3).
5. Wind the insert into the tapped nose of the tool 10 Place cylinder base packings around the connecting

body until the end thread is level with the end of rad and fasten the other ends on to the cylinder

the body. base studs as shown in FigureD4. This prevents
6. Align the tool with the tapped hole which is to damagetothecrankcaseopening.

take lhe insert, Caution Care must be taken when turning the
7, Wind the insert clockwise until it is in position in engine with one or more cylinders

the tapped hole.The outer end of the insert should removed. Ensure all connecting rods are
lie just within the first thread of the hole. free while turning theencine.

8. Break off the driving tang using the Heli-Coil
break-off tool or long nosed pliers; remove the
tang. Cylinder assembly -To fit

Note When fitting Heli-Coll inserts do not turn When fitting the cylinders ensure number 1 cylinder is
the insert anti-clockwise. No Heli-Coil fitted first on the 1-3 side and number 4 cylinder first on
insert must be used twice. the 2-4 side,

7. Ensure that the piston of the particular cylinder to
Cylinder fin repair be fitted is in the T.C. position.
Cylinder fins that are slightly bent may be straightened 2. Lie the cylinder on its side and coat the bore
using long nosed pliers. liberally with an anti-scuffingoil.

Broken cylinder head fins may be filed smooth. A 3. Fit the cylinder base packing on to the flange of the
cylinder head fin crack may be stopped by drilling the cylinder.
fin, using a 0.187 in. (4.76 mm.) drill. The crack should 4. Ensure that the piston ring gaps are staggered
be removed by filing a vee shaped notch with the hole at around the piston,
its ppex or using the Burroughs cylinder head fin repair 5. Coat the skirt and rings of the piston with an
set. All sharp edges should be removed. If such repairs anti-scuffingoil.
have reduced the total fin area by more than 10%, the 6. Remove the cylinder base packings from the
cylinder must be renewed. connecting rod and fit the piston ring compressor

over the top three piston rings.

Oil seal renewal 7. Cradle the cylinder in an arm and compress the
piston rings fully. Push the cylinder forward on to

Oil seals may be removed using a suitable oil seal thepiston,takingparticularcareaseachpistonring
extractor. When fitting a new seal, ensure that the bore isencountered.
in which the seal fits is clean, Fit the oil seal dry, lightly 8. Position the ring compressor over the bottom
smear the seal periphery with clean engine oil then press piston ring (SeeFig.D27), compress the ring and
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push the cylinder fully over the piston. Remove the sTAnsoAR¤ PORT

ring compressor.
9. Ensure that the cylinder base packing is in place 1 a

and not twisted before seating the cylinder on the
crankcase face. 1 a 4 a

10. Fit and torque tighten the cylinder base nuts (see
Fig. C2), relative to size, as given in 'Chapter J -

Dimensional Data'. * ° ° °

11. Fit an 'O' ring to the cylinder end of the pushrod
PROPELLER - - PROPELLER

c tube. 2,
12. Fit the spring to the crankcase end of the pushrod

tube; using a pushrod housing installer, compress FIG. C2 TOROUE TIGHTENlNG OF CYLINDER
the spring. Fit a washer, packing and second washer BASE NUTS
tothe tube. in. and 0.030 in. (0.508 mm. and 0,762 mm.} for

13. Fit the spring loaded end of the assembly into the the fourth ring. The gaps must be checked with
crankcase bore and align the opposite end with the the rings in the cylinder to which they are going
hole in the cylinder head flange. to be fitted.

14. Release the installer to allow the housing to enter 3. Lubricate the piston lands and rings with aninto place in the cylinder head. Remove the anti-scuffing oil,
installer. 4. Carefully fit the rings to the piston spreading each

15. Repeat Operations 11 to 14 on the other pushrod ring as it is fitted to avoid scratching the piston
tube. ring land.

16. Fit the two pushrods into their housings, ensuring 5. Position the ring gaps so that they are staggered
that they are correctly located in the tappet around the piston.
sockets. 6. Just enter the gudgeon pin into the piston.

17. Rotate the crankshaft until both the pushrods are 7. Fit the piston ensuring that the cylinder number
at their lowest position. on its head is towards the front of the engine,

18, Lubricate the rocker shaft with clean lubricating Push the gudgeon pin through the connecting rod
oil, insert into the rocker assembly and fit the bush to the centre position,

o rocker and shaft over the cylinder rocker studs. 8. Fit the cylinder assembly as described under
c> 19. Fit the retainers to both ends of the shaft and 'Cylinder assembly - To fit' Page C2.
> secure the shaft with thetwo tab-washersand nuts.

20. Check and if necessary adjust the retainers to Valves - To removeobtain an end float of between 0.005 in. and 0.010
in. (0.127mm. and 0.254 mm.). 1. Remove the cylinder assembly from the engine as'

21. Torque tighten the nuts to the standard torque described under 'Cylinder assembly - To remove
figures (see Chapter J - Dimensional Data). Check Page C2.
the end float. 2. Remove the cylinder base packing from the

22. Bend the ears of the tab-washers to lock the nuts. cylinder base skirt.
23. Fit the two rocker covers, using newor serviceable 3. Using a cylindrical block of wood, placed inside

gaskets and secure each cover with four plain the cylinder to prevent the valves from dropping,
washers, lock-washers and setscrews. and a lever type valve spring compressor,

. Compress the valve spring sufficiently to permit
24. Fit the induction pipes and exhaust pipes. the removal of the tapered collets.25. Fit the sparking plug lead nuts on to the sparking Note When compressing the valve springs,plugs and finger tighten. Using a spanner, tighten

take care to ensure that the washersthe lead nuts one quarter of a turn maximum.
. remain concentric and square with thePrevent the leads from becoming twisted durmg

tightening by holding the lead 4. Detach
thaelvesteemrto aas edrdar gee.

valve) or
. 'Roto-coil' (exhaust valve), valve springs and innerPiston and rmgs - To remove washer from the valve stems.

1. Remove the cylinder assembly as described under 5, Hold the valve stems and lift the cylinder clear of
'Cylinder assembly - To remove' Page C2. the wooden support.

2. Remove the gudgeon pin and withdraw the piston 6. Place the cylinder on its side and carefuly stone
and ring assembly from the connecting rod. away any burrs on the valve stems, before
Replace the gudgeon pin, removing the velves, to avoid scoring the valve

3. If it is necessary to remove the piston rings, use a guides.
vi , piston ring e×pander tool to avoid damaging the 7. If the valve seats require lapping, lightly lap using

piston lands as the ring is removed, a fine good quality lapping paste, then check the
seating using 'Prussian' blue.

Piston and rings - To fit
1. Ensure that both the piston and piston rings are VaÍves - To fit

the correct size for the cylinder. 1. Ensure that all parts are free from dirt and grease
2. Check and if necessary, adjust the piston ring gaps then clean and coat the valve stems with 'Gredag

to between 0.021 in. and 0.031 in. (0.533mm. 44' or its equivalent,
and 0.787 mm.) for the top and second rings, 2. Lie the cylinder on its side and insert the valves,
between 0.010 in. and 0.020 in. (0.254mm. and 3. Check that the valves are in their correct positions
0.508 mm.) for the third ring and between 0.020 and are seating correctly.
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4. Lift the cylinder assembly on to the fixture (see Hydraulic tappet - To .fit
Fig.D¡N)ensuring that the valves do not slide out 1. Slide the hydraulic tappet into its bore.of the guides- 2. Fit the 'O' ring to the cylinder end of the pushrod5. Place the inner washer, inner and outer valve tube.springs and the outer washer (intet valve) or 3. Fit the spring to the crankcase end of the pushrod'Roto-coil' (e×haust valve) in position over the tube. Using the pushrod housing installervalve stems- compress the spring. Fit a washer, packing and6. Using the valve spring compressor, compress the second washer to the tube.
valve springs and fit the retaining collets. 4. Fit the spring loaded end of the assembly into theEnsure that the collets are correctly crankcase bore and align the opposite end withpositioned befgre releasing the pressure from the the hole in the cylinder head flange.springs- 5. Release the installer to allow the housing to enterNote When compressing the valve springs, into place in the cylinder head. Remove the

ensure that the washers remain installer.
concentric and square with the valve 6. Repeat Operations 2 to S on the other pushrod
stem to avoid damage· tube if required.7. Lift the cylinder off the fixture and stand it 7. Fit the pushrod into its housing ensuring that it isupright on a bench- correctly located in the tappet socket.8. Strike each valve stem tip sharply with a nylon 8. Rotate the crankshaft until the pushrod is at itsmallet to correctly seat the retaining collets· lowest position.

9. Fit the cylinder assembly as described under 9. Lubricate the rocker shaft with clean lubricating'Cylinder assembly - To fit' Page C2 oil, insert into the rocker assembly and fit the
rocker and shaft over the cylinder rocker studs.Hydraulic tappet - To remove 10. Fit the retainers to both ends of the shaft and

1. Remove the exhaust pipe as required. secure the shaft with two tab-washers and nuts.
2. Remove the rocker cover from the cylinder to 11. Check and if necessary adjust the retainers to

which the tappet is to be removed. obtain an end float of between O.005 in. and
3. Bend down the ears of the tab-washers and 0.010 in. {0,127 mm. and 0 254 mm.).

remove the nuts, washers and retainers securing 12. Torque tighten the nuts to the standard torque
the rocker and shaft. Slide the rocker shaft figure (see Chapter J - Dimensional Data). Check
together with the rocker off its studs. the end float.

4. Withdraw the pushrod and place in a numbered 13. Bend the ears of the tab-washers to lock the nuts.
rack, 14. Fit the rocker cover, using a new or serviceable

5. Press the pushrod tube towards the crankcase gasket and secure with the retaining screws, plain
until the cylinder flange end is clear of its washers and lock-washers.
location in the cylinder head. Pull the cylinder 15. Fit the exhaust pipe and secure.
end of the pushrod tube down and withdraw it
from the crankcase. Carburetter - To remove

6. Slide the hydraulic tappet from its bore. 1. Close the fuel supply, then disconnect the supply
line from the carburetter fuel intet.

2. Slacken the clamp screw in the carburetter
throttle lever swivel positioned on the right-hand
side of the carburetter. Pull the control cable

4 from the swiveL
-- 3. Disconnect the control cable or rod from the

mi×ture control lever; this lever is positioned at
the rear of the carburetter.5 4. Remove the carburetter heat valve control cable
clamp from its support at the rear left-hand
corner of the intake housing, and remove the

3 6 control cable end from the valve lever.
5. Remove the air filter from the intake housing.
6. Remove the lockwire from the heads of the two

bracket screws inside the intake housing.
7. Remove the two support bracket screws, the four

nuts, lock-washers and plain washers attaching the
intake housing to the carburetter, Remove the

KB79
intake hoUSing.

8. Linscrew and remove the four carburetter
retaining nuts, lock-washers and plain washers

FIG.c3 CARBURETTER DETAILS then remove the carburetter and gasket from the
manifold.

1. Accelerator pump stroke - 4. Mixture control lever
Long stroke position 5. Throttle control lever Carburetter - To fit1 Accelerator pump stroke - 6, Throttle stop screw
Short stroke position 7. ldle mixture To fit the carburetter reverse the procedure given for its

3. Accelerator pump stroke - adjustment screw removal noting the following points.
Medium stroke position L Fit the carburetter on to the manifold with the
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throttle lever on the right-hand side· Ignition harness assembly - To fit2. Secure the two support bracket screws with To fit a new magneto harness assembly reverse thelockwire,
procedure given for its removal noting the following3, Replace the air filter using a new or serviceable

gasket, making sure that each stud is fully home points.
1. Ensure that the correct harness assembly i.e.before turning to lock"

. left-hand or right-hand is fitted to the- 4. When re-connecting the throttle, mixture and aira corresponding magneto. The magneto end cover- heat valve controts, test for full range of and sparking plug nuts are marked left or right foroperation. Adjust if necessary' identification.
Note To remove and fit a magneto refer toCarburetter adjustments 'Chapter D Sections D1 and DS'.

Idle mixture and speed Alternator - To remove1. To set the approximate position of the idle It is essential to disconnect the battery leads prior tomi×ture adjuster, screw the adjustment screw in
until it is felt to contact its seat; care should be carrying out any work on the alternator.

- 1. Disconnect the electrical connections from thetaken not to over-tighten the screw otherwise the
rear of the alternator.seat may be damaged. Unscrew the adjuster ¾ to 2. Unscrew and remove the three nylon lock-nuts1 complete turn.
and plain washers securing the alternator to the2. Start and operate the engine until the normal

operating temperature is reached. accessory case.
3. Set the throttle stop screw to obtain an idle speed 3. Remove the alternator.

of approximately 550 r.p.m- AÍternatOr - TO fit
4. Slowly turn the idle mixture adjustment screw To fit the alternator reverse the procedure given for itsanti-clockwise (approximately 1/a of a turn at a removal noting the following points.time} until the engine starts

'hunting' thereby .

. 1, The electrical system of this engine is negativemdicating a rich mixture. Turn the adjustment
. earth therefore whenever a replacementscrew in (clockwise}slowly until the engine starts

'

alternator is fitted to an engine ensure that it isto run irregularly (weak mixture). This operation
. the correct earth polarity.3 will determíne the adjustment range. 2. When connecting the battery leads, care should be5 5. From this position turn the adjustment screw out taken to ensure that the negative terminal is1 (anti-clockwise} slowly to obtain the position

connected to earth,5 which gives the richest mixture while still 3. Under no circumstances must the alternator fieldretaining smooth engine running. .

be polarised as with D.C. generators. Care must be6. Re-adjust the throttle stop screw to give an idle
exercised to ensure that the alternator is notspeed of 550 r.p.m. inadvertently operated with the field energised
and the output terminals disconnected as this will

Accelerator pump stroke cause serious damage to the output diodes.
If any hesitation is experienced during acceleration, the Starter motor - To removeaccelerator pump stroke may require adjustment. Three
positions for the link are provided on the throttle shaft 1. Disconnect the battery leads to prevent the risk
crank (seeFig. C3), of a short circust.

Normally the link will be fitted into the number 3 2. Disconnect the lead from the starter motor
position as shown in Figure C3. To increase the fuel flow termmals,
for acceleration, the link should be fitted in the number 3. Unscrew and remove the three nuts, plain washers

1 position, similarly to reduce fuel flow, the link should and lock-washers, support the starter motor and
. unscrew, then remove the two long bolts whichbe fitted to number 2 position. .

are screwed in from the crankcase end; remove
the starter motor,

Ignition harness assembly - To remove Starter motor - To fit
1. Unscrewand remove the sparking plug leads. To fit the starter motor reverse the procedure given for
2. Unscrew and remove the rocker cover screws and its removal, noting the following points.

the two starter motor nuts which secure the lead 1. When ordering a new starter motor it should be
retaining clips, noted that the gear, clutch and pinion will be

3. Unscrew and remove the three slot headed screws supplied separately.
securing the magneto end cover to the magneto. 2. The solenoid is mounted at some convenient
Remove the cover from the magneto- point on the airframe.
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Cha ter D

I-
' ENGINEOVERHAUL

Section D1
DISMANTLINGTHE ENGINE

introduction 5. Dismantle the engine as described in 'Dismantling

Before commencing to dismantle the engine, ensure that
into maior groups'.

any necessary workshop tools and storage racks are 6. Clean the dismantled engine as described in

available, information concerning workshop tools will be 'Chapter D, Section D2'.

o found in Chapter K. Suitable storage racks, with trays 7. Carry out a full dimensional check of all

provided to avoid the mixing of components (see Fig. components.

D¶, should be obtained if not already available. These 8. Crack test as required (see Chapter D, Section

racks and trays are required for the separation and D3).
, identification of components which must not be

interchanged. Plastic trays are most suitable for this (a) PRELIMINARYDISMANTLING
purpose, reducing the risk of damage to components.

Engines which are
'time-expired',

or have operated

for a lengthy period of time, may require a preliminary 1. Mount the engine on a transportation stand with

cleaning to remove any accumulation of dirt or oil a rotating bed,

deposited on the e×ternal surfaces. Items such as the 2. Remove the two long through bolts and the three

alternator, starter motor and magnetos, which might nuts and washers securing the starter motor and

have their further operating efficiency impaired during adapter plate. Remove the starter motor and

the cleaning operation, must be removed before discard the gasket.

cleaning,
3. Remove the three nylon lock-nuts and plain

It is recommended that, during overhaul of the 0-240 washers securing the alternator to the accessory

engine, the following procedure be adopted. Using this case; remove the alternator.
4. Detach the leads from the sparking plugs. Remove

procedure, it is possible to overhaul an engine with the
minimum delay. Throughout the overhaul, a record
should be kept of all non-standard, missing or damaged
items, and a complete dimensional check carried out at
the inspection stage.

1. Carry out a visual inspection immediately .on
receipt of the engine, making a list of , i

es non-standard, missing or damaged items and
record the details on a chart, similar to the one
shown on Page.D2. The chart is for guidance only
and cannot be obtained from Rolls-Royce.

2. Mount the engine on a turnover stand (seeFig.
D2) and check for e×ternal damage or oil teaks;
note the condition of oil pipes, petrol pipes, and
all electrical cables.

3. Carry out Operations 1 to 12 as detailed under, 319ú

'Preliminary dismantling'.
4, Make a further inspection, recording signs of

damage or cracks, and details of loose or missing
studs, nuts and bolts. Check the timing of the

6°2

magnetos and record the setting, hand, type,
serial number and part number- FIG. D1 STORAGE RACKS AND TRAYS

D1
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CIRCULAT10N:

ENGINE TYPE ORDER NO.

SERiAL NO . SPEC, NO.
RECEIVED

DATE RECEIVED NOTE NO.

CUSTOMER

RFASON FOR RFTHRN

TOTAL HOURS SINCE NEW SINCE O/H

TYPE OF WORK

MAGNETOS P/NO. SERIAL NO. TYPE TlMING SETTING

R/H

L/H

STARTER MOTOR P/NO, SERIAL NO.

ALTERNATOR P/NO. SERIAL NO.

CARBURETTER P/NO. SERIAL NO,

A/C FUEL PUMP P/NO. SERIAL NO.

SPARKING PLUGS P/NO.

the rocker cover screws which secure the lead Lower the sump carefully so as not to damage the
retaining clips. Remove the two nuts, retaining oD suction tube.
clamps and washers retaining each magneto and 8. Release the lockwire from the suction tube
withdraw the magnetos together with the hexagonal portion and unscrew the tube.
harnesses away from the engine. 9. Clean the engine using a petroleum solvent (e.g.

5. Remove the fuel delivery pipe by unscrewing the paraffin) and a brush.
union nuts at the fuel pump and carburetter- 10. Remove the rocker covers from all cylinders by

6. Turn the four locking studs retaining the air filter removing the four setscrews. This will enable all
element a quarter of a turn anti-clockwise, to residual oil to drain away before the actual
release the filter element and gasket. Remove the commencement of engine dismantling.
lockwire from the heads of the two bracket 11. Unscrew and remove the two nuts and washers

screws inside the intake housing. Remove the two retaining the fuel pump to the crankcase. Spring
support bracket screws, four nuts, lock-washers force on the fuel pump operating arm will force
and plain washers retaining the air intake to the down the arm, but this pressure should be resisted
carburetter lower flange; remove the intake to avoid damage to the stud threads.
housing. Remove the carburetter by unscrewing 12. Any lockwire or split pins accessible at this stage
and removing the nuts, lock-washers and plain should now be removed.
washers securing the carburetter to the induction Note All lockwire, split pins, lock-washers,
manifold. nylon lock-nuts, gaskets, oil seals and

7, Check that the oil has been drained from the synthetic rubber parts must be
engine oit sump. Remove the oil sump, by immediately discarded and not used
unscrewing the nylon lock-nuts attaching the oil again. The very nature and function of

filler neck to the crankcase lower mounting boss. these items makes them completely
Unscrew the six nylon lock-nuts attaching the unsuitable for use on more than one

sump flange to the crankcase and accessory case, occasion. Always ensure that all pieces

D 2
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of lockwire or split pins are removed
from the stud holes, otherwise the nuts
will be difficult to remove.

(b)DISMANTLINGIHTOMAJOR
Ji - GROUPS
w 1. Remove the oil cooler and filter adapter (if fitted)

by removing the three nuts and washers.

o 2. Slacken at the hose clamps on the induction
.5 pipes. Remove the balance pipe. Unscrew and
a¯ remove the two nuts, lock-washers and plain

washers securing each induction pipe flange to the
inlet port studs. By sliding the two lower hoses
from the induction manifold on to their
respective pipes, and the upper hoses to either
side of the pipe, the mduction pipes may then be
lifted clear of the studs in four separate pieces.

3. Remove the two manifold retaining nuts and
washers and draw the casting from the crankcase
studs squarely.

4. Rotate the engine stand so that the engine is in
the inverted position'

- FIG.D 2 ENGINE TURNOVER STAND
Note When removing the cylinders, it is

necessary to remove number 3 cylinder
first on the 1-3 side and number 2
cylinder first on the 2-4 side.

5. Turn the crankshaft until the valves of the
cylnder to be removed are both closed and the
piston is at the T.C. position on firing stroke.
Send down the ears of the rocker shaft
tab-washers and remove the nuts securing the
rocker retainers and shafts. Slide the rocker shafts
off their studs.

6. Withdraw the pushrods and place in a numbered

7.
rarce

the pushrod tube towards the crankcase
until the cylinder flange end is clear of its
location in the cylinder head, It is then possible

to lift the cylinder end of the pushrod tube and
withdraw it from the crankcase.

8. Remove the four nuts securing the cylinder
flange. These are accessible with the engine ln the FIG D3 REMOVING A CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
inverted position,

Operations 5 to 8 should then be carried out

on the remaining three cylinders.
9. Rotate the engine stand so that the engine is in

the upright position.
10. Ensure that the piston in the particular cylinder

to be removed is in the T.C. position and remove
the four remaining flange nuts.

11. Cradle the cylinder in an arm and withdraw it
straight outwards, With the free hand ho\d the

N piston as it leaves the cylinder to avoid damage to

q the crankcase face (seeEig.D3)
12. Remove the gudgeon pin and withdraw the piston

and ring assembly from the connecting rod;
return the gudgeon pin to its piston before

storage,
13. Remove and discard the piston rings using a

piston ring expander tool to avoid damaging the
piston lands as the rings are removed.

14. Place cylinder base packings around the
connecting rod and fasten the other end on to the FIG.D 4 CYLINDER BASE PACKING AROUND
cylinder base studs as shown in Figure D4. This THE CONNECTlNG RODS
prevents damage to the crankcase opening.

D3
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of the holes in the camshaft gear. Remove the

screws and lift the gear from the camshaft spigot.

23. Unscrew and remove the four screws securing the
crankshaft gear and lift off the gear.

24. Rotate the engine stand so that the 1-3 side
crankcase half is upwards, unscrew the four nuts,
lock-washers and plain washers retaining the
vacuum pump adapter; remove the adapter.

--

25. Slacken the fourteen nuts on the upper and lower

crankcase flanges, Remove the thirteen screws
noting that the engine lifting eye is retained by
two of them and that one stud is fitted into the
1-3 side crankcase hatf. Three of the screws are
dowelled and may require a light tap to free
them.

th L gh bo s a d
trus

anhd ashnt en of the

crankcase halves together. Tap out the through
FIG. DS CRANKSHAFT FIXTURE bolts using a nylon hammer.

15. Repeat Operations 10 to 14 on the remaining 28. Unscrew and remove the nuts and bolts from the

three cylinders, eng ne mounting on the 1-3 side crankease half.

16. Slide the hydraulic tappets from their bores in the 29. Lift the 1--3 side crankcase half vertically, taking

crankcase halves. care not to damage the hotes in the 2-4 side

17. Slacken the oil screen (if fitted) in its housing and crankcase half with the through studs, Also

remove the three nuts, tock-washers and plain support the connecting rods to prevent them

washers securing the housing or blankíng cover to
falling on to the crankease surface. Place the

the accessory case and withdraw.
crankcase on a wooden surface with the parting

18. Remove the three nylon lock·nuts and washers flange uppermost.

securing the tachometer drive housing to the 30. Lift out the crankshaft and connecting rod

accessory case; withdraw the tachometer drive assembly, collecting the thrust washers from the

housing taking care not to damage the seal. front main journal as they become free.

19. Remove the lockwire from the oil pressure relief 31. Extract the main bearing shells from the

valve cap then unscrew the cap. The oil pressure
crankcase halves.

relief valve is situated in the right-hand side of the 32 Lift the camshaft from the crankcase.

accessory case. Hold against the spring pressure of 33. Remove the starter pinion pivot from its location

the relief valve as the cap is unscrewed and in the 2-4 side crankcase half,

becomes free; retain the spring and valve. 34. Remove the crankcase half from the engine stand

20. At this stage the accessory case will be attached and place it on a wooden surface with the parting

to the crankcase by five nuts, lock-washers and surface uppermost.

pla n washhee raRemove these and withdraw the (c) DISMANTLINGOF MAJOR
21. Remove the locking wire from the screws securing GROUPS

the crankshaft and camshaft gears.
22. To lock the gear whilst unscrewing the four Crankshaft

retaining screws, insert a screwdriver through one
.

L Place the crankshaft in a crankshaft holding

fixture (See Eig,D5).

2. Remove the split pins from the connecting rod

bolts.
3. Unscrew the nuts from the bolts in each

connecting rod in turn and remove the rod and

cap from the crankpin.
4. Remove the bearing shels and loosely re-assemble

each connecting rod and cap.
5. Remove the expander sealing plug from the front

crankshaft bore,

Crankcase halves
L Remove the engine mounting bushes from the

upper and lower arms,
2. Remove any blanking covers fitted in lieu of

accessories such as an oil cooler or fuel pump,
3. Unscrew and remove the oil gallery plug from the

front of each crankcase half.
Note Do not remove the doweî pins from the

FIG.D 6 CYLINDER HEAD SUPPORT crankcase rear flanges.

na
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Accessory case 1. Stand the tappet on its flat end; using a smalE

1. Bend down the ears of the tab-washers on the oil screwdriver, carefully extract the retaining ring

pump cover attachrnent screws.
from the body groove.

2. Remove the screws and washers securing the oil A pushrod may be used to press down the

pump cover; detach the cover. Do not remove the socket until the retaining ring has been removed.

dowels. 2. Invert the tappet in order to remove the socket.

3. Lift out the oíl pump driving and driven gears. 3. Insert a finger into the plunger bore; withdraw

the plunger, spring and check valve assembly.

Cylinders If the plunger cannot readily be dislodged,

1. With a cylindrical block of wood (See Fig.D6), place the tappet on a flat surface, hold down the

placed
-inside

the cylinder to prevent the valves plunger and carefully remove the deposit inside

from dropping, use a lever type valve spring the bore. If this does not free the plunger, or if

compressor to compress the valve springs the plunger is seized by score marks, fit a new

sufficiently to permit removal of the tapered assembly and discard the old one.
collets. 4. Detach the spring by turning as if to unwind it, at

Note When compressing the valve springs, the same timé pulling it outwards.

ensure that the washers remain Take care not to distort the spring during this

concentric and square with the valve operation,

stem to avoid damage. 5. Slacken the check valve cage by gently levering

2. Detach the outer washer (inlet valve) or
against the plunger shoulder with a small

'Roto-coil' (exhaust valve), valve springs and inner
screwdríver,

washers, from both valve stems.
Do not flip off the cage but, after slackening

3. Hold the valve stems and lift the cylinder clear of it, carefully remove it from the plunger together

the wooden support.
with the check valve plate.

4. Place the cylinder on its side and before removing
the valves, carefully stone away any burrs on the Oil squirt nozzle and screen
valve stems, to avoid scoring the valve guides. L Using a small hacksaw cut off the section of the

Hydraulic tappets nozzle which protrudes from the casing. Remove

Hydraulic tappets (seeFig,D30) are selectively fitted and any burrs,

parts are not interchangeable. The dismantling must be 2. Using an aluminium drift of approximately 0,090

carried out immediately prior to the tappet being in. (2.29 mm.) diameter, tap the nozzle and

, cleaned, inspected, assembled and fitted into the engine, screen from the bore,
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Section D2
CLEANINGOF COMPONENTS

Introduction Caustic stripping both

Cleaning materials and processes generally used in This procedure must only be used on ferrous

aircraft engine overhaul workshops which conform to components.

o the Air Registration Board requirements are suitable for To remove hard deposits from ferrous parts, caustic

cleaning 0-240 engine components. strippers, if carefully controlled, may be used. The

This section gives the recommended methods to stripping bath should contain a solution of caustic soda

obtain the most satisfactory results, bearing in mind the and water, approximately 6 oz. (170 gm.} of caustic
' particular requirements of each component. soda being added for each gallon (L2 U.S. gaL, 4.54

it is not intended to give a complete list of cleaning litres) of water.
materials but to give the general class of cleaning Pre-soaking in a bath of paraffin or equivalent

material which may be used; where applicable, warning mineral spirit solvent, may be advantageous but is not

will be given of any harmful effects produced. essential. The caustic bath should be maintained at a
temperature of 93°C. (200°F.}, and the components to
be cleaned should be placed in staintess wire mesh

CLEANING MATER1ALS AND PROCESSES containers, to permit free circulation of the solution to

Mineral spirit solvents
all surfaces. Immersion should only be long enough to
soften and loosen the deposits.

Paraffin, not normally called a mineral spirit, belongs t9 Immediately the components are removed from the

this class of solvent. Any grease solvent, such as paraffin, stripping bath, they should be thoroughly rinsed in hot
will be satisfactory for general degreasing when onlY water to remove all traces of caustic solution. On
loose solid or liquid deposits are to be removed, completion of the rinsing process, dry thoroughly.
providing that the solvent used has no chemical reaction If the components are not to be inspected
with aluminium, magnesium, bronze or steet immediately they should be protected by dipping in a

The cleaning operation wil be more effective if the corrosion preventive compound,
component is immersed in a bath of paraffin. This will

. Inhibited mild alkaline cleaners
soften any hard deposit before the application of other

cleaners, the immersion time being kept to the minimum -If alkaline cleaning materials are to be used to remove

required to remove the deposits, hard deposits from aluminium parts, they must contain

Paraffin may be usefully contained in a tank inhibiting additives to control their attack on the metal.

equipped with a pump and spray gun. A bristle brush Control of the cleaning action is necessary to enable the

may be used when removing particularly stubborn components to be cleaned and removed before a

deposits of oil or sludge. .
chemical action with the metal takes effect.

The cleaning action is usually faster if the
components are pre-soaked in a mineral spirit bath.

Vapour degreasers Aluminium components should not be allowed to

Vapour degreasers such as trichlorethene (e.g. Genklene) remain in the bath any longer than is necessary to

are frequently contained in a specially designed tank remove the hard deposits. A wire mesh container should

which vaporises the liquid. This vapour, in addition to be used to allow circulation of the solution to all

removing oil and sludge, will remove any existing paint surfaces. A temperature of 93°C. (200°F.) should be

or varnish so leaving a clean surface for repainting if maintained to promote rapid action, while mechanical

required. agitation of the solution is desirable to prevent

This type of cleaning has a drying and hardening stagnation of the liquid and to carry away loosened

effect on carbon deposits. foreign matter.
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Immediately the components are removed from the Discolouration of the gudgeon pin bushes need not
tank, all traces of the alkali must be removed, preferably be removed.

- by directing a jet of wet steam to their surfaces. Finally Abrasive cloth or paste should not be used.
dry the components using dry compressed air.

Note Ensure that all traces of alkaline cleaner are Pushrods
removed from the cleaned components,
otherwise any alkaline allowed to come into The pushrod oil passage must be clear. Flushing through
contact with the engine oil may cause

with a mmeral spirit then applying compressed air is
contamination, usually sufficient to clear any obstruction in the passage.

If difficulty is e×perienced the pushrod should be

Carbon solvents renewed.

A number of chemial preparations are marketed for the
purpose of dissolving and softening carbon deposits (e.g. Rocker arms
'Ardro× 666'). The efficiency of these chemicals is During cleaning flush through the oil passages to ensure
dependent upon the method

'of

application and the oil flows through the bushes and oil squirt holes. The
physical nature of the deposit. exterior surfaces can, in most cases, be cleaned with a

These materials are designed to be used either as a mineral spirit solvent, but in extreme cases, stubborn
cold soaking bath or as a hot bath; mechanical agitation deposits may be removed using a carbon solvent. AII
accelerating the action. The manufacturers traces of the carbon solvent must be removed after
recommendations of immersion time should be strictly cleaning.
observed to prevent the solvent from attacking the
metal. Hydraulic tappets

A preliminary immersion in a trichlorethene vapour To ensure that the bodies, plungers and sockets, are not
degreaser is recommended- interchanged with those of other tappets, the

After removal of the carbon deposit, remove the components from each tappet assembly should be kept
components from the solvent and rinse or spray them together and not mixed with components of other
with mineral spirit. A wire brush or other coarse abrasive tappets,
must not be used- To eliminate the risk of foreign matter coming into

contact with the component surfaces, the cleaning
METHOD OF CLEANING SPECIFIC process should be followed immediately by the

COMPONENTS assembly, testing and fitting of the tappets.

Crankcase Pistons and gudgeon pins
Crankcase half castings may be cleaned by brushing or The dimensions of machined surfaces are critical and a
by spraying with mineral spirit, immersion in a mild smooth finish is essentiaL The use of scrapers, emery
alkaline cleaning bath or by the vapour degreasing cloth, buffing wheels or potishing compounds would be
method when available- detrimental to the components, and therefore must not

Although the mild alkaline cleaner or vapour be used.
degreasing methods give the required results, it is Hard carbon deposits may be removed using a carbon
desirable to flush through the oil galleries and check the solvent, but e×1remely hard deposits on the piston heads
flow from all the oil holes. If however, en alkaline may be removed by fibre blasting if care is taken to
cleaner is used, the alkali must be removed from oil protect the other areas of the piston.
passages, corners and rough surfaces of the castings as Oil varnish must be removed from the piston ring
described under 'inhibited mild alkaline cleaners'- grooves. Light scoring of the piston skirt may be

After cleaning, the oli passages should be blown out removed by stoning, but only to the e×tent of removing
and all surfaces dried using dry compressed air. the raised edges to permit dimensional inspection;

heavily burnt or scored pistons should be discarded. On
Crankshaft completion of the cleaning and stoning operations, spray
To clean the crankshaft, spray or brush with mineral the piston with solvent and dry thoroughly with
spirit solvent paying particular attention to any tapped compressed air.
holes, threads and oil holes. Gudgeon pins with the pressed-in end plugs should be

cleaned with a mild alkaline cleaner.
Camshaft
The camshaft should be cleaned with a mineral spirit Cylinders
solvent paying particular attention to tapped holes and The following procedure is recommended for cleaning

recesses. the cylinder assemblies.
Oil varnish or carbon may be more stubborn and if L Soak the cylinders in a bath of mineral spirit to

removal proves to be difficult using this method use soften the carbon deposits.
either a caustic stripper or carbon solvent. 2. Spray with mineral spirit to loosen the deposits.

3. The cylinders should then be immersed in a bath
Connecting rods of mild alkaline cleaner. Lie them on their sides

A mineral spirit solvent may be used to clean the to permit circulation and agitation of the liquid.

connecting rods, but if this does not complete the 4. Remove the cylinders from the tank and spray
operation thoroughly, a carbon solvent should be used. with a steam jet or mineral spirit to remove all

Do not scrape or use a wire brush to clean the traces of alkali,
connecting rods. If the cylinders are to stand for any length of
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time, spray them with a corrosion preventive oil from the sump and spray both the interior and exterior

mi×ture,
with the solvent to complete the cleaning operation. The

6. When the cylinders are dry, vapour blasting may sump should then be dried thoroughly with compressed

be employed to remove hard carbon deposits air and protected with a film of corrosion preventive oit.

from the combustion chamber but the cylinder
walls must be protected and the valve guides Oil coolers
plugged. Similarly deposits may be removed from Oil coolers are air frame mounted parts and must be

.a the rocker boxes and valve chambers if all other cleaned in accordance with the manufacturers

2 machined surfaces are suitably protected. instructions,
m 6. After blasting all abrasive materials must be

removedsby flushing or spraying with a mineral Small components
o spirit solv'ent' All nuts, screws and other small components may be
5 7. Coat all surfaces with a corrosion preventive oit' cleaned efficiently with a mineral spirit solvent. Threads

should be kept free of oil and dirt to permit inspection.
Valves
A carbon solvent may be used to loosen the carbon Storage
deposit, after which the deposit should be scraped off Immediately after cleanjng, steel parts should be sprayed

the valve heads. Oil varnish can be removed by with, or dipped in clean engine oil. For periods

immersion in a caustic stripping bath. exceeding one week a mixture of engine oil and a
corrosion preventive oil should be used.

Oil sumP Bearings should be wrapped in wax paper and att

To remove sludge, fill the sump with a mineral spirit parts should be wrapped or covered to protect them

solvent and allow the sump to soak. Drain the spirit from dust while awaiting inspection.

o
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Section D3
INSPECTION

Definitions General inspection after dismantling
Below are some of the terms used in this Section to A preliminary inspection after dismantling of all parts
describe various defects. will indicate whether any are deformed, corroded,

o 1. Abrasion: Light scoring or scratching caused by scored, pitted or otherwise damaged beyond repair.
direct contact and friction between two parts. Careful inspection of each item should be performed

> Also caused by cleaning with abrasive materials. to determine the need for minor repair. These include
-9

2. Burning: As applied to valve heads, this is caused stoning to remove burrs, fretting, pitting, scoring, etc.
by high temperature gases escaping past the valve Care must be taken to inspect the condition of threads
faces, for damage.

In other instances it indicates drawing the 1nspection for cracks is a difficult operation; the aid

temper of steel to a soft (blue)condition as a of a magnifying-_glass will help, however crack testing
result of overheating in absence of lubrication on must be carried out in the manner given below (see
moving surfaces, such as gear teeth subjected to Crack test). Also included in the inspection should be

high load. the inspection of all holes, pockets, threads, etc. to

3. Burrs: Sharp, rough, upstanding edges, ascertain that all foreign matter, cleaning compound and

4. Corrosion: Rust (oxidation)or deterioration of abrasives have been removed.
metal, leaving a rough uneven surface.

5. Deformed: Any departure from original shape,

e.g. bends, twists, warping, elongations, crushing, CRACK TEST
flattening, peening or indentation. Two methods of crack testing should be used. The

6, Fretting: Vibration of or against a mating surface crankcase halves, pistons, accessory case, cylinder

causing a pattern of straight or intersecting lines. assemblies and all items made of aluminium or

7. Elongation: An increase in length, magnesium should be crack tested using the 'Ardrox'
8. Pitting: Small, deep cavities in a surface. dye penetrant method or its equivalent.
9. Oxidation: A chemical combination of a metal The remaining items such as crankshaft and gears,

with oxygen. connecting rods, camshaft and gears, hydraulic tappets,
10. Run-out: Eccentricity, generally indicated by a inlet valves, valve springs and fittings, and all gears

dial test indicator. should be crack tested using the magnetic flaw detection
11. Scoring: Deep scratches caused by friction or methods.

c abrasive particles. For dye penetrant crack testing use the following
procedure.

1. Wash the component to be crack tested with a
INSPECTION METHODS grease solvent such as paraffin.

General Inspection before dismantling 2. Immerse the component in a trichlorethene

A preliminary general inspection prior to external vapour tank to remove any oil or sludge,
washing should indicate external damage, oil leaks, the 3. Remove and blow off with a high pressure air line
condition of the oil and petrol pipes (checkfor chafing, until dry,
cracking, indenting, etc.) and electrical cables (checkfor Note The temperature of the component
chafing and insulation cracks). must be between 10°C. and 40°C.

Inspection after e×ternal washing should include (500F. and 104°F.) before starting to
checks for any parts damaged, cracked, loose or missing crack test.
studs, nuts and bolts. 4. Totally immerse the component in a tank
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containing a penetrant for a period of not less - tank to enable the surplus penetrant to be
than 5 minutes. removed. The component must not be left in this

5. Remove the surplus penetrant and allow to drain tank for more than ½ a minute.
by suspending the component over the tank or by 7. Remove and allow to drain as described in
placing it on a draining board which feeds back Operation 5 for a period of between a ¼ of a
into the tank. The time for this operation is 5 minute and 1 minute,
minutes. 8. Wash by means of a water jet for a period of

6. Immerse the component in a penetrant remover between ½ a minute and 1½ minutes with a water
temperature of between 15°C. and 46°C. (59°F.
and 1150F.).

9. Allow to dry for a period of between 5 minutes
and 10 minutes minimum at a process
temperature of 60°C. (1400F.) maximum,

Note The component can be dried by either
of two methods. The first method is
using compressed clean dry air,
preferably pre-heated.

The second method is first by
drying the component using an air line
and then placing the component in a
hot air circulating oven. An oven
temperature of 70°C. (158°F.) is
generally sufficient.

Parts containing holes, grooves, etc.
should be inverted after half of the
drying time has elapsed.

10. Spray a thin film of developer over the area to be
inspected, producing a white area.

Dry developer should be applied while the
component is still hot.

11. Inspect the component. Any cracks will appear as
.....

a red or pink discolouration on the white
background.

FIG. D7 CHECKING THE CRANKSHAFT FOR BOW 12. Depending upon the developer used, clean by one
AND PARALLELISM of the two methods.

If wet developer has been used, clean by
washing with paraffin or water and dry the
component using compressed air.

1 If dry developer has been used, remove the
Il remaining powder by blasting with clean, dry air.

Note Where the above facilities are not
available the crack testing materials are
obtainable in spray bottles.

The above instructions are to be used as a guide only.
When crack testing, the procedure to be used should be
on view in a prominent place adjacent to the crack
testing equipment.

I Magnetic flaw detection method
Various methods are used depending upon the size and
shape of the component bemg crack tested.

B currentflow method
1. Wash the component in paraffin and degrease in a

trichlorethene vapour tank, this ensures that the
component is clean and free from grease and
swarf.

2. Set the machine function switch to the 'Current
flow' position.

3. Place the component between the contact pads

and secure.
og 4. Select the correct current value as indicated by

the ammeter; the current must be varied

FIG.DB CHECKING THE CONNECTING ROD FOR according to the size of the component.

ALIGNMENT AND TWIST 5. Spray or pour the magnetic ink on to the
component and magnetise by passing the current

A-Checking connecting rod alignment through the component for a period of between 2
B--Checking connecting rod for twist seconds and 3 seconds. Repeat until the
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component is completely covered- Pistons and rings
6. Remove the component and inspect for 1. Check that all carbon has been removed.

Iongitudinal defects.
. . . 2. Inspect for cracks (seeCrack test).

7. Demagnetise the component by msertmg it in an 3. Check that the piston ring grooves are notalternating current coil and slowly withdrawing it
damaged,along the axis of the coil to a distance of Discard any piston which is cracked orapproximately five feet (1.524metres)" damaged.The different magnetic flaw detection 4. Check the gudgeon pin bore diameter for size and

c methods are all símilar to the one described.
w above, but the various methods together with the ovality.
.E appropriate instructions will be displayed in a

prominent place by the machine.
.E Following demagnetisation the component
a must be washed and cleaned before being built

into an engine.
Note When crack testing nuts and washers

place them on a convenient size copper
'

or brass bar.

INSPECTION OF CRITICAL PARTS
Crankcase

1. Carefully e×amine both halves for cracks,
especially around the cylinder flanges (seeCrack
test).

2. Examine bearing seats for cracks, scratches and
nicks.

3. Inspect the parting flange surfaces for nicks,
scratches and warping.

o 4. Inspect the camshaft bearings for scores, cracks
and excessive wear.

5. lnspect hydraulic tappet bores for wear and
scoring (see inspection of individual
components).

6. E×amine oil galleries and feed holes for
cleantiness. "¿

7. Check all studs for damaged threads, tight fit,
Ìength and bow.

. FíG. DS CHECKING VALVE GU DE DIMENSIONS8. Inspect all surfaces for removal of cleamng
materials.

Crankshaft
1. Remove the e×pander plug from the front of the

crankshaft before crack testing. A new plug must
be fitted and inspected for an oiFtight fit after
such an inspection.

2. inspect for cracks using the Magnetic flaw
detection method (seeCrack test).

3. E×amine for scoring, burrs and wear on the main
journals and crankpins, and fillet radii.

4. Ensure that the oil tubes are secure and free from
obstructions.

5. Inspect the threaded holes in the rear flange for
nicks, pulled or stripped threads.

6. Inspect both the front and rear flanges for
fretting.

7. Check the diameter of main and big-end journals
(seeInspection of individual components).

8. Check for bow and parallelism (see Inspection of
individual components).

Connecting rods
1. Inspect for any burrs, pitting and scoring.
2. Check the cap bolts for elongation. Observe

conditions of threads.
3. Check-diameter of big-end and smalbend bushes,

also for alignment and twist (see Inspection of FIG.D10CHECKINGCYLINDERBORE
individualcomponents). DIMENSIONS
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Gudgeon pins
1. Check the diameter before and after polishing.
2. Inspect for any scoring or scratches.

Pushrods
L Check for bow in the pushrods by rolling them on

a surface table.
2. Inspect ball ends for excessive wear,

-¯ 3. Check that the oil passages are clear, Blocked
passages should be blown clear. Do not drill the
passages.

Rocker arms
1. Check for cracks (see Crack test}. Excessively

worn bushings should be rernoved before crack
Koos test and renewed afterwards.

2. Inspect the diameter of used and renewed bearing

FIG D11 CHECKING PISTON RING GAP bush bores.
3. Check that the oil holes are clear.
4. Check for worn pushrod sockets and valve

operating faces.
5. Check that the oil hole blanking plugs are secure.

Valves
1. Inspect for cleanliness, valve wear, scoring,

burning or warping,
2. Discard any valves which are worn, scored,

warped or ground beyond their limits.
3. After regrinding and lapping, valves should be

checked for full seating before installation,
4. Measure length of valves if valve tips have been

reground. Use either a vernier height gauge or a
dial test indicator and slip gauges (see Chapter J -

Dimensional Data).
2 3 x es;

Valve springs
FG D12 INSPECTING PISTON RING SIDE

CLEARANCE 1. Inspect for cracked or broken ends and corrosion.
2. Check the weight required to compress the spring

1. Feeler gauge
. to the specified length (see Chapter J -

2. Right angle piston ring retamer . .

Dimensional Data).
3. Retaining bands

Caitishaft
l' 1. Inspect for cracks using the Magnetic flaw

detection method (see Crack test).
2. Examine for scoring, burrs, distortion and

excessive wear.
3. Inspect cem lobes for profile wear, scoring and

4. f i is suspected that during the previous
operating period the tappet body did not rotate,
the cam lobe should be checked for taper. This
taper is slight, but it is very important.

5. Inspect the fuel pump eccentric for wear and
scoring.

6, Examine all threaded holes for damage.

Cylinders
1. Examine for cracks (seeCrack test); check steel

barrel fins for bending and aluminium head fins
for cracks.

All steel fins should be straight and even to
K75; POrmÍÌÌÑO COff6CÌ 8ÎF ÍÌOW.

Broken cylinder head fins may be filed
FIG.DT3CHECKING THE CRANKSHAFT FOR END smooth. A cylinder head fin crack may be

FLOAT stopped by drilling the fin, using a 0.187 in. (4.76
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mm.) drill. The crack should be removed by filing the plunger and the tappet body (see Inspection
a vee shaped notch with the hole at its apex or of individual components).
using the Borroughs cylinder head fin repair set.
All sharp edges should be removed. If such repairs Gears
have reduced the total fin area by more than 10% 1. Check the crankshaft and camshaft gears for
the cylinder must be renewed- cracks using the Magnetic flaw detection method

Small cracks starting at the edges of head fins (seeCrack test},
- should be marked for repair by drilling reliefs. If 2. Inspect all gears for distortion, burrs on the teeth
w cracks extend to the fin root the cylinder must be excessive wear or scoring.
.g discarded because it is probable that the cylinder 3. Inspect the starter driven gear on the crankshaft
-a head wallswill also be cracked· for chipping and distortion.

2. Inspect all'joint surfaces for nicks, cracks, peening
and deep scratches. These defects may permit oil Fuel pumpleakage' 1. Inspect the fuel pump rocker arm operating face3. lnspect the rocker arm retaining studs for burrs, for excessive wear or scoring.
stripped threads, bending, elongation and
security. Check the rocker cover retaining screw ,

holes for damage. ut, .
1

4. Examine the condition of the sparking plug
Heli-Coil inserts for thread condition and
tightness,

5. Inspect the cylinder base flanges for cracks,
bending, nicks and corrosion.

6. Measure the valve guides for wear and inspect
their bores for scoring (see Inspection of
individual components)

7. Inspect the valve seats after grinding to ensure
that the outside diameters are less than the valve

o head diameter.
8. Measure the cylinder bores for wear (see

Inspection of individual components). If they are
worn above the standard limits, classify
accordingly.
(a) Hone to 0.005 in. (0.127 mm.) oversize. 3
(b) Grind to 0.015 in. (0.381 mmJ oversize and N

hone bore.
(c) Fit nevv cylinder assembly.

For Operations 8(a) and 8(b) use the
procedure described in 'Chapter D, Section D4'. FIG D14CHECKING THE CAMSHAFT FOR
For Operation 8(c) use the procedure described in END FLOAT
'Chapter C'.

After grinding and honing, check the bore for
diameter, taper, squareness with flange, ovality
and surface finish.

Note Any cylinder assemblies with serviceable
heads and worn standard size barrels
may be returned to either the
Rolls-Royce or Teledyne Continental
Motors factory for oversize grinding.

A service exchange system is
provided for the renewal of valve guides
and valve seat inserts.

co Hydraulic tappets
The inspection of the hydraulic tappets should be ^

carried out at the same time as cleaning and assembly.
1, inspect for sludge and obstructed oil holes.

. 2. Inspect the cam follower face for damage and for
deep scoring or corrosion on the exterior of the
tappet body. Discard any tappets which show --

signs of such damage.
3. Measure the diameter of each tappet body to -

determine the clearance in the crankcase bore (see
Chapter J - Dimensional Data}.

4, inspect each socket for clear oil holes and
excessive wear of the cup. FIG.D 15 CHECKING THE CRANKSHAFT FOR END

5. Check for excessive diametral clearance between FLOAT WITH THE CRANKCASE ASSEMBLED
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INSPECTION OF 1NDIVIDUALCOMPONENTS
Crankcase

L Fit the crankcase halves together, ensuring that
both faces are clean. Fit the retaining through
bolts, studs and distance pieces, nuts and washers
as required; torque tighten the nuts (seeChapter J

- Dimensional Data).
2. Using a dial test indicator, measure the diameter

of the crankshaft bearing bores, camshaft bearing
bores and hydraulic tappet bores (see Chapter J -

Dimensional Data).
3. Split the crankcase halves, fit the crankcase

bearings in position and assemble the crankcase
halves. Torque tighten the nuts (see Chapter J -

Dimensional
.
Data). Measure the crankshaft

bearing bores.

Crankshaft - To check for wear
1. Using a micrometer check the journals and

crankpins for wear and ovality; regrind the shaft
if wear exceeds the figures quoted in 'Chapter J -

-- ) Dimensional Data'.
I 2. Position a pair of Vee-blocks on an inspection

table so that the Vee-blocks will support the
crankshaft at each of the e×treme journals.

3. Position a test bar on to the Vee-blocks and check
FlG. D16 CHECKING THE CAMSHAFT GEAR FOR that the Vee-blocks are carallel to the table, If

BACKLASH necessary correct any errors by fitting packing
pieces under the feet of the Vee-blocks.

4. Place the crankshaft on to the Vee-blocks and
ensure that the crankshaft is free to rotate.

5. Place the arm of a dial test indicator on to the
centre journal, and set the indicator to zero.

6, Rotate the crankshaft until the difference
between the maximum and minimum reading on
the indicator is recorded (seeFig.D 7); halve this
reading to give the amount of bow in the
crankshaft. Ensure that any ovality in the end and
centre journals is taken into account.

7. Turn the crankshaft so that the webs of each
crankpin are first at 45° then at 135° to the
table. Check the journals and crankpins in each
position for parallelism (seeFig.D 7); regrind the
shaft if the wear exceeds the figures given inK757 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'.

FIG.D17 CHECKlNG THE OIL PUMP GEARS FOR
BACKLASH Connecting rods - To check alignment and twist

Correct alignment of the connecting rods is of the
utmost importance, and all connecting rods should be
checked for alignment after rebushing and boring.

If an alignment fixture is not available check the
connecting rods in the following manner.

1. Fit a gudgeon pin or a correct size plug into the
smalbend of the connecting rod and a mandrel
into the big-end. Set up the connecting rod on a
surface block, with the mandrel resting on either
Vee-blocks or between centres and with the
connecting rod in the vertical plane (See Fig.DB).

2. Using a dial test indicator gauge take readings at
both ends of the gudgeon pin. Refer to 'Chapter J
- Dimensional Data' for the permitted difference
in readings.

3. Check the connecting rod for twist in a similar
manner to the procedure adopted for checking

FIG.D18 CHECKING THE OlL PUMP GEARS FOR the alignment but with the axis of the connecting
END FLOAT rod in the horizontal plane (æeFig.DB). Refer to
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'Chapter J -- Dimensional Data'for the permitted around the circumference of the ring, Discard any
difference in readings.

.
rings which are e×cessively worn.

Valve guides - To check for wear
- 2. Check the closed ring gaps (seeFig..011) on all

rings when fitted in the cylinder to which they
1. Place the cylinder on a bench or inspection table are to be fitted (see Chapter J - Dimensional

with the rocker shaft mounting face uppermost' Data)
2. Using a plug gauge as shown in Figure D9, check 3. Fit the piston rings to the pistons as described in

the bore diameter. 'Chapter D Section D5 (a)'.
Check the bore across one axis then move the 4. Check the side clearance of the piston rings asplug gauge through 90° and re-check (seeChapter shown in Figure D12 (seeChapter J - Dimensional

- J - Dimensional Data)' Data).

Cylinder bore's - To check for wear Crankshaft and camshaft end float - To check
1. Ensure that the cylinder bores are clean 1. Fit the crankshaft and camshaft into the 2-4 side
2. Using a dial test indicator gauge (seeFig.DíO), crankease half, check the end float as follows.

check the diameter of the cylinder bores (see 2. Fit a dial test indicator to the crankcase and
Chapter J - Damensional Data). position the indicator pointer against the end of

the crankshaft gear; set the scale to read zero (See

Hydraulic tappets Fig. D 13).
Check roughly for excessive diametral clearance between 3. Gently lever the crankshaft backward and
the plunger and the tappet body using the following forward and note the reading of the dial test
procedure. indicator.

1. Enter a dry plunger into its corresponding dry 4. The crankshaft end float should be between
cylinder. 0.006 in, and 0.016 in. (0.152 mm, and 0.406

2. Hold the cylinder between the thumb and middle mm.}.
finger; depress the plunger with the index finger 5. Position the dial test indicator on to the camshaft
and release it quickly, gear and similarly check the camshaft end float

The compression of air in the cylinder should (seeFig,D 14).

o cause the plunger to return instantly, 6. The camshaft end float should be between 0.004
3. If the plunger does not return, it is either in. and 0.008 in. (0.102mm. and 0.203 mm.).

excessively worn or the check valve is leaking, Note When the 1-3 side crankcase half is
4. To check for a leaking check valve, repeat the fitted in position, the crankshaft and

compression test as described in Operation 2 camshaft end float should be checked
whilst plugging the end of the oil inlet hole with again. The readings as previously

the other hand. recorded on the original check should
if the plunger still does not return instantly,

.
be obtained (See Eig.O 15).

both the cylinder and plunger are excessively if the readings differ the crankcase

worn, assembly must be dismantled and the

5. If the plunger does return instantly on the second cause investigated.

test, either the check valve seat is worn and
leaking or it is dirty. Crankshaft and camshaft gear backlash - To check

6, Clean the cylinder again and repeat the first test
(withthe oil inlet hole open). 1. Fit a dial test indicator to the crankcase and

If the plunger does not return the valve is position the indicator pointer on one of the
defective. camshaft gear teeth as shown in Figure D 16 ; set

Any tappet assembly which fails to pass this the scale to zero,
test must be discarded. 2. Rock the camshaft gear and check the backlash.

Note if a camshaft is changed, a set of new The backlash should be between 0.006 in. and
tappets must be fitted. 0.009 in. (0.152 mm. and 0.229 mm.).

3. Check the backlash on various teeth around the
Sparking plugs circumference of the gear.

1. Clean the sparking plugs and if necessary set the
gaps to 0.016 in. (0.406 mm.).

Grit blasting if used must be kept to the Vacuum pump gear backlash - To check
absolute minimum as this can damage the 1. Ensure that the combination of au×iliary drives

c porcelain insulation. are fitted to the front end of the camshaft. Fit
2. Test at 100 lb/sq.in. (7.03 kg/sq.cm.), the camshaft into one of the crankcase halves.

2. Fit the vacuum pump gasket to the crankcase
- INSPECTION DURING BUILD mounting flange.

3. Push the vacuum pump gear into the vacuum
The following inspection procedures should be carried

pump adapter taking care to avoid damage to the
out during build oil seal

. 4. Fit the vacuum pump adapter to the crankcase
Pistons and rmgs mounting face. Secure with plain washers,
Check the piston ring gap and side clearance as follows- lock-washers and nuts.

1. Check the compression rings in the cylinder to 5. Ensure that the camshaft is pressed towards the
which they are to be fitted; if the rings are in rear of the crankcase,
good condition there should be no light showing 6, Fit a dial test indicator to the crankease and
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position the indicator pointer on one of the 2. Fit a dial test indicator on to the accessory case,
vacuum pump gear teeth. Set the scale to zero. position the indicator pointer on one of the gear

7. With the camshaft pressed rearward rock the teeth and set the scale to zero (SeeEig.D I7A
vacuum pump gear backward and forward noting 3. Hold the other gear securely and rock the gear
the reading on the dial test indicator. backward and forward noting the reading on the

8. Check the backlash on various teeth around the dial test indicator.
circumference of the gear. 4. Check the backlash on various teeth around the

9. The backlash should be between 0.002 in. and circumference of the gear.
0.006 in. (0.051mm. and 0.152 mm.). 5. The backlash should be between 0.014 in. and

10. Shirns must be fitted as necessary at the rear of 0,022 in. (0.350 mm. and 0.559 mrn.).
the vacuum pump drive gear to obtain the correct 6. Remove the dial test indicator; fit and secure the
backlash.

'
- ait pump cover.

Note The backlash must be checked again 7. Fit the dial test indicator on to the accessory case
when the crank.case halves are as shownin FigureD18; set the scale to zero and
assembled, The previously recorded check the end float.
readings as on the original check should 8. Repeat this operation on the other gear.
be obtained. 9. The end float should be between 0.002 in, and

if the readings differ the crankcase 0.005 in. (0.051 mm. and 0.127 mm.).
assembly must be dismantled and the Oil testcause investigated.

1. Blank off the oil cooler adapter holes.
2. Connect a hand pressure oil pump to the oit

Oil pump gears - Backlash and end float ¯

screen mounting face.

To check 3. Pump the oil into the engine whilst turning the
engine slowly by hand and ensure that oil flows

1. Fit the two gears into the oil pump chamber. from all the rocker arm oil holes.
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Section D4
SALVAGEOF COMPONENTS

Crankshaft 4. The hone pattern angle must be between 23° and
27°

During inspection, if it is found that the main bearing
•

5. Ensure there are sufficient pressure release strokes
and crankpin díameters are worn beyond the permissible . .

iimits they must be reground to 0.010 in. (0.254 mm.) to produce a surface fimsh of between 20 micro
. mehes and 30 micro inches R.M.S. (16 micro

o undersize. Regrinding below 0.010 in. (0.254 mm.) is .

mehes to 24 micro inches C.L.A.).
not permissible,

. For all other mformation refer to 'Chapter J --

A crankshaft which requires regrinding but is . - ,

. Dimensional Data .

serviceable m all other respects must be returned to . .

The following table gives the finished oversize
either the Rolls-Royce or Teledyne Continental Motors

, diameter to which the cylinder bores should be
factory in e×change for a new or reconditioned -

machined, together with the correct size piston and
crankshaft. Under no circumstances must a crankshaft
be reground outside one of these factories.

piston rings.

If a 0.010 in. (0.254 mm.) undersize crankshaft is
fitted to an engine, the crankcase an.d connecting rods OVERStZE BORE

PISTON PiSTON RING

must be fitted with 0.010 in. (0.254 mm.) oversiZe DIAMETER
OVERSIZE OVERSfZE

bearings. DIMENS10NS DLMENSIONS

O.005in. (0.127mm.)
Cylinders 4.442in. to 4.444 in' Standard 0.005 in.

Oversize cylinder bores (11.283 cm. to (0.127 mm.)

Cylinder bores which are worn beyond the permissible 11,288 cmJ

Iimits can be bored either 0.005 in, (0.127 mm.) or 0.015 in, (0.381mm.)
0.015 in. (0.381 mm.) oversize- 4.452 in, to 4.454 in. 0.015 in. 0.015 in.

Cylinders which require boring to 0.005 in. (0.127 (11.308 cm t° (0.381mmJ (0.381 mm.)
mm.) oversize should be honed to this size. The honing 11.313 cm.)

should be carried out using paraffin as a lubricant.
When boring cylinders to 0.015 in. (0.381 mm.) . .

oversize the bore should be ground until the bore
Any cylinder assemblies with serviceable heads and

diameter is between 0.001 in. and 0.0015 in. (0.025 worn standard size barrels may be returned to either the

mm. and 0.038 mm.} off the finished size. Use a mineral Rolls-Royce or Teledyne Continental Motors factory for

to machining oil as a lubricant. The cylinder should then be
oversize grindmg.

- honed to finished size using paraffin as a lubricant. Refer A service exchange system is provided for the
renewal of valve guides and valve seat mserts,

to Figure D19 for the cylinder machining dimensions.
When boning a cylinder the procedure given below

should be used. The abbreviations in the following Valve guide -- To remove
operations for 'Root mean square' and 'Centre line if valve guides are loose, worn beyond their limits or
average' are given as R.M.S. and C.L,A. respectively, scored they must be removed and the next oversize

1. Stone specification AA180 M6 V30 YT, 38A 180 guide fitted.
MV or equivalent. Remove the valve guide as follows.

2. Desired R.M.S. 40 micro inches to 50 micro 1. Remove all the carbon from the inner end of the

inches (32 micro inches to 40 micro inches valve guide.
C.L.A.). 2, Support the cylinder in the inverted position on a

3. Retain the same R.M.S. or C.L.A. on the choke suitable fixture,
area as on the body. 3. Fit a valve guide removal tool into the guide. This
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FIG. D19 CYLINDER MACHINING DIMENS10NS

A. 0.3745 in, to 0.3755in. (9.512 mm. to 9.538 mm.) ref. J. Taper choke as shown 0.005 in. to 0.007 in. (0.127 mm.
B. 4.0025 in. (10.166 cm.) to 0.178 mm.) on diameter

C. 5.953 in. to 5.963 in. (15.121 cm. to 15.146 cm.) K. 12° 00' ref.

D. Choke must be between 0,0025 in. to 0.0035 in, L. 160 00' ref.

(0.064 mm. to 0.089 mm.) on diameter at this point M. 1.600 in. (4.064 cm.) gauge diameter

E, 59°30' to 600 00' N. 2.000 in. (5.080 cm.) finish choke after housing
F. 5.880 in. (14.935 cm.) P. 44° 30' to 450 00'
G. 1.500 in. (3.810cm.)ground choke O. 5.955 in. to S.965 in. (15.126 cm. to 15.151 cm.)
H. 1.880 in. (4.775cm.) gauge diameter R. 3.869 in. (9.802 cm.) ref.

tool must pilot in the guide bore and have an 5. Coat the outside diameter of the valve guide with
outside diameter less than the bore in the a light grade engine oiL
cylinder. - 6. It is advisable to fit the valve guide into the

4. Using an arbor press, remove the guide. cylinder using an arbor press. Fit the valve gulde
Note If the valve guide cannot be removed and a valve guide installer tool in position; bring

easily the cy‡inder can be heated in an the ram of the press down to rest on the installer

oven to a temperature of 300°C. tooL
(575°FJ to expand the cylinder head. 7. Check the alignment of the guide and ensure that

it remains square with the bore as it is pressed
Valve guide - To fit into the cylinder.

1. Thoroughly clean the valve guide bore in the 8. Ream and broach the valve guide bore to the

cylinder and measure the diameter of the bore. correct size as given in 'Chapter J - Dimensional

2. If the cylinder bore diameter is scored or
Data'.

damaged, or does not conform to the specified 9. Oversize valve guides are available in 0.005 în.
Ilmits, use a valve guide boss reamer and broach (0.127 mm.), 0.010 in. (0.254 mm.), 0.015 in.

set to bore out to the next oversize. (0.381mmi and 0.020 in. (0.508 mm.) sizes.
3. Support the cylinder in the upright position on a

suitable fixture. The fixture must support the Valve seat insert - To remove
cylinder base flange. If a valve seat insert is damaged or if the angle is beyond

4. Select a new valve guide to give the correct its limits after re-cutting i.e. the angle on the valve head
interference, does not overlap the valve seat angle, the valve seat insert
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must be removed. 7. Wash the valve in paraffin to remove all grinding
Remove the valve seat insert as follows, dust and lapping paste. Blow off the surplus
1. An extractor tool which can be tapped into the paraffin with compressed air.

valve seat insert or a suitable alternative type of 8. Ensure that when the valves are assembled they
extractor tool must be used. The best results can are fitted into the cylinder to which they were
be obtained if the tool has provision for feeding lapped.

'

cold water on to the insert. The cold water will
shrink the insert and make removal much easier, Connecting rod small-end bush - To remove

e provided the water does not come into contact
w with the aluminium head otherwise the head will The connecting rod small-end bush must be removed if
.E shrink also, the bush is scored, burnt, damaged, or the total

Two Extractor tools will be required owing to clearance between the gudgeon pin and small-end bush

the different diameters of the inlet and exhaust exceeds the specified lirnits given in 'Chapter J -

valve seat inserts. Dimensional Data'.

2. Heat the cylinder in an oven to a temperature of Remove the connecting rod small-end bush as
300°C. (5750F,}. follo*S-

3. Remove the cylinder from the oven and support 1. Using a suitable drift, tap out the smail-end bush.

it in the inverted position on a suitable fixture.
4. IJsing the extractor tool, remove the valve seat Connecting rod small-end bush - To fit

insert 1. Press the bush into the connecting rod ensuring
that the split in the bush is positioned at 45°

Valve seat insert - To fit from the connecting rod axis towards the big-end
1. Examine the bore in the cylinder and clean with a and on the opposite side to the cylinder number

solvent. stamped on the bolt boss.

2. Compare the sizes of the bore from which the 2. Bore or ream the bush to the size given in

valve seat insert has been removed with the 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'.
standard figures given in 'Chapter J _ 3. The finished bore must be square with the a×is of

Dimensional Data'. the connecting rod and parallel to the big-end

o 3. If the bore does not conform to these sizes, it will bore within 0.0005 in. (0.013 mm.) per inch

be necessary to machine the bore to a larger length,

diameter and to fit oversize seat inserts.
Oversize valve seat inserts are available in Rocker arm bushes - To renew

, 0.005 in. (0,127 mm.), 0.070 in. (0.254 mm.), 1. Using a suitable drift, remove the rocker arm
0.015 in. (0.381 mm.), 0.020 in. (0.508 mm.) and bushes. Before fitting new bushes, check that the
0.030 in, (0.762 mm.} sizes- interference between the bushes and the rocker

4. To fit the insert it is necessary to heat the arm bore is 0.002 in. to 0.0045 in. (0.051 mm. to
cylinder in an oven to a temperature of 300°C 0.114 mm.).
(575°F.). 2. Coat the outside diameter of the bushes with a

5. Quickly remove the cylinder from the oven and light grade engine oil.
place in the inverted position. Drive the insert 3. Press the bushes into the rocker arm.
into the cynnder using an installer took This tool 4. Bore or ream the bushes to the size given in
must lightly grip the insert and pilot in the valve 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'.
guide. Note All surfaces must be concentric, parallel,

6. Grind the valve seat to the dimensions given in flat, square and true (as applicable) to
'Chapter J - Dimensional Data' each other within 0.002 in. (0.051

mm.) T.I.R.
Valve refacing
A large number of grinding machines are marketed for Oli pump bush - To remove
refacing valves. The operating instructions are provided 1. Remove the oil pump bush from the housing
with each machine and therefore will not be repeated in using an extractor tool or by machining leaving a
this manual. thin skin of metal appro×1mately 0.010 in. (0.254

Certain precautions m*ust be observed when refacing mm.) thick,
the valves and are listed below. 2. After machining, lift the bush shell from the bore

1. Remove the minimum amount of material in the oil pump housing.
possible to give a

'clean' facing.
2. Keep the grinding machine at the correct valve

angle specified in 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'. Oil pump bush - To fit
3. Use a coolant during the grinding operation, 1. Check that the interference between the bush and

4. Ensure that the grinding.head of the machine is in the oil purnp housing bore is 0.0005 in. to 0.0015
constant motion across the valve face without in. (0.013 mm. to 0.038 mm.).
running off the edges. Note A bush 0.005 in. (0.127 mm.) oversize

5. Remove any sharp edges from the outside of the is available.
valve face. 2. Support the accessory case on blocks around the

6. Using a fine good quality lapping paste, lightly lap area of the tachometer drive mounting face,
the valve to its seating. Check the seating using 3. Coat the outside diameter of the bush with a light
'Prussian' blue. Ensure that the angle on the valve grade engine oil.
head overlaps the valve seat. 4. Press the bush into the bore of the housipg
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ensuring that the end with the longer chamfer Oil pump cover bearing bores --- To ream
enters the housing first.

5. Using a depth gauge check that the drop from the 1. Fit the oit pump cover on to the reaming jig (See

bottom face of the oil pump housing to the top
Eig.KI); locate with two dowels and secure with

of the bush is between 0.035 in, and 0.050 in, two 0.250 in, dia. U.N.C.-1 %s in. Iong setscrews

(0.889 mm. and 1.270 mm.). and nuts.

6. Repeat Operations 1 to 5 on the other bush. 2. Using the reamer bar and reamer (seeFig,K2),

7. Fit the reaming jig (seeEig.K 1) on to the oil ream one of the holes to the size given in 'Chapter

pump cover mounting face; locate with the two J - Dimensional Data'. Similarly ream the other

dowels and secure with two setscrews. hole.

8. Using the reamer bar and reamer (See Fig.K2), Note The axis of the oil pump bush bores
bore the bushes to the size given in 'Chapter J - must be parallel to within 0.0005 in.
Dimensional Data'. (0.013 mm.} T.LR. measured over a

Note The axis of the oil pump bush bores 2.00 in. (5.080 cm.) long test bar.
must be parallel to within 0.0005 in. The faces must be square to the axis
(0.013 mm.) T.I.R. measured over a of these bores within 0.001 in. (0.025
2.00 in, (5.080 cm.) long test bar. mm.} T.I.R.
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Section D5(a)
ENGINEASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLYOF MAJOR COMPONENTS

General information plain washers. Tighten to the torque figure,

The lockwire, lock-washers, nylon lock-nuts, gaskets and relative to size, given in 'Chapter J - Dimensional

rubber connectors, removed when dismantling the Data ,

engine, will have been discarded, therefore, all these 5. Turn up the tab-washers to lock.

o items must be renewed. Listed in the current Parts List 6. Spin the oil pump gears to test for free rotation,

are the various sets of gaskets, piston rings, main If any roughness or binding is evident, dismantle

bearings and thrust washers, necessary when carrying out the pump and locate the cause.
overhaul. 7. Insert the oil pressure relief valve plunger into the

When all the new or reconditioned components, bore in the accessory case and fit the correct

together with the e×isting components of the engine are
spring in the plunger. Fit a new copper asbestos

available, the various sub-assemblies may be assembled. gasket on the relief valve cap and tighten the cap

Prior to assembly, the components should be sprayed securely into the accessory case boss,

with clean solvent to remove the corrosion preventive oli
and accumulated dust, then dried with compressed air. Crankcase

During assembly, any bare steel surfaces, bushes or Oil squirt nozzle and screen - To fit
bearings, should•be coated with clean engine lubricating 1. Ensure that the hole in the crankcase is clean and
oil. If the engine is likely to stand for some time before free from burrs.
testing, the oil used as a lubricant should contain a 2. Enter the nozzle into the bore from the
corrosion preventive compound; ratio three parts of crankshaft bearing end, Using an aluminium drift
engine oil to one part of compound. The corrosion of between 0.170 in. and 0.180 in. (4.32 mm. and
preventive compound must be of a type which will not 4.57 mm.) diameter tap the nozzle down the bore
adversely affect the engine lubricating system. until it comes to a stop.

Note When tightening nuts or setscrews fitted with 3. Push the screen into the bore ensuring that the
locking devices tighten to the minimum rounded end enters the bore first. Tap the screen
specified torque and check the alignment. If into the bore, using a drift which seats inside the
they are not aligned tighten further until screen, to a depth of between 0.160 in. and 0.175
alignment is achieved. Fit a new nut or in. (4.06 mm. and 4.45 mm.) from the top of the
setscrew if alignment is not possible within the screen to the crankshaft bearing face,
specified torque tightness figures. Prepare the crankcase halves for assembly to form

the completed crankcase as follows.
Accessory case 1. Treat the two front oil gallery plugs with a

1. Carefully inspect the casting for any damage such non-setting sealing compound then screw them
as bent studs or scores on machined faces. Check into the crankcase holes and tighten securely.

for thorough cleanliness and condition of the 2. If a fuel pump is not fitted to the engine, fit a
enamel, ensure that there is no enamel on gasket and blanking cover to the fuel pump
machined surfaces, mounting face.

2. Fit the oil pump gears into their chambers, with 3. Fit the locking plate and two plain hexagon nuts.
the tachometer drive-shaft protruding through the Tighten the nuts to the standard torque figure,
rear of the casing. relative to size, given in 'Chapter J - Dimensional

3. Fit the oil pump cover in position on its dowels Data'.
ensuring that it fits perfectly on the chamber 4. Turn up the ends of the locking plate against the
surface. flats of the nuts.

Do not use gasket paste on this joint. 5. Fit the oil cooier and filter adapter to the
4. Fit the four retaining bolts with tab-washers and mounting face adjacent to No. 2 cylinder
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L 194

FIG. D 20 EXPLODED VIEW OF CRANKSHAFT AND CAMSHAFT

1. Crankshaft oli 3. Crankshaft gear 6. Tappets
seat and spring 4. Thrust washer 7. Camshaft gear

2. Crankshaft 5. Bearings 8. Camshaft
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mounting face, secure with two lock-washers, 8. Fit a new main bearing shell into each seat with
plain washers and nuts. Do not tighten the nuts at the tangs correctly located in the notches. The
this stage. edges of the bearings should project slightly and

When no oil cooler is fitted, fit a gasket and equally above the parting surface. Ensure that the
blanking cover. set of bearing shells are the correct type and si2e

6. Carefully drive the breather into position in the dependent upon whether a standard or re-ground
crankcase, ensuring that it is fully home in the crankshaft is to be fitted.
bore.

7. Check the main bearing seats in the crankcase Camshaft
halves for damage and ensure that they are dry It is possible for the camshaft (seeFig.D20) to have a
and clear combination of auxiliary drives fitted to the front end.

4

5

L197

FIG.D 21 EXPLODED VIEW OF PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

1. Gudgeon pin 3. Connecting rod 5. Connecting rod
2. Piston 4. Bearings cap
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1. Fit the woodruff keys to the front end of the Fit the crankshaft gear as follows.
camshaft. 1. Fit and secure the crankshaft in a suitable holding

2. Fit as required the vacuum pump drive gear, fixture (See Fig.DSA
governor drive gear, eccentric, spacer and shims to 2. Fit the crankshaft gear on to the rear crankshaft
the front end of the camshaft. spigot diameter, located by the dowel, then finger

3. Fit the plain washer and nut then torque tighten tighten the four he×agon headed screws.
to between 48 lb.ft. and 62 lb.ft. (6.77 kg.m. and 3. Torque tighten the gear retaining screws to the
7.19 kg.m.) torque figures given in 'Chapter J - Dimensional

Note Shims must be fitted as necessary at the Data'.
rear of the vacuum pump drive to 4. Carefully lock with wire the drilled heads of the
obtain the correct vacuum pump gear retaining screws in pairs (See Ñg. D13).
backlash of between 0.002 in, and The locking wire must pass around the sides of
0.006 in. (0.051 mm. and 0.152 mm.) all screw heads, not over the heads, and twist
with the camshaft pressed rearward (see in the direction necessary to prevent the end
Section D3). loops from raising,

4. Fit and secure the split pin- Where the wire passes from one screw to the
ne×t, it should be led in the direction necessary

Camshaft gear - To fÍt to prevent the screws from becoming loose. The
The camshaft gear may be fitted to the camshaft spigot twisted lockwire must be drawn tight and the

et this stage or at a later stage as described under Timing twisted ends turned down.
gears and accessory case - To fit' on Page D32- Crankshaft and connecting rods

Fit the camshaft gear as follows.
1. Fit the camshaft gear on to the camshaft spigot, Connecting rods (SeeEig.D21) for any one engine should

the gear is located by an off-set hole. Screw in the be weight balanced in opposmg pairs to within 0.25 oz.

four he×agon headed screws and finger tighten. (7.087 gm.) of each other.
1. Fit the expander plug to the front end of the

2. Torque tighten the gear retaining screws to the
- crankshaft (Seefig.D20) then pressure test the

torque figures given in 'Chapter J - Dimensional crankshaft at a pressure of 5 lb/sq.in. (0.352Data .

3. Carefully lock with wire the drilled heads of the kg/sq.cm).
2. Fit and secure the crankshaft in a suitable holding

gear retaining screws in pairs (See Eig,Dí3),
fixture (seeFig.D5 ]The locking wire must pass around the sides of 3. Prepare the tour sets of connecting rods, bearing

all screw heads, not over the heads, and twist in
caps, bolts and nuts, in numerical order

the direction necessary to prevent the end loops corresponding to the cylinder numbers stamped
from raising.

. on the bolt bosses.
Where the wire passes from one screw to 4. Insert two bolts through each bearing rod cap

the next, it should be led in the direction with the heads flat against the cap shoulders.
necessary to prevent the screws from becoming 5. Obtain a new set of bearing shells to match the
loose. The twisted lockwire must be drawn tight crankshaft size.
and the twisted ends turned down" 6. Fit a bearing shell in each connecting rod and cap,

Crankshaft gear - To fit ensuring that they are correctly seated with the

The crankshaft gear may be fitted on to the crankshaft tangs located in the notches and that their ends

spigot at this stage or at a later stage as described under project very slightly and equally above the parting

Timing gears and accessory case - To fit'on Page D32. surface.
7. Liberally coat all crankpms and bearings with

clean engine oil and assemble each connecting rod

and cap to their correct crankpins.
Note The numbers on the connecting rod and

cap bolt bosses rnust be at the top,
when the crankshaft ancl connecting
rod assembly is fitted and the engine is
in its operating position,

8. Finger tighten the slotted nuts as each rod is
fitted to the crankshaft, then torque tighten (See

FÍg.D 22) to between 33.3 lb.fl. and 39.6 lb,ft.

(4.6 kg,m. and 5.48 kg.m].
9. Fit the correct split pins and turn the legs either

side of the nuts.
Note When the connecting rods and bearing

caps are correctly assembled and fitted,
the bearing cap squirt holes should
point towards their opposite cylinders.

Induction pipes and hose connections
L Inspect pipe ends for roundness and ensure that

the flange faces are flat and undamaged.
K610 2. Obtain new connecting hoses and fit one on each

FIG. D22 T1GHTENING THE CONNECTING end of the longer induction pipe. The lower hose

ROD BOLTS which connects with the induction manifold
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should be pushed on to the pipe along its full with the elbow pipe should be fitted in its
length of the rubber, while the hose to connect approximate position.

FIG.D23 EXPLODED VIEW OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
1. Roto.coil (Exhaust valve) 8. Cylinder base packing
2. Spring - Cylinder baffle 9. Cylinder barrel
3. Cylinder baffle 10. Cylinder head
4. Intet valve seat insert 11. Rocker arm
5. Inlet valve 12. Rocker cover
6. Exhaust valve 13. Pushrod tube
7, E×haust valve seat insert 14. Pushrod
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3. Slide two worm drive clips on to the pipe at the 1. Lay the cylinder on its side and after liberally
lower end but do not tighten them; fit two worm coating the valve stems with 'Gredag 44' or its
drive clips on the hose at the upper end. equivalent, insert the valves through the valve

4. Assemble the elbow pipe to the longer pipe, take guides.
the free movement out of the worm drive clips 2. Check that the valves are in their correct positions
but do not fully tighten at this stage. and are seating correctly.

3. Lift the cylinder assembly on to the cylinder and

Air intake and filter valve holding fixture ensuring that the valvesdo
not slide out of the guides.

1. Fit the support bracket to the intake housing and 4. Fit the inner washer, inner and outer valve springs
tighten the twp screws from inside the housing. and the outer washer (inlet valve) or 'Roto-coils'
Secure the heads of the screws with lockwire. (exhaustvalve) in position over the valve stems.

2. Fit a new air filter element of the correct type 5. Using the valve spring compressor, compress the
and a matching gasket. valve springs and fit the retaining collets.

3. Fit four new locking studs and four cross-pins. Ensu re that the collets are correctly
4. Pass the studs through the filter and gasket from positioned before releasing the pressure from the

the front. spnngs.
5. Support the drilled rear end of each stud in turn, Note When compressing the valve springs,

then drive the cross-pin through until equal ensure that the retainers remain

lengths protrude from either side of the stud, concentric and square with the valve

stem to avoid damage.
6. Lift the cylinder off the fixture and stand it

Magnetos upright on a bench.
7. To ensure that the retaining collets are correctly

1. Fit a drive gear to the impulse coupling of each seated, strike each valve stem tip sharply with a
magneto· nylon mallet.

2. Tighten the securing nuts; fit and lock the split 8. Push a new cylinder base packing on to the
pins' cylinder skirt to abut the flange, ensuring that it

is not twisted.

Cyli nders (seeFig. D 23)
Pistons

Baffles --- To fit
1. Insert a spring in the hole in the baffle so that the Pistons(SeeE/§.D21) for any one engine should be weight

hook end opens towards the outer end of the balanced in opposing pairs to within 0.25 oz. (7.087
cylinder (SBB FÏg.D24). gm.} of each other.

2. Using enother spring, or a plece of thin stiff wire 1. Check and if,necessary, adjust the piston ring gaps

with one end bent to form a hook, install the (seeFig.D11) to between 0.021 in. and 0.031 in.

baffle on to the bottom of the cylinder head and (0.533 mm. and 0.787 mm.) for the top and

feed the spring through the fins, second rings, between 0.010 in. and 0.020 in,

3. Hook the spring in the groove provided in the (0.254 mm. and 0.508 rnm.) for the third ring

cylinder head (seeEig.D24), and between 0.020 in. and 0.030 in. (0.508mm.
and 0.762 mm.) for the fourth ring. The gaps
must be checked with the rings in the cylinder to

Valves - To fit which they are going to be fitted.
2. Lubricate the piston lands and rings with an

The valve springs and valves should be assembled to the anti-scuffing oil, then carefully fit the rings to the
cylinder head as follows. piston, ensuring that they are the correct size for

the cylinder,
3. Spread each ring as it is fitted to avoid scratching

the piston ring lands.
4. Position the ring gaps so that they are staggered

around the piston.
5. Just enter the gudgeon pins into their mating

pistons.

Pushrods
L The pushrods should be primed with oil by

placing in a tray of clean light oil, with one end
raised to permit filling.

Vacuum pump adapter
1. Fit the oil seal to the vacuum pump adapter.
2. Lubricate the gear shaft with engine lubricating

KN 3. P sh the gear slowly into the adapter taking care

FIG. D24 INSTALLING A CYLINDER BAFFLE to avoid damage to the oil seat
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Section D5 (b)
ENGINEASSEMBLY

F/HALASSEMBLY

The instructions given in the 'Introduction' to this 200 from the top parting surface of the crankcase
Chapter should be read and observed during the final half. Lower the crankshaft half assembly into
assembly of the engine. position. Ensure that the oil seal abuts the

Using the recommended type of turnover stand (500 shoulder of the recess.
Fig.D2), the engine will be accessible from all angles and Note Ensure that the bearing cap squirt holes
sufficient space will be available for fitting accessories. are directed toward their opposite

cylinders.
Crankcase - To assemble 9. Fit the thrust washers to the front end of the

crankcase as shown in Figure D 25 ensuring that
, 1. Secure the upper and lower mounting arms of the

the oil grooves are towards the crankshaft,
2-4 side crankcase half to the turnover stand ' 10. Lubricate the camshaft bearing bores with clean
then turn the stand so that the open side of the
casting is facing upward ready to accept the oit

11. Take the camshaft, to which the vacuum pumpcrankshaft and camshaft.
2. Place a suitable wooden block beneath the front drive gear, governor drive gear, eccentric, spacer

and shims as required, have previously been
end of the crankcase casting to support the .

- - - - - fitted, coat the bearing surfaces with oil and fit
casting durmg the time it is retained by two
mounting bolts only (seeFig.D25). the camshaft into the crankcase half.

3. Spread a very thin, uniform film of 'Wellseal' or
its equivalent, on to the surface of the oil seal
counterbore at the front end of the crankcase
casting.

4. Coat the sealing lip of a new crankshaft oil seal
with a film of engine oil. Remove the helical g'
spring from the inner recess of the seal and
unhook the ends.

5. Spread the split oil seal ends by twisting, then fit
the seal on the crankshaft behind the propeller
flange with the recessed side toward the rear.

6. Pass the oil seal spring around the crankshaft
behind the seal and hook the ends to complete a
loop, Fit the spring carefully into the seal recess,
ensuring that the spring is correctly located in the

groove of the oil seal recess.
Note When in position the spring joint must

be opposite the seal split.
7. Apply a generous coating of engine oil, to all the

crankshaft main journals.
8. Lift the crankshaft and connecting rod assembly,

by Nos. 1 and 3 connecting rods and carefully fit
the crankshaft into the 2-4 side~crankcase half FIG. D25 FITTING THE THRUST WASHERS
bearing.

Before finally lowering the front end of the 1. Thrust washers 3. Vacuum pump drive
crankshaft into the bearing, turn the oil seal to 2. Fuel pump drive gear
position the split within the 2-4 side recess at eccentric 4. Tappet guide bore
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Note if the crankshaft gear and camshaft gear The thread should pass inside the upper and
have been fitted earlier, ensure that the lower flange screw holes.
punch marked tooth on the camshaft Place a loose loop of thread around the hole
meshes between the two adjacent below the rear camshaft bearing.
marked teeth on the crankshaft gear 17. Fit the crankshaft thrust washers to the 1-3 side
(See Eg.D29). crankcase half ensuring that the oil grooves are

12. Mount a dial test indicator gauge on to one of the toward the crankshaft.
crankcase studs and check the end float of the 18. Place Nos. 1 and 3 connecting rods upright. Invert
crankshaft(seeRg.D13). The end float should be the 1-3 side crankcase half and carefully lower it
between 0.006 in, and 0.016 in. (0.152 mm. and into place on the 2-4 side(sesfig.D26), keeping
0.406 mm.). Refer to "Section D3'. the parting flanges parallel to prevent binding as

Similarly the camshaft end float may be the through studs in the 1-3 side casting pass
checked(seefig.Di4) and this should be between through the 2-4 side crankcase half.
0.004 in, and 0.008 in. (0.102 mm. and 0.203 19. Ensure that the case parting flanges make contact
mm.) Refer to 'Section D3'. all round and check that the starter pinion pivot

13. Insert the needle roller bearing and its housing is correctly seated.
(for the starter pinion pivot) into the recess Check that the joint in the split oil seal is
provided above the rear main bearing in the 2-4 correctly positioned and that the ends are flush
side crankcase half ensuring it is located on the with each other. The seal must abut the rear
dowel. shoulder of the recess and the seal lip must make

14. Apply 'Wellseal' or its equivalent to the parting contact all round the crankshaft.
flange of the 2-4 side crankcase half. 20 Insert the ten uniform length bolts in their

15. Place the 1-3 side crankcase half on to the correct locations around the crankcase flanges; fit
workbench with the open side upward- plain washers to either side of the flanges and

Apply a thin uniform film of 'Wellseal' or its lock-washers beneath the nuts. Screw on the nuts
equivalent to the parting flange surfaces, leaving them finger tight.
including the small area below the rear camshaft 21. Fit the two longer bolts, together with the spacers
bearing i.e. around the 3/8 in. (9.5 mm.) stud, and the-lifting bracket, to their position in the
and the oil seal counterbore- top flange and fit the lock-washers and nuts,

Note Do not allow the "Wellseal' or its Screw on the nuts leaving them finger tight.
equivalent to run into the interior of 22. Fit the remaining long bolt at the front end,
the casting and do not apply 'Wellseal' above the crankshaft and fit lock-washers and
or its equivalent to any of the internal nuts to this bolt and also to the stud below the
camshaft or main bearing bosses crankshaft at the front end, leaving them finger

16. When the 'Wellseal' or its equivalent on the 2-4 tight.
side crankcase half has become tackV 23. Using a nylon mallet carefuly tap the seven
(approximately 5 minutes), place a silk thread through bolts into position, ensuring that equal
along the upper, lower and front flanges (seeFig· amounts of thread protrude from each side of the
D26) crankcase.

I When viewed from the 1-3 side of the engine
the correct position for the through bolts is as

T
eL

two shortest I/16 in. (11.11 mm.)
diameter bolts pass through the 1-3 side
crankshaft half forward of number 3 cylinder
mounting face and emerge through number 4
cylinder mounting face on the 2-4 crankcase
half.

Two of the three medium length 7/16 in.
(11.11 mm.) diameter through bolts pass through
the left-hand side of number 3 cylinder mounting

face and emerge through the right-hand side of
number 2 cylinder mounting face, while the third
bolt passes through the top left-hand side of the
number 1 cylinder mounting face and emerges to
the rear of the number 2 cylinder mounting face.

The one remaining 7/16 in. (11.11 mm.)
diameter through bolt passes through the lower
left-hand side of the number 1 cylinder mounting
face and emerges through the mounting face for
the oil cooter adapter on the 2-4 side crankcase

4 3 eli half.
A single 3/8 in,(9.5 mm.) diameter through

FIG.D26 FITTING THE 1-3 CRANKCASE HALF TO bolt passes through the lower rear end of the 1-3
THE 2-4 CRANKCASE HALF side crankcase half to emerge in a similar position

1. Fuel pump mounting 3. Vacuum pump on the 2-4 side crankcase half,
face mounting face These through bolts have a dowel portion at

2. Oil seal 4. Suk thread seal the centre to align the crankcase halves.
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24. Fit the plain washers and he×agon nuts to each
end of the 3/a in.(9.5 mmJ diameter through
bolt and 'nip' tighten the nuts. The plain washers
and nuts should now be fitted to the two through
studs at the front end of the 2-4 side crankcase
half and lightly tightened. Similarly 'nip' tighten
the fourteen nuts securing the halves of the
crankcase.

25. Prevent the connecting rods damaging the
c crankcase openings, by using old cylinder base

packings as described on Page D3.
26. Check the crankshaft and camshaft for free

rotation and re-check the end float of both shafts
(seeFig.D15).

27. If the results of Operation 26 are satisfactory, the o
two engine mountings on the 1-3 side may be än
fitted, and securely tightened. Remove the
wooden block from beneath the front end of the FIG. D27 FITTING A CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
engine and rotate the engine stand to place the
engine in its normal operating position.

28, Fit the vacuum pump adapter, using a new gasket,
to the mounting face beneath the front end of the
crankcase, The adapter can only be fitted in one
position, one stod is a larger diameter than the
other three, to ensure alignment of the oil feed
holes.

Secure the adapter with three ¼ ir (6.35 13 15 5 7
mm.) diameter plain washers, lock-washers and 9 11 1 3
hexagonal nuts and one 5/16 in, (7.94 mm.)
diameter plain washer, lock-washer and hexagonal 3
nut- 12 10 4 2

Pistons and cylinders - To fit
1. Lay out the cylinders together with their

respective pistons on the workbench in numerical
order (cylinders and pistons prepared to the stage
detailed in Section OS (al.

2. Lie the cylinders on their sides and coat the bores
liberally with an anti-scuffing oil.

3. Prior to fitting each piston, coat the skirt, rings
and gudgeon pin with an anti-scuffing oil.

4. Turn the crankshaft until number 1 connecting A
rod is at T.C.

5. Fit number 1 piston ensuring that the cylinder
number on its head is toward the front of the
engine. Push the gudgeon pin through the O O O O O 5

connecting rod bush to the centre position. 46 44 45 47 49

6. Ensure that the piston ring gaps are as set 50
previously in 'Section D.5 (a)'.

7. Remove the cylinder base packings from number Ü 29 31 , 21 23
1 connecting rod and fit the piston ring 33 25 27 17 19 36

compressor over the top three piston rings 4 2
8. Cradle number 1 cylinder head in an arm and

compress the piston rings fully. Push the cylinder 34 2832 3026 2024 2218 35
forward on to the piston, taking particular care as
each of the piston rings are encountered. 43

9. Position the ring compressor over the bottom
piston ring (See Eig.D27), compress the ring and ,

push the cylinder inward fully over the piston.
Remove the ring compressor. 41 39 38 40

10. Ensure that the cylinder base packing is in place O O 42

and not twisted before seating the cylinder on the

11.
cFrankhcaseeigahceflanged

nuts to the cylinder base
flange and lightly tighten.

12. Turn the crankshaft until number 3 connecting FIG. D 28 TOROUE TIGHTENING SEQUENCE
rod is at T.C. and repeat the Operations 5 to 11
inclusive. A = 1-3 side B = 2-4 side

D31
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13, Repeat the installation procedure for numbers 4 4. Fit the camshaft gear on to the camshaft spigot,
and 2 cylinders, placing the corresponding the gear is located by an off-set hole with the
crankpin at T.C. as each cylinder is fitted, punch marked tooth meshed between the two14. Tighten all cylinder base nuts, crankcase upper adjacent marked teeth of the crankshaft gear (seeand lower flange bolts and other crankcase Fig.D29). Screw in the four hexagon headed
retaining bolts to the standard torque figures (see screws and finger tighten.
Fig.D28), relative to size, as given in 'Chapter J - 5. Torque tighten the gear retaining screws to theDimensional Data'. torque figures given in 'Chapter J - DimensionalFully tighten the two screws securing the oil Data'.
filter adapter or blanking cover. 6. Carefully lock with wire the drilled heads of the15. Fit the camshaft blanking cover to the front end gear retaining screws in pairs (See Fig.D29).
of the crankcase using a new gasket, fit the four The locking wire must pass around the sides of
lock-washers, plain washers and nuts, tighten to all screw heads, not over the heads, and twist inthe standard torque figures relative to size, as the direction necessary to prevent the end loopsgiven in 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'. from raising.

Where the wire passes from one screw to the
next, it should be led in the direction necessaryTiming gears and accessory case - To fit to prevent the screws from becoming loose.

Retain the engine in its normal operating position while The twisted lockwire must be drawn tight and
fitting the timing gears and accessory case to the rear of the twisted ends turned down.
the crankcase. The timing gears may have been fitted at 7. Coat the mating surfaces of the crankcase rearan earlier stage, before the crankshaft and camshaft were face and the accessory case with 'Wellseal' or itsfitted into the crankcase assembly- equivalent, allowing sufficient time for it toL Fit the crankshaft gear on to the rear crankshaft become tacky (approximately 5 minutes)spigot diameter, located by the dowel, then finger 8. Place the correct gasket over the studs of thetighten the four hexagon headed screws· crankcase rear face, ensuring that the dowels in2, Turn the crankshaft until number 1 crankpin is at the crankcase pass through the holes in theT.C, so that the gear tooth timing marks are gasket,

toward the camshaft. 9. Turn the oil pump drive to the appro×imate3. Turn the camshaft anti-clockwise until number 1 position of the square recess in the camshaft gear.exhaust valve cam eccentric approaches its closed 10 Slide the accessory case over the studs of theposition and number 1 inlet valve cam eccentric is crankcase. If necessary rotate the tachometerbeginning to lift. drive spindle to align the square end of the oil
pump drive.

11. Fit plain washers, lock-washers and plain
hexagonal nuts on the five shorter accessory case
retaming studs, then tighten the nuts to the
standard torque figure, relative to size, as given in
'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'.

12. Using a new gasket fit the oil screen housing or oil
strainer blanking cover in position over the three
studs. Fit the plain washers, lock-washers and
hexagonal nuts to the single ¼ in. (6.4 mm.)
diameter stud and the two 6/16 in. (7.94 mm.)
diameter studs, noting that the /16 in. (7.94
mm.) diameter studs also retain the accessory2
case. Tighten the nuts to the standard torque
figures, relative to size, as given in 'Chapter J -

Dimensional Data'.
3 13. Fit the oil filter screen, if required, into the

housing with a new copper asbestos gasket and
tighten to between 20 lb.ft. and 21.5 lb,ft. (2.77
kg.m. and 2.97 kg.m.)

4 14. Blank off the temperature sensing hole with a
plastic plug.

15. The oil pressure relief valve cap and oil filter
screen if fitted should now be locked together
with wire, starting at the relief valve cap and
passing to the oil filter screen.

- i Also lock with wire the oil pressure relief valve
cap and the oil restriction adapter.

FIG.D 29 CRANKSHAFT AND CAMSHAFT
GEARS IN POSITION Hydraulic tappets - To clean

1. Starter pinion pivot 3. Timing marks The cleaning operation should be carried out
needle bearing 4. Oil pump drive immediately prior to the tappets being assembled and

2, Crankshaft gear location fitted into the engine.
retaining lockwire Clean the parts of each tappet in separate groups,
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taking care that the separate items are not interchanged.
Only perfectly clean mineral spirit or lead free petrol

should be used; this will not leave any film on the 1 18
surfaces of the tappet.

Hydraulic tappets --- To assemble and test
2 17

1. Stand the tappet body (item 17) on its flat end 3 16
i" (seeFig.D 30).

w 2. Place the check valve plate (item 11) into the 4 15check valve cage.
o 3. Push the, check valve cage (item 8) on to the
.Ë bottom of the plunger (item 13). 5 14
a 4. Push the plunger spring (item 7) on to the check

valve cage (item 8). 6 13
5. Drop the socket (item 3) with the concave side

uppermost into the top of the plunger (item 13). y6. Keeping the plunger assembly upright push it into 12
the tappet body (item 17).

7. Using a pushrod placed in the concave portion of S
the socket (item 3) push the assembly down into
the body of the tappet until the machmed groove 9 10
appears.

8. Position one side of the retaining ring (item 18)
into the machined groove; using a small

FIG.D 30 SECTIONAL VIEW - HYDRAULICscrewdriver work the retaining ring into the
groove. TAPPET

9. Release the pushrod from the top of the socket· 1. Pushrod 10. Body oil reservoir
10. Repeat Operations 1 to 9 inclusive on the other 2. Socket oil passage 11. Check valve plate

seven tappets 3. Socket 12, Plunger oil
4. Oil inlet hole discharge hole

> Hydraule tappet - To check the 'leak-down'

5. Plunger oil inlet 13. Piunger
' 1. Position the weight of the hydraulic tappet hole 14. E×ternal body oil

testing machine in the inoperative position. 6. Plunger oil groove
2, Fit the hydraulic tappet into the bowl with a ¼ reservoer 15. Plunger oil groove

in. (6.35 mm.) diarneter steel ball in the pushrod 7. Spring 16. Internal body oil
seat of the tappet. 8. Check valve cage groove

3. Ensuring that the bowl is clean add the testing 9. Valve cage outlet 17. Tappet body
fluid until all of the tappet assembly is covered. hole 18. Retaining ring

4. Prime the tappet by bringing the weight over to
the forward position and let the force of the 3. Fit a new 'O' ring to the cylinder end of the
weight push the tappet plunger down, Raise the pushrod tube.
weight and repeat this operation untÍl all the air 4, Fit the spring to the crankcase end of the pushrod
bubbles disappear from the tappet oil inlet hole, tube, then using the pushrod housing installer
When the tappet is fully primed, the pointer will compress the spring. Fit a washer, packing and
be just above the start time mark. second washer to the tube.

5. Rotate the bowl by turning the crank handle, 5. Fit the spring loaded end of the assembly into the
Using a stop watch start the timing when the crankcase bore and align the opposite end with
pointer comes in line with the start time mark. the hole in the cylinder head flange.

6. Stop the watch when the pointer reaches the stop 6. Release the installer to allow the housing to enter
time mark. The elapsed number of seconds is the into place in the cylinder head. Remove the
tappet leak-down time, installer.

Repeat this procedure, Operations 3 to 6
Leak-down specification inclusive on the remaining seven pushrod

housings.
Time 4 to 8 seconds Fit the pushrods and rockers assembly to each
Travel 0,125 in. (3.175 mm.) cylinder in turn as follows, Operations 7 to 12 being
Load 50 lb. (22.68 kg.) repeated for each cylinder.
Testing fluid Esso T.S.D. 1047 rust inhibiting

7. Fit the two pushrods of one cylinder into their
paraffin or P9 - 1008

. . housings, ensuring that they are correctly locatedViscosity 33 at 38°C, {100°F.) in the tappet sockets.
8. Turn the crankshaft until both pushrods are atTappets and pushrods - To fit their lowest position.

1. Rotate the engine stand so that the engine is in 9. Lubricate the rocker shaft with clean lubricating
the inverted position.

.
oil, insert into the rocker assembly and fit the

2. Coat the exterior surface of the tappets with rocker and shaft over the cylinder rocker studs,
clean lubricating oil and slide them into the 10. Fit the retainers to both ends of the shaft and
crankcase bores, secure the shaft with two tab-washers and nuts.
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11. Check and if necessary adjust the retainers to 10. Similarly fit and retain the air intake housing
obtain an end float of between 0.005 in, and noting that the scoop must be toward the frontof
0.010 in. (0.127mm. and 0.254 mm.), the system.

12. Torque tighten the nuts to the standard torque 11. Fit the intake housing support bracket under the
figure, relative to size, as given in 'Chapter J - manifold front retaining nuts and secure.
Dimensional Data'. Check the end float.

Turn up the ears of the tab-washers to contact Oil sump - To fit
one of the flats of the nuts.

Note The engine should be oil tested at this 1. Fit a new copper asbestos gasket on to the
stage as described in 'Section D3', Page threaded end of the oil sump suction tube. Screw
D18, the suction tube into the hole in the sump

13. Fit each rocker cover, using new gaskets, then mounting face and tighten the he×agon.

secure each cover with four setscrews, plain 2. Lock the suction tube with wire to the nearest of

washers and lock-washers. the two holes provided in the casing.
3. Fit a new gasket, coated with a jointing

compound, in position over the sump mounting
Induction system - To fit face on the crankcase and accessory case lower

Fit the induction manifold, pipes and carburetter as opening.

follows. 4. Fit the sump to the mounting face with the filler

1. Fit a new gasket in position on the studded inlet neck on the right-hand side of the engine. Check

port of each cylinder head. that the filer neck bracket is entered in the lower

2. Fit the induction manifold to the two studs engine mounting arm stud.
5. lf the bracket does not contact the boss in theprovided in the bottom of the crankcase. Retain

the manifold with plain washers, lock-washers and mounting arm add 16 in. (7.9 mm.) diameter

he×agonal nuts.
plain washers, as necessary until the space is taken

3. Ensure that the induction pipes, connection hoses
- 6. Attach the sump and filler neck bracket to theand worm drive clips are prepared as detailed m

'Section D5 fa)'. mounting studs with plain washers and nylon

4. Fit the loosely assembled induction pipes over the lock-nuts,

retaining studs of the inlet ports and fit the plain 7. Ensure that the rubber sealing ring in the

washers, lock-washers and hexagonal nuts, leaving combined dipstick/filler cap is m serviceable

them loose at t6is stage. condition and fit the filler cap,
S. Push the hose at the lower end of the induction

pipes over the manifold outlets- Tachometer drive housing -- To fit
6. Tighten the intake flange retaining nuts to the 1. To protect the tachometer housing oil seal, fit astandard torque figures, relative to size, as given protector over the tachometer drive-shaft slot.

in 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data ' 2. Check to ensure that the oil seal is fitted into the
7. Tighten all hose clips securely' tachometer drive housing with the lip facing the
8. Fit a new gasket over the four studs of the flange end.

manifold lower flange
. 3. Fit the combined tachometer drive housing and

9. Fit the carburetter with the throttle lever -

alternator gasket m position over the accessorypositioned on the right-hand side and retain it case studs
with four plain washers, lock-washers and plain 4. Carefully fit the seal over the drive-shaft
nuts- protector, then push the housing over the

accessory case studs to abut the gasket.
5. Fit the three plain washers and nylon lock-nuts

then tighten evenly.
6. Remove the protector from the tachometer

drive shaft. Screw a blanking cap on to the
threads provided for the attachment of the
conduit nut.

Magneto - Slick 4001 type
The 'Slick 4001' magneto is a sealed unit which does not
require adjustment and cannot be overhauled. Exchange
magnetos are available through either Rolls-Royce or
Teledyne Continental Motors Distributors.

Refer to the current Parts List when ordering new
magnetos; note that exchange magnetos are supplied
without the drive gear.

1 2 984. Magneto instalation and timing to the engine
1. Fit the drive gears to the magnetos and tighten

FIG. D 31 MAGNETO VENT PLUG HOLE the magneto gear shaft nuts then lock the new
split pins.

1. Vent plug hole 2. Small drilled hole in magneto rotor 2. Rotate the engine crankshaft clockwise until No.

D34
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1 piston is in the correct firing position (i.e. 2. Pass the alternator gear through the opening in20°ib both magnetos. No. 1 piston on the the accessory case then mesh the gear with tire
compression stroke). camshaft gear internal teeth as the mounting

3. Remove the bottom vent plug from the magneto flange approaches the gasket.
then, turn the rotor and note the small drilled 3. Fit and tighten securely the three plain washers
hole in the magneto rotor (seeFig.D31). and nylon lock-nuts

4. As the magneto rotor rotates at twice distributor
speed, it is necessary to ensure that the

e distributor is at the No. 1 firing position when the
rotor marking (i.e. the small drilled hole) is
centred in the vent plug hole. Identify the lead T1
(right magneto) or B1 (left magneto) as marked
on the sparking plug nut. Hold this lead a short
distance away from the magneto frame and turn
the impulse coupling in the normal direction of
rotation until it triggers (See Eig.D32).

5. Repeat the above operation until a strong spark is
produced between the lead selected and the
magneto frame. Care must be taken to hold the
magneto firmly so that the coupling will not
move far beyond this point.

6. Reverse the rotor approximately 25° until the
rotor marking re-appears in the centre of the vent 631

plug hole. Hold the rotor so that the rotor
marking remains in the centre of the vent plug FIG D 32 SETT NG THE MAGNETO TIM NG
hole. This can be carried out by fitting a small
diameter pin or peg into the small drilled hole in
the magneto rotor.

7. Fit a new gasket to the magneto and fit the
magneto to the engine (seeFig.D33); secure the -

magneto with two clamps, lock-washers and plain
hexagon nuts. Finger tighten the nuts.

8. Accurately set the magneto timing as indicated
using a timing lamp, turning the magneto casing /
until the contact breaker points open.

9. Tighten the securing nuts with the magneto in
this position.

10. Check the timing by turning the crankshaft
appro×imately 15° in the reverse direction
(anti-clockwise)

11. Carefully turn the crankshaft forward until the ¯-

breaker points open as indicated by the timing
lamp.

12. Adjust the timing if necessary.
Note If the crankshaft is rotated too far

clockwise, the impulse coupling will FIG. D 33 FITTING MAGNETO TO ENGINEpick-up and a false timing will be
indicated.

13. Fit and secure the vent plug to the magneto"
U.--- U.----14. Repeat Operations 2 to 13 for the other magneto. CYL NoA L- CYL No 3. L-15. Torque tighten the magneto retaining nuts to the

standard torque figures, relative to size, as given
in 'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'

16, Fit the upper and lower sparking plugs using new U-- - U.---

or serviceable gaskets, then torque tighten to CYL.No.2.L.- CYL Not L.

between 25 lb.ft. and 30 lb.ft. (3.46 kg.m. and
¯ ¯¯¯

4.15 kg.m.). ¯¯¯¯

17. Screw the sparking plug lead nuts on to the
sparking plugs and finger tighten. Using a spanner, 2 2
tighten the lead nuts one quarter of a turn
maximum. Prevent the leads from becoming
twisted during tightening by holding the lead- 3 4 3

v
rient td agFiagureD34for the 'Slick 4001' ignition

Alternator (see Fig.D35) - To fit LEFT MAGNETO RIGHT MAGNETO K632

1. Check to ensure that the alternator drive gear is
correctly fitted and secured, FIG. D 34 SLICK 4001 IGNITION WIRING DIAGRAM
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FIG.D35 EXPLODED VIEWOF STARTER MOTOR AND ALTERNATOR

1. Starter solenoid 2. Starter motor 3. Gear, clutch and pinion 4. Alternator

4. To check for backlash between the gears, turn the 2, Fit a new gasket in position on the accessory case
alternator shaft by means of the cooling fan. The mounting face.
backlash should be between 0.010 in. and 0,014 3. Fit lock-washers and plain washers behind the
in. (0.254 mm, and 0.356 mm.L heads of the two through bolts and pass the bolts

5. If there is no backlash between the gears, it will through the crankcase rear flange holes,
be necessary to remove the alternator and fit Note Ensure that the bolts used are of the
another drive gear, correct length, i.e. 3.312 in. (8.4 cm.)

from under the bolt head otherwise
Starter motor (seeEig.D35) - To fit damage to the starter motor may result.

L Lubricate the starter pinion and intermediate 4. Offer up the starter motor, align the starter bolt
gear. holes and finger tighten the two bolts.
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5. Fit plain washers, lock-washers and hexagon nuts that the rocker arm is located on to the eccentric,
to the three lower studs. 3. Fit the plain washers, lock-washers and nuts;

6. Tighten the nuts and bolts evenly to the standard tighten the nuts to the standard torque figures,
torque figures, relative to size, as given in relative to size, as given in 'Chapter J -

'Chapter J - Dimensional Data'. Dimensional Data'.
4. Fit the petrol feed pipe to the carburetter union;

do not tighten at this stage.Fuel pump -- To fit Ensure that the fuel pump union and feed
1. Fit a new gasket to the fuel pump. pipe are correctly aligned, screw in the union and
2. Fit the fuel pump on to the two studs ensuring tighten both ends of the pipe.
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Chapter E
ACCESSORIES-OVERHAUL

Carburetter sus BAa a
When overhaul of the 'Marvel-Schebler' carburetter, type
MA - 3SPA becomes necessary, refer to instructions CIRCUIT AMMETER
given in the manufacturer's relevant publication. BREAKER MASTER

SWITCH

2 Starter motor
When overhaul of the 'Prestolite' starter motor type EO FUSE CONTACTOR
- 19508 becomes necessary, refer to instructions given BATTERY
in the manufacturer's relevant publication.

ALTERNATOR STARTER
SWITCH SWITCHAlternator

When overhaul of the 'Ford' alternator, type C6FF _ ALTERNATOR LOT i10300 - C, becomes necessary, refer to the publication
SO NOO'Alternator Charging Systems' produced by swrrCH SM RTRER

Cessna-CraftedAccessories, S
Refer to Figure El for Typical alternator wiring

diagram.

VOLTAGEMagneto REGULATO -

When overhaul of the 'Slick 4001' magneto becomes
necessary, refer to instructions given in the
manufacturer'srelevantpublication. FIG.E1 TYPICALALTERNATOR WIRING D1AGRAM
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TESTINGAFTEROVERHAUL

The testing of an engine can be undertaken only in a AII accessories must be fitted during testing but not
suitably equipped facility which must provide the loaded,
following. A maximum cylinder head temperature of 240°C.
1. Test stand for mounting the engine. (464°F.) must be maintained and the oil temperature
2. Suitable means of power absorption and held to between 80°C. and 90°C. (176°F. and 194°F.)

o measurement. during rating.
3. Adequate engine services; cooling, intake air, etc. Power can be checked using one of the following
4. Suitable instruments for recording engine behaviour types of equipment.

5 and performance.

(a) Test club
1. Test stand A test club suitably calibrated to absorb 130 B.H.P. at
The test stand must be rigidly constructed to perrnit 2,800 r.p.m. Used in conjunction with a means of

easy access to the engine electrical connections, measuring engine speed. Full throttle engine speed
electrical wires, cables, pipes, hoses, etc., and allow running against this calibrated test club must be between
frequent inspection of possible leakage points. All tubes, 2,800 r,p.m. and 2,850 r.p.m. with the carburetter
wires, rods and cables used to connect instruments and setting at full rich and a ma×imum cylinder head

controls to the engine should be well supported, yet of temperature of 240°C. (4640FJ.
sufficient flexibility to permit removal during
installation and removal of the engine. Ensure that (b) Dynamometer
suitable mounting points are available to suppor.t The dynamometer must be of a suitable size to absorb at
throttle and mixture control linkages. least the maximum B.H.P. and torque of the engine.

The flywheel must have an inertia equal to that of

2. Power the propeller. A flexible drive must be provided between
. . , the engine and dynamometer to allow for engine

The 0-240-A engine is designed to give a mimmum movement on its mounts.
power of 130 b,b.p. at 2,800 r.p.m. and the 0-240-B All dynamometer services (sufficient water supply
engine 115 b.h.p. at 2,700 r.p.m. when both engines are and pressure, electrical connections, etc.) must be
rated at full throttle at sea level under I.S.A. conditions. .

Engines must be tested under the following available,

es in order to correct the observed power recorded on
configurations the dynamometer to standard day conditions it will be

Intake system - Open flare type, 1.8 in. {4.57 cm.)
necessary to record additional test data. This data must

throat diameter. (Part number of mtake JC.17781).
- be corrected in accordance with the procedure shown in

Exhaust system - This must be designed to mate
. the Performance Correction chart .

- with the exhaust port flange on the cylinder heads. The
pipes from 1 and 3 cylinders must be combined,
similarly the pipes from 2 and 4 cylinders, each pair 3. Engine services
running into a separate outlet pipe. An adequate supply of air must be provided to give

The back pressure of this system must not exceed 2.6 cooling to and around each cylinder. Suitable baffling
in. (6.35 cm.) of mercury when measured at 1.5 in. should be used to ensure that cooling air flows through

(3.81 cm.) from the cylinder head flange. (Part numbers the cylinder fins and not between the cylinder barrels,
of the exhaust system, 1-3 side JC.14660, 2-4 side All engine accessories must be adequately cooled.
JC.14661). The area around the carburetter intake must be

Departure from this system could give false power supplied with cool/fresh air, free from contamination by
because of exhaust system pulse effects. exhaust gases.

F1
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A suitable exhaust system with the correct type of
connections will be required as described on Page F1.

Time R.P.M. Observations

Fuel must be of the correct octane rating (see
(Mins) (Observed)

Chapter B) and supplied at a suitable pressure. 10 900 4 At the end of each

Lubricating oil used during testing must comply with 10 1,200 11 period record R.P.M.,

one of the specifications referred to in 'Chapter B'. The 10 1.500 21 8.H.P., cylinder head

lubricating oil also must be of the correct viscosity for 10 1,800 36 temperatures, fuel

the range of operating temperatures required (see 10 2,100 58 consumption, oil

Chapter B). The oil must flow through external oil 15 2,400 85 temperature and intake

coolers to keep the oil at the correct temperature. 15 2.600 105 air temperature.

5(minimum} 550 Idle.cool and adjust idle.

4. Instrumentation Stop engine by means of fuel cut-off.

To obtain a satisfactory report of engine performance, Drain oil, weigh oil and container, return oil

permanent instruments. and control boards should be to engine,

installed in a separate enclosure (control cabin) adjacent 2. Oil consumption, power and magneto checks.

to the test bed. Note When carrying out power checks the
The instruments and control boards should be alternator should not be under load,

positioned in such a way so as to ensure that they are
free from vibration. All instruments should be of the At the start of the period, the engine is to be run

most rugged construction available and performances at FULL COOL. During the full throttle period the

should be checked periodically to ensure continuous quantity of cooling air must be gradually reduced to

accuracy.
bring the hottest cylinder head temperature up to the
ma×imum allowable, and the engine to be rated for

The following instruments will be required for testíng power at this temperature.

an erigma.
1. Techometer (mechanicallydriven). Time B.H.P
2, Cylinder head temperature gauge- (Mins) (Observed)

Observations

3. Oil temperature gauge' 10 -
- Warm-up

4. Oil pressure gauge' 60 2,800 Full throttle As Operation 1 and

5. Oil pressure gauges to measure pressure difference in addition record

across e×ternal oil filter and oil cooler. The pressure crankcase pressure and

difference should be approximately 5 lb/sq.in. (0.351 alternator amps
kg/sq.cm.). and volts. Also record

6. Fuel flow meter (or accurate means of weighing the ambient vapour pressure

fuel supply).
. .

at sta<t and fimsh of

7. Fuel pressure gauge, 10 lb/sq.in. (0.703 kg/sq.cm.) period, Check power
capacity, and magneto drops at

8. Ammeter. end of period.

9. Voltmeter- 5(minimum)550_+25 Idte,cool and noise checks.

10. Manifold depression gauge (Vacuum gauge or
mercury manometer).

11. Water manometer to measure carburetter intake air Stop engine by means of magneto switches.

depression.
Drain oil, weigh oil and container; record

12. Manometer to measure crankcase pressure; measured consumption.

at the breather.
If consumption e×ceeds 2 lb/hour, run for .a

further 1 hour.

When testing an engine on a dynamometer the If consumption is still excessive, reject engine.

following additional instruments will be required. 3. Fill the engine with approved oil (see Chapter B).
Clean engine.

1. Barometer' 4. Start, warm-up and run full throttle power curve
2. Pressure gauge to measure exhaust back pressure. from 2,800 r.p.m. to 2,000 r.p.m. in 200 r.p.m.
3. Cooling air temperature gauge' increments, full rich.
4. Intake air temperature gauge. 5. Inspect the oil and fuel systems for leaks and ensure
5. Hygrometer' that the breather line is not obstructed.

6. If the test is satisfactory, stop engine.
7. Carry out the Preservation, Inspection and Oil change

ACCEPTANCE TEST SCH EDU LES, TEST procedures as described on Page F 4.

LIMITS AND PERFORMANCE CORRECTIONS
Acceptance test limits for 0-240--A Engíne

The 0-240-A and 0-240-B engines should be tested
in accordance with the test schedules shown below· Full throttle B.H.P,

, 1, corrected to I.S A 130 minimum at 2,800 r.p.m.

Acceptance test schedules for 0-240-A Engme conditions

1. Initial run-in. Fuel consumption at2· maximum B.H.P 61 lb/hour to 65 lblhour.

Note B.H.P. figures quoted represent the loadings
which would be applied by a calibrated 3. Oil consumption at 2 lb/hour maximum.

propeller for the given speeds.
2,800 r,p.m.

F2
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4. Oil to be used.
ApprovCehdopilesonly (see

.R.P.M. (O d) Observations

5, Fuel to be used. 100 - 130 octane. 10 900 4 At the end of each

6. Idle r.p.m. and 550 r.p.m. + 25.
10 1,200 10.5 period record R.P.M.

tolerance 10 1,500 19 B.H.P., cytinder head

Manifold depression at 10 1,800 33 temperatures, fuel

7
maximum power. 1.0 in. Hg. to 2.0 in. Hg. 10 2,100 53 consumption, oil

Manifold depression at 16.5 in. Hg, to 18 in. Hg. 15 2,400 77 temperature and intake

idle. 15 2,600 98.5 air temperature.
Difference in engine 5 (minimum) 550 Idle,cool and adjust idle,

speeds frod1.1,700r.p.m.
8 when operated on a

75 r.p.m. maximum. Stop engine by means of fuel cut-off.
smgle magneto. Drain oil, weigh oil and container, return oil

9. Crankcase pressure. 1 in. H20 maximum*. to engine.
2. Oil consumption, power and magneto checks.

115°C. (239aF.) maximum Note When carrying out power checks the
10. Oil temperature. 82°Cato SO°C. (180°F. to alternator should not be under load.

194°F,) for power checks. At the start of the period, the engine must be run
Oil pressure at maxi- 37 lb/sq. in. to 60 lb/sq. in, at FULL COOL. During the full throttle period the

11.
mum aoa er (minimum (2.60 kg/sq.cm. to 4.22 kg/sq.cm quantity of cooling air must be gradually reduced to

bring the hottest cylinder head temperature up to the
Gilpressureatidlelhot} (10 lb/sq. in, (0.70 kg/sq.cm.) maximurn allowable, and the engine to be rated for

12. lgnition timing, 20 BIC.both magnetos power at this temperature.

Cylinder head
13. temperature 240°C. (464°FJ maximum- Time B.H.P.

R.P.M Observations
ibayonet thermocouple) (Mins} (Observed }

10 - - Warm-up.

60 2,700 Full throttle As Operation 1 and
in addition record

2 * A sudden increase in crankcase pressure during crankcase pressure

> which the manometer reading fluctuates rapidly, and alternator amps
is usually an indication that piston rings are and volts. Also

beginning to stick. Before rejecting engine, check record ambient

breather and manometer. vapour pressure at
start and finish of
period. Check povver and

magneto dropsat

Performance Corrections for 0-240-A Engine end of period.
5(minimum) 550 + 25 1dle,cool and noise check.

'760
- 760'' *

BHP (BHP, + FHP) ti + 273 X Fca - FHP
Stop engine by means of magneto switches.

c 288 Dram oil, weigh oil and container; record

Pi - Pe consumption.

, R ,, ,
if consumption exceeds 2 lb/hour, run for a

further 1 hour,

where:
If consumption is still excessive, reject engine.

Pi = Absolute dry intake pressure in mm.Hg 3. Fill the engine with approved oil (see Chapter B).
= Observed barometer - vapour pressure - intake Clean engine.

depression.
Pe = Absolute exhaust back pressure in mm.Hg. 1 030

= Observed barometer + exhaust gauge pressure. g g.ggg
ti = Intake air temperature in °C 1·010
Fea= Cooling air temperature correction (seeFig,F1)- z 1·000
FHP= Friction horsepower (see Fig.F2).

.990

R =. Compression ratio of engme e
.98

= 8.5 : 1. o -

o · 970 -

Acceptance test schedule for 0-240--B Engine
·960

,, ash nu i
-50

10 20 30 40 50 60
1. Initial run-in ' COOLINGAIR TEMP °C. L 300-

Note B:H.P. figures quoted represent the loadings
which would be applied by a calibrated FIG.F1 COOLING AIR TEMPERATURE
propeller for the given speeds CORRECTION1FACTOR 0-24 A and B ENGINES
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4. Start, warm-up and run full throttle power curve Dry the filter then cover the front and rear surfaces
from 2,700 r.p.m. to 1,900 r.p.m. in 200 r.p.m. with a light grade engine oit. Fit the filter to the air
increments, full rich, intake bo×.

5. Inspect the oil and fuel systems for leaks and ensure 6, Check the ignition timing as described in 'Chapter D,
that the breather line is not obstructed. Section D5 (b)'.

6. If the test is satisfactory, stop engine- 7. Remove the sparking plugs and clean. Check and if
necessary adjust the gaps to 0.016 in. (0.406 mm.).

8. Inspect the cylinder bores for scoring while the
/ crankshaft is turned slowly by hand. An inspection

22 -
- tamp is necessary for this operation.

9. Check the torque tightness of the cylinder base nuts

20 (seeFig.C2). Check also the retaining nuts on the

accessory case, accessories, bolts securing the
crankcase halves and all other securing nuts and

18 clamps.

Oil change
16 L Depending upon the type of oil system fitted use one

of the following procedures.
(a) Screen type
Remove the oil filter screen and check for foreign
matter. If satisfactory wash in cleanifuel, dry with

12 compressed air and fit a new gasket. Fit the oil filter
screen and secure with lockwire.

10 (b) Full flow type
Remove the oil filter bowl together with the filter
element and sealing ring. Discard the element and sealing
ring. Thoroughly wash the bowl with clean fuel and dry.

Fit a new sealing ring to the housing. Place a new
filter element into the bowL Fit and secure the filter
bowl to the housing.
2. Fill the sump to the correct level with the

4 ----
-- recommended oil (seeChapter B).

Acceptance test limits for 0-240-8 Engines
Full throttle B.H.P.

1. corrected to I.S.A. 115 minimum at 2,700 r,p.m.
Uti HH nii ui

mtÑDi IlidlH)
Ht illi HH IMI Illi MI conditions

400 1200 2000 2800
Fuel consumption at

R PlVI L 299 2 maximum B.H.P. 54 lb/hour to 57.5 lb/hour.

FIG.F 2 FRICTION HORSEPOWEWCURVE 0-240-A 3. Oil consumption at 2 lb/hour maximum.
2,700 r.p.m.

and B ENGINES Approved oils only (see
4. Oil to be used. Chapter 8)

Preservation
If an engine is to be stored for more than two days 5 Fuel to be used. 100 - 130 octane,

before being installed in an aircraft, the storage 6
Idler.p.mand

550r.p.m..+25.
procedure as described in 'Chapter G - Long term tolerance

storage' should be used. Manifold depression at
maximum power 2.0 in. Hg. to 3.0 in. Hg.

Inspection Manifold depression at . .

16.5 m.Hg. to 18 in. Hg.

On completion of the test run, inspect the following. idle

L Drain the engine oil or inhibiting oil from the sump. Difference in engine

Fit the sump plug and secure with lockWire, g speeds from 1,700r.p m 75 r.p.m. maximum,

2. Remove the engine from the test bed. Blank off al when operated on a

holes etc. Fit aircraft connections as required. single magneto.

3. Make a visual inspection of the engine for missing or 9. Crankcase pressure. 1 in. H20 maximum.*

Ioose nuts, screws, bolts, etc. Inspect the ignition
10 Oil temperature. 115°C. (239°FJ maximum,

wiring for damage.
Check the cylinders for cracked or damaged oit pressure at maxi-

37 lb/sq. in. to 60 lb/sq, in.
cooling fins. 11. mum power (minimum

(2.60 kg/sq.cm. to 4.22 kg/sq.cm.)

4. Check the exhaust system for cracks, leaking joînts for acceptance)

or blown gaskets· 12. lenition timing. 20 BIC.both magnetos.
Inspect all connections and attachments in the

induction system. Cylinder head

5. Remove the carburetter air intake filter and clean by 13.. temperature 240 C. (464°F.) maximum.

flushing in the reverse direction with clean petrol. (Bayonet thermoccupfe)i
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* A sudden increase in crankcase pressure during FHP = Frîction horsepower (seeFig.F2).
which the manometer reading fluctuates rapidly,
is usually an indication that piston rings are

R = Compression ratio of engine.

beginning to stick. Before rejecting engine, check
- 8,5 .

breather and manometer. Testing engines installed in aircraft
y Performance Correction for 0-240-B Engine it is not recommended that ground testing should be

performed with the engine installed in an aircraft. This is
c

'760
-

' '

ti + 273' due to inadequate air supply for engine cooling,

c Testing of an engine after overhaul should be carried
**c = OH , +

_mm

288 x Fea - FHP out with the engine installed on a test bed as previously
Pi - Pe described.

R , , , Testing and running-in of an engine where, for
example, the cylinders or piston rings have been renewed

where: and where the engine has not been removed from the
Pi = Absolute dry întake pressure in mm. Hg. aircraft should be carried out as follows.

= Observed barometer - vapour pressure -

intake depression. 1. Run the engine for the minimum time necessary to

Pe = Absolute exhaust back pressure in mm.
check that att systems are operating correctly. Warm
the engine oil to the recommended temperature.

=
. Observed barometer + exhaust gauge

2. Take off using full power, noting maximum r.p.m.
pressure.

attained,

ti = Intake air temperature in DC. 3. Throttle back to cruise power as soon as possible.

Fca = Cooling air temperature correction (see Cruise the aircraft in the proximity of the airfield for
Fig.F1), a penod of appro×imately one hour.

o
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Chapter G
STORAGE

Section G1
STORAGEOF ENGINES

Short term storage 8. Remove the sparking plugs and rocker covers.
Engines which are installed in aircraft and are not in 9. With the engine in its installed position 1.e. with
daily flight operation, should be started and warmed up the cylinders horizontal the cylinder bores may
at least once a week. be inhibited. Position each piston in turn on B.C.

If an engine is installed in damp climates or stored and spray a corrosion inhibiting mixture into each
o where the daily temperature variation is large enough to cylinder through the upper and lower sparking
a cause breathing and condensation of atmospheric plug holes. The mixture should be 15 cc. of
'¯

moisture, the warm-up operation should be carried out D.T.D. 791B or its equivalent which is a
at more frequent intervals. non-drying wax/oil film which does not drain

Warming-up the engine circulates the oil and replaces from an inclined surface. The mixture is
oil which has drained and evaporated from the surfaces formulated to neutralise the corrosive effects of

of internal parts while the engine has been standing idle. the combustion products of leaded fuel. The
it also prevents large accumulations of water in the spray should cover all the internal surfacesof the
carburetter and other air spaces of the engine. cylinder and piston crown.

The aircraft fuel tank should be kept full to minimise 10. Spray the corrosion inhibitmg mixture over the
precipitation of atmospheric moisture into the fuel rocker mechanism. Fit the rocker covers taking

care not to damage the gaskets.supply. 11. Position the crankshaft so that the pistons are
half way down the cylinders then spray 15 cc. ofLong term storage the corrosion inhibiting mixture into each

If an engine is to be stored for longer than a week and if cylinder.
the periodic warm-up procedure is not to be carried out, Note The crankshaft must not be rotated after
the engine should be prepared for long term storage in this operation
the following manner. If a corrosion inhibiting mi×ture

1. Remove the oiî sump plug and drain the oil from containing petroleum has been used,
the sump. Fit and secure the plu9- the engine should be left for a period of

2. Fill the sump to the full mark on the dipstick 2 hours to allow the petroleum in the
with Shell Ensis 30 oil or its equivalent. mixture to evaporate,

3. Start the engine and run for a period of 10 12. Fit sparking plug blanks to the lower sparkingminutes at a speed of between 1,200 r.p.m. and plug holes and fit 'Dummy' sparking plugs
1,500 r.p.m. using lead free fuel- containing Silica Gel into the upper sparking plug

4. During the last 2 minutes of this run, spray Shell holes.Ensis 30 oil or its equivalent into the air intake 13. Fit suitable blanks to the carburetter intake and
(seeSpray Equipmenth exhaust ports.

5. With the engine still running, cut off the fuel 14. Seal all apertures leading to the interior of the
supply and allow the engine to stall engine and accessories with a grease resisting

6. When the engine has stopped running (not before) moutdable wax wrapping and secure with aswitch off the spray. waterproof adhesive tape or plastic caps.
It is important to ensure that the engine has 15. Spray the propeller coupling flange with the

stopped before spraying is terminated· corrosîon inhibiting mixture used previously then
7. Remove the oil sump plug and drain the Shell completely wrap the flange with grease resisting

Ensis 30 oil or its equivalent from the sump. Fit wax wrappings and secure the wrapping with
the plug and secure. waterproof adhesive tape.

Note The engine may be removed from the 16. Wrap the ends of the sparking plug leads with
aircraft or test bed at this stage. .grease resisting wax wrapping and secure with
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waterproof adhesive tape. or not installed in a packing crate, should be inspected at
17. Fit moulded protective caps to each end of the least every 30 days until they are returned to service.

sparking plugs and wrap all plugs in grease The condition of the engine will depend to a large
resisting moutdable wax wrapping and secure with extent on the climate or space used for storage of the
waterproof adhesive tape. engine or aircraft.

18. If the engine is in the aircraft, place a warning The inspection should include examination of
notice in a prominent place on the instrument cylinder walls for coverage of the inhibiting solution,
panel, The notice should describe the procedure replacement of Silica Gel containers fitted to the
to be carried out before the engine is started (see sparking plug holes and resealing of all openings,
Preparation for use after storage) and should also if during the inspection insufficient coverage of the
make it clear .That the oil sump has been drained, inhibiting solution is observed, the inhibiting procedure

if the engine is not installed in the aircraft, the must be repeated.
notice should be attached to a prominent place The propeller must not be turned during inspection,
on the engine.

Note The Shell Ensis 30 oil used in the Preparation for use after storage - Engine
inhibiting procedure is a mineral installed in aircraft
lubricating oil with de-watering
properties. This oil must not be used If the inhibiting solution used in the preservation of the

more than three times. engine is miscible with lubricating oi! without impairing

After inhibiting, engines not installed in aircraft its lubricating qualities or leaving dangerous deposits, the
should be stored with four Silica Gel bags placed around engine may be returned to service after the following
the engine. The engine should then be sealed in a procedures.
polythene bag and placed in a wooden crate. 1. Remove the blank from the air intake; ensure that

inhibiting the engine in this manner should protect it all traces of blanking material are removed from
for approximately 90 days. When this period has expired the opening,
the inhibition procedure should be repeated and 2. Clean and oil the air filter element.

subsequently repeated every 90 days until the engine is 3. Remove the Silica Get plugs from the upper
transferred into service, sparking plug holes and the blanks from the lower

sparking plug holes.
Spray equipment 4. Fill the oil sump with the correct seasonal grade

The compressed air spraying equipment described in the of oîl (seeChapter B).

operations above should meet the four following S. With the aircraft master switch and ignition
requirements. switches off, turn the propeller several times by

1. Precautionary measures must be taken to prevent hand to free the cylinders of excess oil, also to

discharge of water laden air. determine that the valves are operating freely.
2. The air pressure at the spray gun must be 6. If any valves stick in their guides, lubricate their

sufficient to ensure complete atomisation of the stems with a mixture of oil and petrol and turn

preservative. . the propeller until they operate freely.
3. The spray gun must be capable of delivering fixed 7. Fit new or clean Champion R.E.M. 38E - 8

quantities of the preservative required. sparking plugs after first setting the gaps to 0.016
Note it is essential that the measured in. (0.406mm.); ensure that the gaskets are either

quantity is checked before neworingoodcondition.

commencement of the inhibition of the 8. Remove all protective caps or wrapping from the

cylinder bores, ignition cable terminals and connect the terminals

4. The spray gun must have a special extension type to the sparking plugs.
nozzle for the inhibiting of the cylinder bores. 9. Start the engine and run until its normal

.
operating temperature is reached. Switch off and

inspection during storage - Engines not in crates check the oil level on the dipstick. Top-up if
Engines inhibited as already described but still in aircraft necessary.

G2
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Section G2

UNPACKINGNEW ENGINES

Removal of engine from transportation crate two engine mounting bosses at the rear of the
engine. Also unscrew and remove the securing

To remove an engine from a transportation crate nut, bolt and washer from the crankshaft
proceed as follows. propeller flange. This bolt passes through the

1. Remove the top and side assembly of the crate by flange and through the front wooden mounting
o pulling out the nails or removing the clamping block

bolts which secure it to the base of the case. 6. Unscrew and remove the two nuts and washers
2. Lift the top and side assembly from the base of

>. which secure the halves of the propeller wooden
- the crate taking care not to damage any part of mounting block; lift the top half clear.

the engt
he engine is secured in an inverted 7. Lift the engine off the base plate taking care not

position on the base of the crate. to pinch or pull the ignition harness.

3. Remove the polythene bag and the four Silica Gel Note Two types of crates are used for packing

bags from the engine. these engines.
4. Carefully place two slings beneath the engine, one For road and sea travel, the top

at the front and one at the rear, then take the and sides are made of all wood. The
weight of the engine ensuring that the engine is crates used for air travel have the top
being lifted in the correct manner, and sides made of a wooden frame

5. Unscrew and remove the securing screws from the covered with wire mesh and polythene.

G3
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Chapter H
FAULTDIAGNOSIS

Before hand turrling the propeller for fault diagnosis or maintenance checks, ensure that both magnetos are correctly
grounded and the aircraft master switch is off

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION

Engine fails to start
1 Does not crank 1 (a} Flat battery 1 (al Check state of battery

Recharge battery or change
(b) Faulty electrical connections (b) Check and renew any connection

if necessary
(c) Defective starter motor and (c) Remove and exernine; pay parti-

drive cular attention of brushes and
commutator. Renew if necessary

2 Cranks too slowly 2 (a) Battery charge low 2 ta) Recharge battery
(b) Cold oil (b) To help brake the drag created

by the cold oil, pull the
propeller through several
revolutions with the ignition
switch in the off position.

In sub-zero temperatures it
is advisable to pre-heat the
engine oil in order to ease
cranking

3 Lack of fuel 3 (a) Fuel cock in the incorrect 3 (a) Check to ensure that it is in
position the 'ON' position

(b) Mixture control in the (b) Check to ensure that it is in
incorrect position the 'FULL R ICH' position

(c) Insufficient priming (cl Repeat starting procedure
(d) Insufficient fuel (d} Check and fill tanks if necessary
(e) Faulty booster pump lif fitted) (el Check operation; repair if

necessary
(f) Blocked fuel tank air vents (f) Check and clear if necessary
(g) Blocked aircraft fuel filter (g) Check that the fuel filter and

and fuel lines fuel lines are clean and free
from water

(h) Incorrect functioning of the (h) Ensure that they are functioning
carburetter float and needle correctly
valve

(i) Incorrect carburetter operation (i) Check and repair if necessary

4 Excessive fuel 4 (a) Excessive priming (weakor 4 (a) Select idle cut-off, set the
intermittent firing and black throttle to the fully open
smoke issuing from the e×haust) position and rotate the engine

several times
(b) Carburetter flooding (b) Examine the float and needle

valve in the float chamber

H1
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SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION

5 Detective ignition 6 la} Faulty switch or ground wiring 5 (a) Check that there are no incorrect
connections, breaks in the
insulation or possible shorting
at the terminals. Renew any
damaged parts

(b) Dirty or defective sparking (b} Remove and clean, examine the
plugs sparking plugs. Check the gaps,

Renew the sparking plugs if
necessary

(c) Defective sparking plug (c) Examine the condition of cables.
cables Renew defective parts

(d) Magneto incorrectly timed (d) Check the engine timing (see
internally or to the engine Page D34 }. Renew magneto if

internal timing is wrong
Running faults

6 Engine fails to idle 6 (a) Incorrect idle mi×ture 6 la) Reset idle mixture screw
adjustment

(b) Air Feaks in the induction (b} Tighten any loose joints.
system Renew damaged parts

(c) Blocked carburetter idle air (c} Clear Jet or renew the
bleed carburetter

(d) Dirty or defective sparking (d) Remove, clean and examine the
plugs sparking plugs. Check the gaps.

Renew if necessary
(el Poor engine compression (e) Check for leaking valves or

worn piston rings
7 Rough running 7 (a) Propener loose, unbalanced 7 fa) Tighten retaining bolts

or out of track Re-track or balance
(b) Loose engine mounting bolts (b) Check the mounting bolts and

or cracks in the engine bearers tighten if required, Examine
and renew any damaged parts

(c) Engine mounting bushes in (c) Examine and renew any damaged

poor condition parts
{d) Dirty or defective sparking (d) Remove, clean and examine the

plugs sparking plugs. Check the gaps.
Renew the sparking plugs if
necessary

(e) Defective sparking plug (el Examine the condition of the
cables cables. Test for break-down at

high voltage. Renew defective
parts

(f} Detonation or incorrect timing (f} Ensure that the fuel used is
that specified (see Page 81).
Check for correct timing
(see Page 034)

(g) Alt leaks in the induction ig) Tighten loose joints.
system Renew damaged parts

(h) Scored valve stem(s) (h) Renew valve(s) and guidels)

(i) Warped valve(s) (i) Renewvalve(s) and regrind
seat(s}

(j) Defective hydraulic tappet(s) (j} Remove and test tappet(s)
Renew if defective

(k) Worn labeson camshaft (k} Overhaul engine

8 Law power 8 la) Defective tachometer 8 (a) Ensure the tachometer
registers accurately

(b} Incorrect propeller fitted (b) Check specification and type
of propeller. Renew if necessary

(c) Propeller out of track ic) Remove and inspect. Renew if
necessary

(d) Defective sparking plug leads (d) Examine the condition of leads.
Test for break-down at high
voltage. Renew defective leads

(el Defective magneto(s) (e} Renew
(f) Throttle not fully open (f) Re-adiust linkage

(g) Blocked air intake filter (g) Remove filter and clean

(h) Carburetter air heat valve (h) Remove filter and inspect the

not closing fully valve. Adjust the linkage or
renew filter housing

(i) Fuel flow restricted (1) Inspect fuel tank vents.
Inspect the fuel cock. Clean
strainer

(j) Ice forming in the (j) Apply carburetter heat
carburetter air intake
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8 Low power - continued (k) Scored valve stems (k) Renew valves and guides
(t) Warpedvalve(s) (I) Aenewvalvels)andgrind

valve seat(s)

(m) Worn cylinder(s), piston(s) (m) Overhaul.engine
and/or piston rings

9 Engine fails to accelerate 9 (a) Engine oil temperature not 9 (a) Continue warm-up

c reached required minimum
(b) 'FULL RICH' mi×ture not (b} Select 'FULL RICH' mixture

selected
(c) Carburetter heat control not (c) Select 'cold' position

in 'cold' position
(d) Fuel supply to carburetter (d) Check pipes and filters.

restricted Clean if necessary
(e) Defective throttle control le} Check for binding, kinks,

slipping or worn parts
(f) Blocked air intake filter (f) Remove the filter and clean
(g} Blocked idling jet (g) Remove carburetter and clean
(h) Air leaks in the induction (h) Tighten any loose joints.

system Renew damaged parts
(i) Defective carburetter li) Adjust pump travel or renew

accelerator pump carburetter
(j) idling mixture too weak (il Adjust to obtain the correct

setting
(k) Water in fuel (k) Drain and clean sediment trap
(l} Defective ignition (l) Check cables and connections.

Renew defective sparking plugs

10 Low oil pressure 10 (al Inadequate oil supply 10 (a) Check the oit level in the sump.
Examine oil pipes, joints,
seals and connections for leakage

(b) Low oil viscosity (b) Drain the sump. Fill with the
correct grade of oil (see PageSU)

(c) Blocked oil screen (if fitted) (c) Remove and clean; determine the
cause

(d) Dirt on the oit pressure relief (d} Clean the plunger and seat.
valve seat Drain the oil from the sump

and fill with clean oil
(e} Oil pressure relief valve seat (e) Remove defective parts and

worn re-cut valve seat
(f) Oil pressure relief valve (f) Remove cap and plunger,

plunger sticking Clean parts
(g) Defective oil pressure gauge (g) Test gauge; renew or repair

astequired
(h) Blocked oil pump suction tube ih} Remove the sump and clean

screen the screen
(i} Engine bearings worn (i} Overhaul engine
(j) Internal oil leakage (j} Overhaul engine

(k) Cracked accessory case, (k) Overhaul engine. Renew
defective oil pump, leaking damaged parts
suction tube

11 High oil temperature 11 (a) Inadequate oil supply 11 (a) Check the level of oil in sump.
Examine oil pipes, joints, seals
and connections for leaks

(b) Dirty or diluted oil (b) Drain sump. Fill with the
correct grade of oil (see PageS1)

N I (c) Winter baffles installed (c) Remove for warm weather

O
' operation

th (d} Prolonged ground operation at (d) Avoid prolonged running on the
E-' ,

high speed ground

(e) Oil cooler matrix blocked by le) Clean debris from matrix
debris

(f) Low air speed at high power (f) Avoid low air speed
(at climb conditions)

(g) Weak fuellair mixture (g) Adjust the obtain the correct
setting

12. Fluctuating oil pressure 12 (a) Dirty oil restriction 12. (a) Examine and clean if necessary

gauge adapter valve
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Cha ter J
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TORO.UETIGHTENINGFIGURES
SectionJ1

DIMENSIONALDATA
PERMISSIBLE

DESCRIPTION DIMENSION WORN REMARKS
DIMENSIONS

Crankcase, crankshaft
and camshaft

o Crankshaft journal bearing 2,249 in. to 2.251 in. 0,010 in. (0.254 mm]oversize

inside diameter (5.713 cm. to 5.718 cm.) bearings available for 0.010 in.
(0.254 mm.) undersize crankshaft

, Crankshaft journal diameter 2.247 in, to 2.248 in.
(5.708 crn. to 5.710 cm.)

Clearance - Crankshaft in 0.001 in. to 0.004 in. 0.006 in.

iournal bearing (0.025 mm. to 0.102 mmJ 10.152 mm.)
Crañkshaft journal ovality 0.000 in. to 0.0005 in. 0.0015 in.

(0.000 mm. to 0,013 mm.) 10.038 mm.)
Crankshaft run-out at centre 0.000 in, to 0.005 in. 0.010 in. Crankshaft supported at front

main journal. (Full indicator (0.000 mm. to 0.013 mm] (0.254 mmJ and rear lournals
reading)
Taper over full crankshaft 0.000 in. to 0.0005 in. 0.0015 in.
bearing length (0.000 mm. to 0.013 mm] (0.038 mm.)
Crankshaft run-out at propeller 0.000 in. to 0.005 in. 0.005 in. Crankshaft supported at
flange, (Full indicator reading) (0.000 mm. to 0,127 mm] 10.127 mmJ front and rear Journals
Connecting rod bearing 1.9375 in, to 1.939 in.
inside diameter (4.921 cm. to 4.925 cm.)
Crankpin outside diameter 1.936 in. to 1.937 in.

(4.917 cm. to 4.920 cm.)
Clearance - Crankpin in 0.0005 in. to D.003 in. 0.006 in,
connecting rod bearing (0.013 mm. to 0.076 mm.) (0.152 mm.)
Crankpin ovality 0.000 in. to 0.0005 in. 0.0015 in.

(0.000 mm, to 0.013 mm.) (0.038 mmJ
Distance between thrust 3.070 in. to 3.074 in,
faces on crankshaft (7.798 cm. to 7.808 cm]
Distance between thrust faces 3.058 in. to 3.064 in,
in crankcase (7.767 cm. to 7.782 cm]
Comprising. Thickness of two 0.098 in, to 0.100 in.
thrust Washers (each) and (2.489 mm. to 2.540 mm.)
Thickness of crankcase 2.862 in. to 2.864 in.

17.269 cm. to 7.274 cm.)

End float of crankshaft 0.006 in. to 0.016 in. O,023 in.
(0,152 mm. to 0.406 mmJ (0.584 mmJ

Camshaft journal bearing 1.3745 in. to 1.3755 in,
inside diameter (3.491 cm. to 3.494 cm] ,

Camshaft journal outside 1.3725 in, to 1.3735 in.
diameter (3.486 cm. to 3.489 cm]
Clearance - Camshaft 0.001 in. to 0.003 in. 0.005 in,

in crankcase (0.025 mm. to 0.076 mmJ (0.127 mm.)

Distance between thrust faces 0.879 in, to 0.881 in.
of camshaft (22.327 mm. to 22.378 mm)
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PERMISSIBLE
DESCRIPTION DIMENSION WORN REMARKS

01MENSIONS

Crankcase, crankshaft and
camshaft - continued

Distance between camshaft 0.873 in. to 0.875 in.
thrust faces in crankcase (22.174 mm. to 22.225 mm.)
End float of camshaft 0.004 in. to 0.008 in. 0.012 in,

10.102 mm. to 0.203 mm.) (0.305 mm.)
Camshaft run-out at centre 0.000 in. to 0.001 in. 0.003 in. Camshaft supported at each
bearings s (0.000 mm, to 0.025 mm.) (0.076 mm.) and journal
Crankshaft gear internal 2.312 in. to 2.313 in,
bore (5.872 cm. to 5.875 cm.)
Bearing diameter on crankshaft 2.311 in. to 2.3125 in.
for gear (5.870 cm. to 5.874 cm.}

TIGHT LOOSE
Fit-Gear on crankshaft 0,0005 in. to 0.002 in.

(0.013 mm. to 0.051 mm.)
mshaft gear Spigot 0.999 in. to 1000 in,

bore diameter (25.375 mm. to 25.400 mm.)
Camshaft gear spigot diameter 0.9985 in. to 0.9995 in.

(25.362 mm. to 25.387 mm.)
TIGHT LOOSE

Fit - Gear in camshaft 0.0005 in. to 0.0015 in.
(0.013 mm. to 0.038 mm.)

Backlash - Crankshaft gear to 0.006 in. to 0.009 in. 0.013 in.
camshaft gear (0.152 mm. to 0.229 mm.) (0.262 mm.)

necting rod bearing and Ò.000in. to 0.0005 in. 0.001 in,
bushing twist per inch length (0.000 mm. to 0.013 mm.) (0.025 mm.) i
0Bänkt(ng rod bolt bore 0.373 in. to 0.3743 in,
dianLeter (9.474 mm. to 9.507 mm.)
Connecting rod bolt diameter 0.372 in. to 0.3725 in,

(9.449 mm. to 9.462 mm.)
Clearance - Connecting rod 0,0005 in. to 0.0023 in.
bort in connecting rod (0.013 mm. to 0.059 mm.}
Vacuum pump gear internal bore 0.625 in. to 0,6255 in.

(15.875 mm. to 15.893 mm.)
Camshaft spigot diameter for 0.624 in. to 0,6245 in.

vacuum pump gear and fuel pump (15.850 mm. to 15.863 mm.)
eccentric
Clearance - Vacuum pump gear and 0.0005 in, to 0.0015 in.
fuel pump eccentric on camshaft (0.013 mm, to 0.038 mm.)
Backtash - Vacuum pump gear to 0.002 in. to 0.006 in.

(0.051 mm. to 0.152 mm.)
Crankcase through bolt diameter 0.4682 in. to 0.4690 in.

111,992 mm. to 11.913 mm.)
Crankcase through bolt bore 0.4683 in. to 0.4693 in.
diameter (11.895 mm. to 11.192 mm.)

TIGHT LOOSE
Fit - Through bolt in crankcase 0.0007 in. to 0.0011 in.

(0.018 mm, to 0.028 mm.)

Accessory case
Oil pump gear length 0.999 in. to 1.000 in,

(25.375 mm. to 25.400 mm.}
Oil pump housing depth 1.002 in. to 1.004 in.

(2.545 cm. to 2.550 cm.)
End clearance - Oil pump in 0.002 in. to 0.005 in. . 0.007 in,
housing (0.051 mm. to 0.127 mm.) (0.178 mmJ
Oil pump internal housing 1.499 in. to 1.501 in.
diameter (3.808 cm. to 3.813 cm.)
Backlash - Oil pump gears 0.014 in. to 0.022 in. 0.025 in.

(0.356 mm. to 0.559 mmJ (0.635 mmJ
Oil pump gear shaft diameter 0.716 in. to 0.7165 in.

(18.186 mm. to 18.199 mmJ
Oil pump bearing inside diameter 0.718 in. to 0.719 in.
in housing (18.237 mm. to 18.262 mm)
Clearance - Oil pump shaft 0.0015 in, to 0.003 in. 0.0045 in,
in bearing (0.038 mm. to 0.076 mm3 (0.114 mm.)
Oil pump bearing diameter in 0.718 in. to 0.719 in,

cover (18.237 mm. to 18.262 mm.)
Clearance . Oil pump shaft 0.0015 in, to 0.003 in. 0.0045 in.
in cover (0.038 mm. to 0.076 mm.) (0.114 mm.)
Oil pump cover dowel diameter 0.188 in. to 0.1885 in.

. (4,775 mm. to 4.788 mmJ
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DESCRIPTION DIMENSION WORN REMARKS

DIMENSIONS

Accessory case - continued
Oil pump cover dowel hole 0.1876 in. to 0.188 in,

o diameter (4.762 mm. to 4.775 mm.)

Interference - Dowel in oil 0.000 in. to 0.001 in.
pump cover 10.000 mm. to 0,025 mm.)

c OM pump housing dowel hole 0.189 m. to U.189b m.
diameter (4.801 mm. to 4.813 mm.)

Clearance - Doveel in housing 0.0005 in. to 0.0015 in.
(0.013 mm, to 0.038 mm.)

Oil pump shaft bush housing 0.820.in. to 0.8205 in.
diameter (20,828 mm. to.20.841 mm.)

Oil pump bush outside 0.821 in. to 0.8215 in,
diameter (20.853 mm. to 20.866 mm.)

Interference - Oil pump bush 0.0005 in. to 0.0015 in,
in housing (0,013 mm. to 0.038 mm.)

Oil pump drive shaft across 0.425 in, to 0.429 in.
f lats (10.795 mm. to 10,897 mm.)

Drive hole for oil pump in 0.4345 in, to 0.4385 in.
camshaft gear across flats (11.036 mm. to 11.138 mm]
Clearance - Drive in camshaft 0.0055 in, to 0.0135 in. 0.015 in.

gear 10-140 mm. to 0.343 mmJ (0.381 mm.)

Load to compress oil pressure 6.06 lb. to 6.31 Ib- 6.75 lb.

relief valve spring; compressed (2.749 kg. to 2.863 kg] (3.062 kg.)
to 1.560 in. (3.960 cm.) long
Backlash - Starter motor gear 0.031 in. to U.04b so- 0.050 in.
to crankshaft gear (0.787 mm. to 1,143 mm.) 11.270 mm.)

o Pistons, piston rings
and cylinders

Cylinder bore - Lower 4¼ in. 4.437 in. to 4.439 in. 4.442 in.

(10.8 cm.) of barrel (11,270 cm. to 11.275 cm] (11,283 cm.)

Cylinder bore 0.005 in, 4.442 in. to 4.444 in. . 4,447 in.
(0.127 mm.) oversize - Lower (11 283 cm. to 11.288 cm.) (11,295 cm.)
4¼ in, (10.8 cm.) of barrel
Cylinder bore 0.015 in. 4.452 in, to 4.454 in. 4.457 in.
(0.381 mm.) oversize - Lower (11.308 cm. to 11.313 cm.) (11.321 cm]

4¼ in. (10.8 cm.) of barrel
Cylinder bore choke - Taper 0.005 in. to 0.007 in. 0.003-in.

in top 2 in (5.08 (0.127 mm. to 0,178 mm.) (0.076 mm.)
cm.) of barrel
Cylinder bore out of round 0.000 in. to 0.001 in. 0,002 in.

(0.000 mm. to 0.025 mmJ (0.051 mm.)

Ñston diameter - Top 4.393 in. (11.156 cm.)
Clearance - Top of piston in 0.044 in. to 0.047 in.
lovver 4¼ in. (10.8 cm.) of (1.118 mm. to 1,194 mm.)
barrel
Maximum piston diameter 4.417 in (11.219 cm.)

immediately below third ring
groove
Clearance - Piston immediately 0.020 in, to 0.022 in- 0.026 ín.
below third ring in bottom 4¼ (0.508 mm. to 0.559 mmA (0.660 mm]
in (10.8 cm.) of barrel on
thrust side
Maximum piston diameter at 4.4275 in,

cc bottom of skirt (11.246 cmJ
Clearance - Piston at bottom 0.0095 in, to 0,0115 in,
of skirt in lower 4¼ in. (10.8 (0 241 mm. to 0.292 mm.)
cm.) of barrel on thrust side
Width of first piston ring 0.088 in, to 0.089 in.

across flats (2.235 mm. to 2.261 mm]
Clearance of first piston ring 0.001 in. to 0.003 in. 0,005 in.
in piston groove. (Measured as (0.025 mm.-to 0.076 mm] (0.127 mm.)
shown in Figure D12)
Width of second piston ring 0.088 in. to 0.089 in.

across flats (2.235 mm. to 2,261 mm.)
Clearance of second piston 0,001 in. to 0.003 in. 0.005 in,
ring in piston groove. (Measured (0.025 mm. to 0.076 mma (0.127 mm)

as shown in Fiqure D12}
Gap - First piston ring fitted 0.021 in, to 0.031 in. 0.038 in,

in new cylinder (0.533mm. to 0.787 mm.) (0.965 mmJ
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DIMENSIONS

Pistons, piston rings
and cylinders -- continued
Diametral load to compress ring 12 lb. to 16 Ib.

'
to 4,4375 in. (11.271 cm.) 15.4 kg. to 7.3 kg.)
diameter
Gap - Second piston ring fitted 0,021 in, to 0.031 in. 0.038 in,

: in new cylinder (0.533 mm. to 0.787 mm.) (0.965 mm.)

Diametral load to compress ring 1 i Ib. to 16 lb.
to 4,4375 in. (11.271 cm.) (4.9 kg. to 7.3 kg.)
diameter
Width of third piston ring 0.154 in, to 0.155 in

(3.912 mm. to 3.937 mm.)
Width of third ring groove in 0.1585 in, to 0.1595 in,
piston (4,023 mm. to 4.048 mm.)
Clearance of third ring in 0,0035 in. to 0.0055 in, 0.0075 in.
piston (0.089 mm. to 0.140 mm.) (0.191 mm.)
Gap - Third piston ring fitted 0.010 in, to D.020 in. 0.030 in.
in new cylinder (0.254 mm. to 0.508 mm.) (0.762 mm.)
Width of fourth piston ring 0.093 in. to 0.094 in.

(2.362 mm. to 2.388 mm.)
Width of fourth ring 0.097 in. to 0.098 in.
groove in piston (2.464 mm. to 2.489 mm.)
Clearance of fourth ring in 0.003 in. to 0.005 in. 0.0065 in,
piston (0,076 mm, to 0,127 mms) {0.165 mm.)
Gap. Fourth piston ring fitted 0.020 in. to 0.030 in. 0.035 in.
in new cylinder (0.508 mm. to 0.762 mm.) (0.889 mm )
Gudgeon pin diameter 0.9984 in. to 0,9986 in,

(25.359 mm. to 25.364 mm.)
Gudgeon pin bearing diameter 0.9988 in. to 0.9990 in.
in piston (25,370 mm. to 25.375 mm.)
Clearance - Gudgeon pin in 0.0002 in, to 0.0006 in. 0.0013 in.
piston (0.005 mm. to 0.015 mm.) (0.033 mm.)

Diameter must be square with
Connecting rod small-end bush 1.000 in. to 1.0005 in. axisof connecting rod and
internal diameter (2,540 cm. to 2.541 cm.) parallel to large bore within

0.0005 in. (0.013 mm.) per inch
fength

Clearance - Gudgeon pin in 0.0014 in, to 0.0021 in. 0.004 in,
connecting rod (0,036 mm. to 0.053 mm.) (0.102 mm.)
Small-end bush housing 1.062 in, to 1.063 in.
internal diameter (2.698 cm, to 2.700 cmJ
Small-end bush external 1.066 in. to 1.0665 in.
diameter (2.707 cm. to 2.708 cm.)
Interference - Bush in 0.003 in. to 0.0045 in,
connecting rod (0,076 mm, to 0.114 mm]
Length of gudgeon pin 4.410 in. to 4.430 in.
assembly (11.201 cm. to 11.252 cm.)
End clearance - Gudgeon pin 0.007 in. to 0.029 in. 0.050 in,
in cylinder (0.178 mm to 0,737 mm.) (1.270 mm]
Crankcase bore diameter for 4.625 in, to 4.629 in
cylinder base (11.748 cm. to 11.758 cm]
Cylinder base diameter 4.618 in. to 4.622 in.

(11.730 cm. to 11.740 cm.)
Clearance - Cylinder base 0.003 in. to 0.011 in.
in crankcase (0.076 mm. to 0.279 mm.)

Valves and valve gear
inlet valve seat insert width 0.107 in. to 0.156 in,

(2.718 mm. to 3.962 mml
iniet valve seat insert angle 59 30' to 60° OO'
(to guide axis)
Inlet valve face angle 59 30' to 60 15°

0.005 in. (0.127 mmJ
inlet valve seat insert 2.1165 in. to 2.1175 in. 0.010 in, (0.254 mm.)

external diameter (5.376 cm. to 5.378 cm.) 0.015 in. (0.381 mm]
0.020 in. (0.508 mm.)
0.030 in. (0.762 mmJ
oversize inserts available

Cynnder bore diameter for 2.109 in, to 2.111 in.
inlet valve seat insert (5.367 cm. to 5.362 cm.}
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PERMISSIBLE
DESCRIPTION DIMENSION WORN REMARKS

DIMENSIONS

Valves and valve gear -

continued
10 Interference- Insert in 0.0055 in. to 0.0085 in.

cylinder (0.140 mm. to 0.216 mm3
m Intet valve stem diameter 0.3730 in. to 0.3735 in.

tu (9.474 mm. to 9.487 mm.)

.E Inlet valve guide bore 0.3745 in. to 0.3755 in.
diameter (9.512 mm. to 9.538 mmJ
Clearance - Inlet valve in 0.001 in. to 0.0025 in. 0.005 in.
guide (0,025 mm. to 0.064 mm] (0.127 mm.)
Cylinder bore diameter for 0.5301 in, to 0.5321 in.
inlet valve guide (13.465 mm. to 13.515 mm.)

Intet valve guide external 0.5327 in. to 0.5332 in. 0.005 in. (0.127 mm.)
diameter (13.531 mm, to 13.543 mm.) 0,010 in, (0.254 mm.)

0,015 in, (0.381 mm.)
0.020 in. (0.508 mm.)
oversize guides available

Interference - Inlet valve 0.0011 in, to 0.0026 in.
guide in cylinder (0.028 mm. to 0.066 mm.)
Inlet valve - Overall 4,352 in. to 4.368 in. 4.337 m. Maximum tep regrmd
length (11.054 cm. to 11.095 cm] (11.016 cm.) 0.015 in. (0.381 mm.)

Inlet valve bow (Full 0.000 in. to 0.002 in. 0,004 in.
indicator reading) (0,000 mm. to 0.051 mm.} (0.102 mm.)

¯Ï xhaust valve seat 0.120 in, to 0.171 in.
insert width (3.048 mm. to 4.343 mm.)
Exhaust valve seat 44 30 to 45 00'
angle (to guide a×15)

m Exhaust ätve face angle 44" 45' to 46 15'
0.005 in. (0.127 mm.)
0.010 in. (O 254 mm.)

Exhaust valve seat insert 1.662 in. to 1.663 in- O.015 in. (0 381 mm.)
external diameter (4.222 cm, to 4.224 cm.) 0.020 in. (0.508 mm.)

0.030 in. (0 762 mm.)
oversize inserts available

Cylinder bore diameter 1.653 in. to 1.655 in,
for exhaust valve seat (4.199 cm. to 4.204 cm.)
insert
interference - Insert in 0.007 in. to 0.010 in.
cylinder (0.178 mm to 0.254 mm.)
Exhaust valve stem diameter 0.3715 in to 0.3720 in,

(9.436 mm to 9,449 mm.)
Exhaust valve guide bore 0.3745 in to 0.3755 in.
diameter (9.512 mm. to 9.538 mm.)
Clearance - Exhaust valve 0.0025 in, to 0.004 in. 0.006 in.
in guide (0.064 mm. to 0.102 mm.) (0.152 mm.)
Cylinder bore diameter for 0 5301 in, to 0.5321 in,
exhaust valve guide (13.465 mm. to 13.515 mm.)

0.005 in. (0.127 mm.)

Exhaust valve guide 0.5327 in. to 0.5332 in.
0.010 in. (0.254 mm,)

e×ternal diameter (13,531 mm. to 13.543 mrn,) 0.015 in. (0.381 mm.)
0.020 in. (0,508 mm.)
oversize guides available

interference - Exhaust 0.0011 in. to 0.0026 in.
guide in cylinder (0.028 mm. to 0,066 mm.)

Exhaust valve - Overall 4.1975 in, to 4.2135 in. 4.1825 in. Maximum tip regrind
length (10.662 cm. to 10.702 cm.) (10.624 cm] 0,015 in, 10.381 mm.)
Exhaust valve bow (FuB 0.001 in. to 0.002 in. 0.004 in,
indicator reading. (0,025 mm. to 0.051 mm.) (0.102 mm]
Inlet and exhaust inner 62 lb. to 68 lb. 59 lb.
valve springs compressed (28,12 kg, to 30.84 kg.) (26.76 kg.)

to 1.100 in. (2.794 cm.)
Inlet and exhaust inner 33 lb. to 37 lb. 30 lb.
valve springs compressed (14.97 kg, to 16.78 kg.) (13.61 kg.}

to 1,500 in. (3.810 cm]
Intet and e×haust outer 77 lb. to 83 lb. 74 Ib.
valve springs compressed i (34.93 kg. to 37.65 kg.) (33.57 kg.)

to 1.168 in. (2.967 cm)
Inlet and exhaust outer ! 43 lb. to 47 lb. 40 lb.
valve springs compressed . (19.50 kg. to 21.32 kg.) (18.14 kg.)
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Valves and valve gear -

continued
Rocker shaft diameter 0.593 in. to 0,594 in,

(15.062 mm. to 15.088 mmJ
Rocker arm bearing bush 0.5945 in. to 0.5955 in.
internal diameter (15.100 mm. to 15.126 mm]
Clearance - Rocker shaft 0.0005 in, to 0.0025 in. 0.004 in.

(0.013 mm. to 0.064 mm-I 10.102 mm.)
Rocker arm end float 0,005 in. to 0.010 in.

10.127 mm. to 0.254 rom.)
Rocker arm bearing bush 0.721 in, to 0.7225 in.
external diameter (18.313 mm. to 18.352 mm.}
Rocker arm internal 0.718 in, to 0.719 in,
bore diameter (18.237 mm. to 18.263 mm.}

Interference - Bush 0.002 in. to 0.0045 in,
in rocker arm 10 051 mm. to 0.114 rnm.)
Hydraulic tappet diameter 0.999 in. to 0.9995 in.

(25.375 mm. to 25.g88 pim)
Crankcase bore diameter 1.000 in. to 1.001 in.
for hydraulic tappet (2,540 cm. to 2.543 cm]
Ctearance - Hydraulic 0.0005 in. to 0.00Ìlri. 0.0036 in.
tappet in crankcase (0.013 mm. to 0.051 mm.) (0.089 mm.)

Magneto drive assembly
Bore diameter in magneto 0.716 in. to 0.718 in.
gear (18.161 mm. to 18.237 mm.)
Magneta shaft bearing 0 719 in, to 0.720 in
diameter (18.263 mm. to 18.288 mm.)
ÚÏëaiance . Magneto shaft 0.001 in. to 0.005 in
in gear 10 025 mm, to O 127 mm,l
Slot in magneto gear 0.320 in. to 0.322 in.

(8 128 mm. to 8.179 mm.)
Width of magneto drive 0.310 in. to O 312 in,
coupting lugs (7.874 mm. to 7.925 mm.)
Side clearance - Lugs in 0.008 in. to 0.012 in. 0.014 in.
slot (0.203 mm. to O 305 mm.} (0,356 mm.)
Magneto spigot diameter 2.998 in to 3 000 in.

(7.615 cm. to 7.620 cm.)
Magneto spigot bore diameter 3.001 in. to 3.003 in.
in accessory case (7.623 cm. to 7.628 cm.)
Clearance - Spigot in bore 0.001 in, to 0.005 in,

(0.025 mm. to 0.127 mm]
Backlash - Megneto gear 0.012 in, to 0.014 in. 0.016 in
to camshaft gear (0.305 mm, to 0.356 mm.) (0.406 mm.)

Alternator drive assembly
Alternator spigot bore in 4.4365 in, to 4.4385 in,
accessory case (11.269 cm. to 11.274 cm.)
Alternator spigot diameter 4,4395 in. to 4.4415 in,

(11.276 cm. to 11.281 cm.)
Clearance - Alternator 0.001 in. to 0.005 in.
spigot in accessory case (0.025 mm. to 0.127 mm.}
Alternator shaft diameter 0.4838 in, to 0.4848 in.

(12.289 mm. to 12.314 mm,)
Sleeve internal bare 0.4848 in. to 0.4858 in.
diameter (12.314 mm. to 12.339 mmi
Clearance - Sleeve on shaft 0.000 in. to 0.002 in.

(0.000 mm. to 0,051 mm.)
Coupling hub internal 0.4988 in. to 0.4993 in,
diameter (12.670 mm. to 12.682 mm.)
Clearance - Coupling hub 0.016 in. to 0.026 in. 0.032 in.

·
-

on shaft (0 406 mm. to 0.660 mm.) (0.813 mm.)
Sleeve external diameter 0 6692 in, to 0.6695 in.

116 A4R mm to 17.005 mm.)
Gear internal diameter 0.6705 in, to 0.6722 in.

117.031 mm. to 17.074 mm.)
Clearance - Gear on sleeve 0.001 in. to 0.003 in. 0.004 in.

(0 075 mm. to 0.076 mm.) (0.102 mm.)
Width of drive geer lugs nŠÒ ÏE

(6.350 mm]
Width of slot in bushing 0.207 in. to 0.289 in.

15 75A mm to 7 341 mmJ

J6
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PERMISSIBLE
DESCRIPTION DIMENSION WORN REMARKS

DIMENSIONS

Alternator drive
assembly - continued
Fit - Coupling in drive TiGHT LOOSE
gear lugs 0.043 in, to 0.039 in. Replace if worn.

(1.092 mm. to 0,991 mm.)
Width of coupling retainer 1 075 in. to 1.085 in,

12.731 cm. to 2.756 cm)
Width of slot in hub 1.080 in. to 1,090 in.

(2,743 cm. to 2.769 cm.)
Fit - Coupling retainer TIGHT LOOSE
in hub 0.005 in, to 0,015 in,

(0.127 mm. to 0.381 mm.)

Oil seal housing diameter 1.498 in, to 1.500 in.
(3.805 cm to 3.823 cm.)

Oi! seal external diameter 1,502 in. to 1.506 in.
(3.815 cm. to 3.825 cm.}

Interference- Oil seal 0.002 in. toO.OO8 in.
in housing (0.051 mm. to O 203 mm.)
Backlash - Alternator gear 0,010 in. to Œ014 in. 0.019 in.
to camshaft gear (0.254 mm. to 0.356 mm.) (0.483 mm.)

o

J7
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Lu

Section J2
TORD.UETIGHTENINGFIGURES

DESCRIPTION SIZE TORGUETIGHTENING

Sparking plug 18 mm, dia. 25 lb,ft, to 30 lb.ft.
(3.46 kg,m. to 4.15 kg.m]

Plug - Oil sump drain 5/16 in, dia. x 18 Oil tight
CD Cylinder base nuts 'A' on 3/8 in. dia. X 24 34 lb.ft. to 36 lb.ft.

Figure C2 (4.70 kg.m. to 4.98 kg.m.)
¯5

Cylinder base nuts 'B' on 7/16 in. dia. x 20 41 lb.ft. to 43 lb.ft.
Figure c 2 (5.67 kg.m. to 5.95 kg.m.)
Nut - Crankcase through 7/16 in. dia. x 20 41 lb.ft. to 43 lb.ft,
stud (5.67 kg.m. to 5.95 kg.m.)
Not - Crankcase through 3/8 in. dia, x 24 23 lb.ft. to.27 lb.ft,
boit (3.18 kg.m. to 3.73 kg.md
Screw- Gear to crankshaft 5/16 in. dia. x 24 20 lb.ft, to 22 lb.ft

(2.77 kg.m. to 3.04 kg.md

Screw - Gear to camshaft 1 /4 in. dia. x 28 12 lb.fl. to 13 Ib.ft.
(1.66 kg.m. to 1,80 kg.m.)

Bolt - Propeller hub 1/2 in. dia. 55 lb.ft. to 65 lb.ft.
(7.60 kg.m. To 8.99 kg.m.)

Nut- Engine rnounting bolt 3/8 in, dia. x 24 15 lb.ft. to 16 lb.ft
1207 kg,m. to 2.21 kg.m.)

¯¯

Nut - Connecting rod bolt 3/8 in. dia. x 24 33 lb.ft. to 39 lb.ft.
(4 56 kg.m. to 5.39 kgsm]

Nuts and cap screws 1/4 in. dia. x 20 6 lb.ft, to 7 lb.ft.
(general) (0.83 kg.m. to 0.97 kg.m]

1/4in. dia. x 28 8 Ib.ft, to 9 Ib.ft.
(1.12 kg.m. to 1.24 kg.m.)

5/16 in, dia. × 18 13 lb.ft. to 15 lb.ft.
(1.80 kg.m. to 2.07 kg.m.)

5/16 in, dia. x 24 15 lb.ft. to 18 lb.ft.
(2.07 kg.m. to 2.49 kg.m.)

3/8 in. dia. x 16 18 lb.ft. to 21 lb.ft,
12.49 kg.m. to 2,90 kg.m.)

3/8 in, dia. x 24 23 lb.ft. to 27 lb.ft
13.18 kg.m. to 3.73 kg m.)

7/16 in, dia. x 20 33 lb,ft. to 38 lb.ft
(4.56 kgsm. to 5.25 kg md

1/21n. dia. x 20 46 lb.ft. to 50 lb.ft.
(6.36 kg.m. to 6.91 kg.m]

J9
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Chapter K
WORKSHOPTOOLS

All workshop tools required for the Rolls-Royce overhaul procedures are in connection with re bushing
Continental 0-240 Light aircraft engine should be the oil pump shaft bores. Rolls-Royce Limited have
obtained from Borroughs Tools and Equipment designed suitable tools to carry out this work,
Corporation, 2429 North Burdick Street, Kalamazoo, comprising of a reaming jig, reamer bar and reamer.
Michigan 49007 U.S.A. Reference should therefore be Drawings of these tools are shown in FiguresKl andK2.
made to the latest Borroughs catalogue. Neither Rolls-Royce Limited or Borroughs Tools will

Rolls-Royce Limited will not stock or supply any stock or supply these tools, therefore, these tools must
workshop tools, be produced by the overhaul shop,

The only additional tools which may be required for
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FIG. K 2 REAMER AND REAMER BAR - OIL PUMP

im.) 1. This face must be B. 0.71765 in. to L. 2.00 in, (5.080 cm.} W. 0.625 in. (15.875 mm.)
re square with axis 0.71775 in. (18.228 M. 0.875 in. (22.225 mm,) square
ter 2. 10 flutes unequally mm. to 18.231 mm.) N. 0.124 in, to 0.125 in. X. 0.214 in. dia. to
mm.) spaced

-10°

L.H. C. 0.500 in. {12.70 mm.) (3.150mm. to 3.175 mm.) 0,216 in, dia.
spiral R.H. cutting D. 0.062 in. (1.575mm.) P. 0.030 in. (0.762 mm.} (5.436 mm. dia. to

3. Anderton circlip, E. 0.749 in. to 0.750 in. chamfer at 45° 6.486 mm. dia.)
to type T800-No. 21 (19.025 mm. to O. 0.8122 in. to 0.8123in. Y. 0.062 in. (1.575 mm.)

4. Reamer 19.050 mm.) (20.629 mm. to radius
5. Undercut 0.060 in. F. 0.156 in, to 0.166 in. 20.632 mm.) Reamer

(1.270mm.) wide x (3.962mm. to R. 0.2496 in. to 0.2497 in. Fine limit diameter must
to 0.015 in, (0.381 mm.) 4.216 mm.} (6.340 mm. to 6.342 mm.} be concentric

deep G. 0.500 in. dia. S. 0.028 in, to 0.031 in. Materia) : EN 33 Case-
m.) 6. This face must be in (12.70mm, dia.) (0.731 mm. to 0.787 mm.) hardened and ground
lia line and square to a×is H. 0.3125 in. 10 0.3135 in. T. 0.748 in. to 0.750 in. Finish : Natural
U.A. A. 0.250 in. dia. to (7.938mm. to 7.963 mm.) {18.999mm.to19.050mm.)Reamer bar
lia. 0.2501 in. dia. J. 0.311 in. to 0.312 in. U. 0.750 in. dia. To cut phosphur bronze
J.A. (6.350 mm. dia. to (7.899 mm. to 7.925 mm.) (19.050 mm. dia.) Bore must be concentric

6.353 mm. dia.) K. 6.00 in. (15.240 cm.) V. 0.625 in. (15.875 mm.) with cutting edge
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FIG.K1REAMINGJtG-OILPUMP

1. Oil pump cover F. 0.625 in. (15.875mm.) O. 0.437 in. (11.10 mm.) U, 0.030 in. (0,762 mm.)

2. Reaming jig f. 0.312 in. (7.925 mm.) P. 2 holes 0.189 in- chamfer at 45° bore

3. Bush G. 1.200 in. (3.048 cm.) dia. to 0,1895 in. dia. and outside diameter
4. Dowel g. Radius (4.801 mm. dia, to 4.813 V. 0.562 in. (14.275 mm,)
5. Oil pump chamber H. 1.542 in. to 1.552 in. mm. dia.) W. 0.965 in. dia. to

in accessory (3.917 cm. to 3.942 cm.) G. 0.250 in. (6.350 mm.) 0.975 in, dia.
case h. 2,0999 in. to 2.1001 in. D.F. in reaming jig (24,511 mm, dia. to

6. Faces must be flat (5.333 cm. to 5.334 cm.) q. 0.188 in, dia. to 24.765 mm. dia.)

and parallel J. 3.0249 in. to 3.0251 in. 0.1885 in. dia. (4.775 mm. w. 0.8125 in. dia. to
7. Holes must be (7.683 cm. to 7.684 cm.) dia. to 4.788 mm. dia.) 0,81276 in. dia.

square with face K. 1.000 in. (25.40mm.) R. 0.740 in, to 0.750 in. (20.638 mm. dia. to
C. 3.500 in. (8.890 cm.) k. 0.075 in. (1.905 mrn.) (18.796mm.to19.050mm.) 20.644 mm. dia.)

c. 1.1744 in. to 1.1746 in. L, 2 holes 0.281 in. dia r. 0.030 in. (0.762 mm.} X. 1.500 in. (3.810 cm.)

(2.983 cm. to 2.984 cm.) (7.137 mm. dia.) dhamfer at 45°, both ends Y. 2 holes 0.250 in. dia

D. 1.166 in. (2.936 cm.) M. 2.625 in. (6.668cm.) S. 0.365 in. to 0.375 in. (6.360mm. dia.) N.A.
d. 0.182 in, to 0.192 in, m. 1.312 in. (3.332 mm.) (9.271 mm. to 9.525 mm.) Z. 2 holes 1.000 in. dia.

(4.623 mm. to 4.877 mm.) N. 0.100 in. (2.540 mm.) T. 1.000 in. dia. (25.40 mm. (25.40 mm. dia.) N.A.

E. 2.057 in. to 2.067 in, n. 0.030 in. (0.762 mm.) dia.) D.F. in reaming jig
(5.225cm. to 5.250 cm.) chamfer at 45° .

e. 1.031 in. (2.619cm.) both ends
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

& OVER OR UNDERSIZE PARTS AVAILABLE

+ ~ NOT SUPPLIED FOR SPARES

A/R AS REQUIRED (QUANTITY)

ID INSIDE DIAMETER

OD OUTSIDE DIAMETER

PD PITCH DIAMETER (OF THREAD)

in INCHES

Dia. DIAMETER

LH LEFT-HAND

RH RIGHT-HAND

m/m MILLIMETRE

NPT NATIONAL PIPE TAP (OR THREAD)

Opt OPTIONAI

OS OVERSIZE

US UNDERSIZE

Qt QUART

Sq SQUARE





INTRODUCTION

This catalogue contains illustrations and descriptive
lists of parts for the 0-240 RR/TCM aircraft engine.

The relationship between detail parts and parent assemblies

is shown by the diagram given below,

1 2 3 4 5 6

Main Lssembly
Details of Main Assembly
Sub-Assembly

Details of Sub-Assembly
Sub-stb Assembly

Details of Sub-sab Assembly

All parts which appear below an Assembly and whose
description starts in a column to the right of that in
which the Assembly starts, are included in that Assembly.

The figures given in the "No. off" column gives the quantity
of that part used for a particular application in the next
higher Assembly but does not necessarily denote the total
quantity used in this equipment. This may be ascertained
by adding together the quantities of such items wherever

they occur throughout the catalogue.

In some instances it will be found that new parts must be
assembled as mated sets or given special treatment during
assembly. For work of this nature, reference should be made
to the relevant overhaul Manual TSD 2532.

All parts listed in the text are numbered consecutively
in the item column in the various sections. These numbers
also appear on the respective illustrations to facilitate
identification.

Oversize and undersize parts and repair sets are listed

at the rear of the catalogue. These should be ordered by

the exact numbers shown to ensure receipt of the correct

size. Corresponding standard size part numbers in the
various sections are indicated by a symbol to show
availability of non-standard sizes (see list of abbreviations
and symbols).

Continued ...



2

Parts listed in this catalogue are sold only by ApprovedDistributors and operators are urged to consult theirnearest Distributor for parts and service information.Prices of spares listed herein are the subject of aseparate publication which is furnished to all ApprovedDistributors.

The catalogue cannot be revised often enough to.reflecteach supersession in part number. Service Bulletins areissued to Approved Distributors when design ähanges occurwhich affect the applicability of parts previously soldor their interchangeability with new style parts.
These Bulletins may be procured from our TechnicalPublications Department on a subscription basis.



GROUP o-240
Section 1 AM 2

TICLE CRANKCASE Page Na i

Description
tem .No

PartNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

- 637000 C2ANKCASE-Complete Assembly 1
- 637001 .

CRANKCASE-Assembly-Studding 1

1 637003 . + CRANKCASE-1 and 3 Side 1

2 637004 . + CRANKCASE-2 and 4 Side 1

3 21080 . . DOWEL-Crankcase Cover
to Crankcase 2

4 AN932C-4 . . PLUG-Oil Gallery Holes 2

5 637059 . . ADAPTOR-Oil Pressure Gauge
Connection 1

6 535011 . . LOCKWIRE-Adaptor A/R

7 629518-1 . . PLUG-Oil Pressure Gauge
Connection Outlet 1

8 633181 & . . STUD CYLINDER TO CRANKCASE 24 Required on
Engines up
to Serial
No40R 199

8 401977 a . . STUD-Cylinder to Crankcase 24 Required or
Engine
Serial No
40R 200
Onwards

9 402049 & . . STUD-Generator and Crankcase
..Cover to Crankcase l

10 402049 & . . STUD-Oil Strainer Eousing and
Crankcase Cover to
Crankcase 2 .

11 25330 & . . STUD-Crankcase to Crankcase 2

12 401881 & . . STUD-Vacuum Pump Adaptor
to Crankcase 1

13 401804 & . . STUD-Vacuum Pump Adapter
to Crankcase 3

14 401804 & . . STUD-Oil Sump to Crankcase 3

15 401977 & . . STUD-Intake Manifold to
Crankcase 2

16 401881 & . . STUD-Sump Strut to Crankcase 1

17 402047 a . . STUD-Crankcase Cover to
Crankcase 5

18 402151 & . . STUD-Oil Trañsfer Cover to
Crankcase 2

19 637086 a . . STUD-Crankcase to Crankcase 1

20 402151 & . . STUD-Fuel Pump Cover to
Crankcase 2

21 637832 . . DOWEL-Starter Pivot 1

22 401804 & . . STUD-Blanking Cover - Camsha t
to Crankcase 4

23 20522 . WASEER-Plain-Stud 1

24 X9008ZP . WASEER-Lock-Stud 1

25 UA301ZP . NUT-Stud 1

26 629847 . NO3ZLE-Squirt 4

27 637087 . SCREW-Crankcase to Crankcase -

Front 1

28 20522 . WASHER-Plain-Screw 1

29 20522 . WASEER-Plain-Screw 1

30 X9008ZP . WASEER-Lock-Nut 1
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GR3CP O 240 Section 1 AM 2TITLE CRANKCASE PageNo. 2

Descriptiontem NoPan:No.
NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 of

31 GA301ZP . NUT-Screw-Crankcas.e to Crankcase 132 20522 . WASHER-Plain-Screw 133 X9008ZP , WASEER-Lock-Nut 134 UA301ZP , NUT-Stud-Crankcase to Crankcase 135 20522 . WASEER-Plain-Screw
. 136 X9008ZP ~

. WASEER-Lock-Nut 137 UA301ZP . NUT-Stud-Crankcase to Crankcase 138 24251 . SCREW-Crankcase to Crankcase 1039 20522 . WASHER-Plain-Screw 2040 X900822 . WASHER-Lock-Screw 1041 UA3012P . NUT-Screw-Crankcase to Crankcase 1042 24879 . EYE-Lifting 143 24878 . SCREW-Ližting Eye to Crankcase 244 20522 . WASEER-Plain-Screw 245 25164 . WASEER-Lifting Eye and Ignition
Cable Bracket 246 X9008ZP . WASEER-Lock-Nut 247 UA3012P . NUT-Screw-Lifting Eye to
Crankcase 248 629758-9.56 . BOLT-Tie-Crankcase to Crankcase
.38"-24X9.56" Long 149 637029 . BOLT-Tie-Crankcase to Crankcase
.4375"-20X12.38" Long 150 531205-10.62 . EOLT-Tie-Crankcase to Crankcase
.4375"-20X10.62" Long 151 531205-10.68 . BOLT-Tie-Crankcase to Crankcase
.4375"-20X10.68" Long 252 531205-10.15 . BOLT-Tie-Crankcase to Crankcase
.4375"-20X10.15" Long 253 2474 . WASEER-.375" Plain-Nut 2 -54 2441 . NUT-.375"-Tie Bolt-Crankcase
to Crankcase 255 2475 . WASHER-.4375" Plain- Nut 656 2443 . NUT-.4375"-Tie Bolt-Crankcase
to Crankaase 657 637085 BREATHER-Assembly-Crankcase 158 CE13787 DATA PLATE 159 21007 SCREW-Plate to Crankcase 6 For use on

Early Model
Engines wit
6 Hole
Drillings
in
Crankcase
Facing59 24764 SCREW-Plate to Crankcase 4 For Use on
Later
Model
Engines
with 4 Eole
Drillings

Crankcase
Facing
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GROUP O 240
Section 1 AM 2

TITLE CRANKCASE Page No. 3

Description
ltem No.

PartNo. -Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

60 637035 GASRET-Blanking Cover-Crankcase 1

61 637030 BLANKING COVER-Crankcase 1

62 20522 WASHER-Plain-Nut 4

63 X90082P WASHER-Lock-Nut 4

64 UA301ZP NUT-Blanking Cover to Crankcase 4

65 637031 - GASKET-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 1

66 637072 ADA2TOR-Oil Cooler 1

67 2849 BALL-Adaptor-Oil Cooler i

68 2848 SPRING-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 1

69 AN900-10 WASHER-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 1

70 2265 PLUG-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 1 :Alternative

70 532432 PLUG-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 1 -

71 639809 .
UNION-Adaptor-Oil Cooler 2

72 X31092 WASHER-UNION-Adactor 2
73 2473

WASEER-Élain-Mut^ 2

74 X9009ZP WASHER-Lock-Nut 2

75 UA302ZP NUT-Adaptor to Crankcase 2
- 634461 .- ADAPTOR-Assemblÿ-Starter Jack .Sha t 1

76 634462 + ADA2TõR. i

77 633609-8 . BEARING-Shaft-Adaptor 1

78 626983 GASKET-Vacuum PUMP Drive 1
- 625937 GEAR-Assembly-Vacuan Pump Drive 1

79 X2235 . PLUG-Hubbard 1

80 625936 + GEAR-Vacuum Pump Drive 1
- 642267 ADAPTOR-Assembly Vacuum Pump 1

81 625934 + ADAPTOR-vacuum Pump 1 .

82 632330 .
. BUSE-Flanged 1

.83

25102 . SEAL Oil i

84 401963 & . STUD-Adaptor to Vacuum P mp 4

85
.2473

...
WASHER-Plain-Adaptor to Crankcase 1

86 X9009 WASHER-Lock-Adaptor to Crankcase 1

87 GA302ZP NUT-Adaptor to Crankcase 1
88 20522 WASHER-Plain-Nut 3
69 X9008ZP WASEER-Lock-Nut 3
90 UA301ZP- NUT-Adaptor to Crankcase 3

91 AN4045-1 GA5KET-Cover to Adaptor 1

92 640380 COVER-Vacuum Pump Adaptor 1

93 2472 WASHER-Plain-Nut 4
94 X9008ZP WASEER-Lock-Nut 4

95 UA301ZP NOT-Cover to Vacuum Pump odaptor 4

96 530642 GASKET-Fuel Pump to Crankcase 1

97 40585 PUMP-Fuei 1

98 21619 ELEOW-Fuel Pump Inlet 1

99 24945 ELBOW-Fuel Pump Outlet 1

100 2473 WASEER-Fuel Pump to Crankcase 2
10: X9009ZP LOCKWASEER-Fuel Pump to Crankcase 2

10: UA302ZP NUT-Plain-Fuel Pump or Cover to
Crankease 2

101, 638225 HOSE-Engine Mounting 4

10 530627 SPACER-Engine Mounting 4

105 530626 SEAT-Engine Mounting 8

106 530740 BUSHING-Engine Mounting 8
10" 530741 WASEER-Engine Mounting 8
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Page No. 7

Description
item

No
Pan No.

Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 oh

Specižication Change
from above.
Specification CES'1099

and CES 1102.

PARCS NOT REQUIRED

58 CE 13787 DATA PLATE 1

97 40585 PUNP-Fuel 1

98 21619 ELBOW-Fuel Pump Inlet 1

99 24945 ELBOW-Fuel Pump Outlet 1

ADDETIONAL PARTS REQUCRED

58 CE 13690 DATA PLATE 1

108 533965 COVER-Fuel Pump Facing 1

SPECIFICATIONS CES 1100, CES 1101,

CES 1103, CES 1107, CES 1111 AND

CES 1113 are as the Basic Specifica-

tion





ous Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
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GROUP o 240 Section 2 AM 2

TITLE CRANKsaAFT-CAMBEAFT AND GEARS P 3ge No. 1

Description
am

No
PanNo. Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

- 637069 CRANKSEAFT-Assembly-Flanged i

1 637071 + CRANKSEAFT 1

2 630651 & . DOWEL-Crankshaft Gear to
Crankshaft 1

3 24770 PLUG-Hubbard-Crankshaft
. Flanged End 1

4 630941 GEAR-Cluster-Crankshaft i

5 630692 SCREW-Gear to Crankshaft 4

6 535011 LOCKWIRE-Screw-Crankshaft Gear A/S

7 632957 & BEARING-Crankshažt-Front-
Intermediate and Rear 8

8 637579 WASHER-Thrust-Crankshažt 4
- 530917 SEAL-Assembly-Oil-Crankshaft 1

9 535718 + SEAL-Split-Oil 1

0 530974 . SPRING-Oil-Seal 1

11 637053 CAMSKAFT 1

12 630062 GEAR-Camshaft 1

13 22534 SCREW-Gear to Camshaft 4

14 535011 LOCKWIRE-Screw-Gear to Camshaft A/F :

15 XC501/R KEY-Camshaft 2) Alternativ

15 XC502/R KEY-Camshaft 2) used as
Required

16 637016 SHIM-Camshaft A/T

17 637043 GEAR-Vacuum Pump Drive l

18 637058 SPACER-Camshaft 1

19 637068 ECCENTRIC-Camshaft 1 .

20 637012 NUT-slotted-Camshaft 1

21 AN381-4-20 PIN-Split-Slotted Num-Camshažt 1)Alternative

21 CA10134/R PIN-Split-Slotted Nut-Camshaft 1)

22 628488 TAPPET-Assembly-Eydraulic 8

23 626491 RING-Snap 8

NO CHANGE TO ABOVE
BASIC SPECIFICATION
FOR CES 1099, CES 1100
CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES 1107,
CES 1111, CES 1113
ENGINES
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GROJP 0 .240
Section a AN 2

TITLE CONNECTING ROD3 AND PISTONs Page No. 1

Item
Description No

PantNo.. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

- 626168 CONNECTING ROD-Assembly-Complete 4

1 626119 + CONNECTING ROD AND CAP 4

2 538684 . BUSH-BEARING-Gudgeon Pin 4

3 530213 . BOLT-Connecting Rod¯ 8

4 626140 . NUT-Slotted-Bolt-Connecting Rod 8

5 E84689 ,
. PIN-Split-Slotted Nut 8

6 35897 & BEARING-Connecting Rod-Standard Size 8

NOTE:- SELECT ROD ASSEMBLIES FOR
REPLACEMENT TO MATCH WEIGET
OF ORIGINAL ASSEMBLIES IN
SABE ENGINE. MAXIMUM WEIGHT
VARIATION IS toz BETWEEN
OPPOSITE CONNECTING RODS

7 63087 & PISTON 8.5 to 1 Compression Ratio 4

8 639570 a ÷ RING-Piston Compression-Top Groove ) Piston ring
Standard size 4) are only

9 639579 a + RING-Piston Compression-2nd Groove ) supplied i:
Standard Size 4) sets. See

10 635964 & ÷ RING-Assembly-Piston-Oil Control ) Repair sets
3rd Groove Standard size 4) list for

11 630678 & + RING-Piston-Oil Control-4th Grcove ) Part
Standard Size 4) Numbers.

12 629690 GUDGEON PIN-Assembly 4

NOTE:- SELECT PISTONS FOR REPLACE-
MENT TO MATCH WEIGHT OF
ORIGINAL ASSEMBLIES IN SAME
ENGINE.MAXIMUM WEIGET
VARIATION IS ½ oz BETWEEN
OPPOSITE PISTONS.

CHECK PISTON RING ŒAPS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SERVICE
BULLETIN T 305 BEFORE
INSTALLATION.

NO CEANGE TO ABOVE SPECIFI-
CATION FOR CES 1099, CES
1100, CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES 1107, CES 1111 ,

AND CES 1113 ENGINES.

I
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GROŒ? O 240
Section. 4 xx 2

TITLE CYLINDER AND VALVES P3ge No.. 1

Description
Item Nr

PañtNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

1 21477 PACKING-Cylinder Base 4

2 635722 CYLINDER-Assembly 4)Alternatives

- 639680 CYLINDER-Assembly 4)NOTE:- Used
On Engines
Up to Engine
No 344 3ut
Can be
Replaced by
New Cylinder
Assembly
P/N 641370
with
Related
Parts

641370 CYLINDER-Assembly 4 Fitted on
Engines No
345 onwards

3 635959 a ; INSERT-Exhaust Valve Seat 4)Common to
4 629702 & , INSERT-Inlet Valve Seat 4)all Cylinder

Assemblies

5 630262 & . GUIDE-Inlet and Exhaust Valves 8 For use on
Cylinder
Assemblies
P/Ns 635722
and 639680

5 630262 a . GUIDE-Inlet Valve 4)For Use On

6 639282 & . GUIDE-Exhaust Valve 4)Cylinder
Assembly
P/N 641370

7 639282 & . INSERT-Helieoil-Spark Plug 8

8 21463 & . STUD-Exhaust and Inlet Flange
to Cylinder Head' 16

401801 & . :STUD-Rocker Shaft Retaining 16

10 637640 VALVE-Exhaust 4 Fitted in
Cylinder
Assemblies
P/N 635722
and .P/N
639680

10 639283 VALVE-Exhaust 4 Fitted in
Cylinders
Assembly
P/N 641370

11 629707 VALVE-Intake 4
~12

24026 RETAINER-Valve Soring 8

13 625957 VALVE SPRING-Inter 8

14 625958 VALVE SPRING-Outer 8

15 627732 SEAT-valve Spring - Inlet 4

16 631654 ROTOCOIL SEAT-Valve Spring-Exhaust 4

17 627731 COLLET-Valve Spring 16

18 629518-1 PLUG-Blanking 8

630476 ROCKER ARM-Assembly 8;original

19 630479 ÷ ROCKER ARM 8 Rocker Arm

20 627693 . BUSE-Rocker Arm 16'Asser.bly

21 21007 . PLUG-Rocker Arm Sican be
'Replaced by



awaa-awyou oursunentai u-zeu ugnt Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 240 Section 4 AM 2TITLE CYLINDER AND VALVES PSge ÑO. 2

Item
Part No.

Description
NA

NoteNo. 1 2 3 4 5 06

) Rocker Arx
) Assembly
) Rocker
) Assemblies
) Are Fully
) Intermixab.
) On Any
) One Cylinda
) Ref: PIL
) 78/1- 639648 ROCKER ARM-Assembly 8) NOTE:-19 639647 + ROCKER ARM 8) Rocker Arm20 627693 . BUSH-Rocker Arm 16) And Thrust21 21007 . PLUG-Rocker Arm 8) Washer, 222 639650 . WASHER-Thrust-Rocker Arm 16) off, must
) be used
) together
) in sets
) REF:- PIL
) 78/1 Old
) And New
) Rocker
) Assembl
) Can be
) Intermixed
)-On Any One
) Cylinder23 631991 SEAFT-Valve Rocker 824 631996 RETAINER-Valve Rocker 1625 XB7106 WASEER-Tab 1626 UA301ZP NUT-Stud-Rocker Shaft 1627 632310 GASKET-Rocker Cover 828 6p7042 COVER-Rocker 829 2472 WAsäER-Plain-Rocker Cover screw 3230 X9008ZP WASHER-SEAKEPROOF-ROCKER COVER SCRay 3231 535091 SCREW-Fillister Head-Rocker Cover to

Cylinder Head 3232 531001 NUT-Flanged-Cylinder to Crankcase 833 531003 NUT-Flanged-Cylinder to Crankcase 2434 630365 GASKET-Exhaust Flange 435 22022 . NUT-Plain-Brass-Exhaust Pipe to
Cylinder 836 632141 HOUSING-Push Rod 837 630286 'O' RING-Sealing-Push Rod Eousing
to Cylinder Head 838 632317 SPRING-Push Rod Housing 839 629711 WASEER-Push Rod Housing 1640 641607 PACKING-Push Red Eousing to Crankcase 841 637022 PUSE ROD-Assembly 842 630057 EAFFLE-Cylinder Head 4(3 532377 SPRING-Cylinder Eead 3a fle 444 401804 STUD-Bažfle Mounting 445 20522 WASEER-Plain-Stud 446 X9008ZP WASEER-Shakeproof-Stud 4

47 DA301ZP Mn--me-a-¤= -



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines

GROUP O 240
SectiCIT 4 AM 2

TIT: E CYLINDER AND VALVES P3ge No. 3

Description
item Nn

Part No. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 of

NOTE: NO CHANGE TO ABOVI
BASIC SPECIFI-
CATION FOR CES
1099, CES 1100 ,

CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES
1107, CES 1111 &
CES 1113 ENGINES
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GROUP O 240 . Section 5 AM 2

TITLE CRANKCASE COV:R USED UP-TO SERLAL NO 40R 186 Page yo.

Description
item No

PartNo. i Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 08

1 5484 GASKET-Cover to Crankcase i
- 637018A2 COVER-Assembly-Crankcase Complete 1 NOTE:- Use
- 637018Al . COVER-Assembly-Crankcase 1 637093A2
- 637018 . . COVER and Bearing-Assembly i For Replace
2 637054 + . COVER-Crankcase 1 ments of

637018A2
637018A1
637018 and
637054
Covers for
Details of
637093A2
See Sectio:
5/A in
Parts List

3 637014 & . . . BEARING-Cover 2
4 401975 . . STUD-Magneto to Crankcase Cover 4

5 22423 & . . STUD-Oil Strainer Blanking
Cover and Oil screen
Housing to Crankcase
Cover - 1

6 21463 & . . STUD-Generator Cover to Crank-

case Cover 2
7 22423 & . . sTUD-Tacho Drive Housing to

Crankcase Cover 3
8 22423 & . . -STUD-Oil Sump to Crankcase

Cover 3
9 401971 & . . STUD STARTER MOTOR-to Crankcase

Cover 3
10 2025 . . PLUG-Pipe-Vacuum Pump Return

Connection 1
11 626088 . GEAR-Drive-Oil Pump 1

12 626087 . GEAR-Driven-Oil Pump 1
637007 . COVER-Assembly-Oil Pump 1

13 637039
- + . COVER 1

14 637025 . . DOWEL-Cover 2
15 637015 . . CLIP-Spring-Dowel-Cover 2
16 36025 . WASHERREMB-Setscrew-Oil Pump Cover 4
17 22537 . SETSCREW-Oil Pump Cover to

Crankcase Cover 4
18 22350 . GASKET-Blanking Cover or Oil

Screen Housing 1

19 637041 . COVER-Blanking-Oil Strainer
Adapter 1

20 AN900-10 . GASKET-Plug-Oil Strainer Adaptor
Cover l

21 20522 . WASEER-Plain-Cover 1

22 UA30122 . NUT-Plain-Blanking Cover 1

23 2473 . WASEER-Plain-Elanking Cover 2

24 X9009ZP . WASEER-Lock-Nut-Blanking Cover 2

25 JA302ZP . NUT-Plain-Blanking Cover 2
26 35019 . GASKET-Tachcneter Drive Ecusing

and Generator 1

27 21163 . SEAL-Oil-Tachemeter Drive 1



nono-nuyce von110enTal U-Z4O Ught Aircraft _Engines
GRDEP O 240 Section 5 AM 2
TITLE CRANKCASE COVER USED UP TO SEP1AL NO 40R 186 PageNo. 2

DescriptionItem NoPan No. NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

28 ZXl0970 . EOUSING-Tachometer Drive 129 20522 . WASHER-Plain-Tachometer Drive
Housing 330 22661 . NUT-Self Locking-Tachometer
Drive Housing 331 21114 . PLUNGER-Oil Press-ure Relief Valve 1 Alternative-31

637091 . PLUNGER-Oil Pressure Reliež Valve 132 631706 . SPRING-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 1 Alternative32 637083 . SPRING-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 1 .33 AN900-14 . GASKET-Oil Pressure Relief Valve
Cap 134 21113 . CAP-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 134 637090 . CAP-Oil Pressure Reliež Valve 1 JAlternative35 AN900-10 . GASKET-Suction Tube to Crankcase
Cover 136 A22301 TUBE-Assembly-Oil Suction , 137 X9009ZP WASHER-Lock-Crankcase Cover to
Crankcase 538 UA302ZP NUT-Plain-Crankcase Cover to
Crankcase 539 630966-331 BOLT-Starter Motor 240 X9009ZP WASEER-Lock-Bolt-Starter Motor to
Crankcase 241 2473 WASEER-Plain-Bolt-Starter Motor to
Crankcase 2

SPECIFICATION CHANGES
FROM ABOVE

NO CHANGE FROM ABOVE
FOR SPECIFICATIONS
CES 1099 AND CES 1111

CHANGES FOR SPECIFI-
CATIONS CES 1100,
CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES 1107
AND CES 1113
PARTS NOT REQUIRED

19 637041 . COVER-Blanking Oil Strainer-
Adaptor 1

ADDITIONAL PARTS
REQUIRED

42 35020 . HOUSING-Oil Screen 143 AN900-28 . GASKET-Oil Screen to Ecusing 144 A3568 , OIL SCREEN-Assembly 1
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GR JP o 240 - Section 5/A

TITLE CRANKCASE COVER FOR ENGINES SERIAL NO 40R 187 Page Vo. 1

Description
item Part No.

No
Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

1 5484 GASKET-Cover to Crankcase 1
- 537093A2 COVER-Assembly-Crankcase

Complete 1
- 637093Al . COVER-Assembly Crankcase 1
2 637093 + . COVER 1

3 401975 & . . STUD-Magneto to Crankcase Cover 4
4 22423 & . . STUD-Oil Strainer Blanking Cover 1

5 21463 & . . STUD-Generator Cover to
Crankcase Cover 2

6 22423 & . . STUD-Tachometer Drive Housing
to Crankcase Cover 3

7 22423 & . . STUD-oil Sump to Crankcase
Cover 3

$ 401971 & . . STUD-Starter Motor to Crankcase
.Cover 3

9 2025 . . PLUG-Pipe-Vacuum Pump Return
Connection 1

10 637096 . GEAR-Driver-Oil Pump 1

11 637095 . GEAR-Driven-Oil Pump 1

12 637094 . COVER-Oil Pump 1
13 36025 . WASHER-Tab-Setscrew-Oil Pump

Cover 4

14 22537 . SETSCREW-Oil Pump Cover to
Crankcase Cover 2

15 637097 . SETSCREW-Fîtting-Oil Pump Cover
to Crankcase Cover 2

16 22350 . GASKET-Blanking Cover or Oil
Screen Housing 1

17 637041 . COVER-Elanking-Oil Strainer
Adaptor 1

18 AN900-10 . GASKETIPlug-Strainer Adaptor 1

19 2472 . WASHER-Plain-Blanking Cover 1
20 UA3012P . NUT-Plain-Elanking Cover 1

21 2473 . WASEER-Plain-Blanking Cover 2
22 X9009ZP . WASEER-Lock-Blanking Cover 2
23. UA302ZP . NUT-Plain-Blanking Cover 2
24 35019 . GASKET-Tachemeter Drive Eousing

and Generator 1

25 640087 . SEAL-Tachemeter Drive Housing 1
26 35018 . HOUSING-Tachometer Drive 1

27 2472 . WASEER-Plain-Tachometer Drive
Eousing 3

28 22661 . NUT-Self Locking-Tachometer )
Drive Housing 3)Alternative

28 UR 16126 . NUT-Self Locking-Tachometer Drive )
Ecusing 3)

29 637091 . PLUNGER-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 1

30 637063 . SPRING-Oil Presure Relief Valve 1

31 AN900-14 . GASKET-Oil Pressure Relief Valve
Cap 1

32 21113 . CAP-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 1)Alternative

32 637090 . CAP-Oil Pressure Relief Valve 1)

33 AN900-10 . GASKET-Suction Tube to Crankcase
Cover 1

34 637092 . TUEE-ASSEMELY-Oil Suction 1



waro-avywo s.,enunenusi U-¿4U Light Aircraft Engines
GROUP o 240 Section 5/ATITLE CRANKCASE COVER FOR ENGINES SERIAL NO 40R 187 Pa e No 2ONWARDS

Description
NoIte I Pan No. NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

35 X90092P WASHER-Lock-Crankcase Cover to
Crankcase 536 JA302ZP NUT-Plain Crankcase Cover to Crank-
case 537 630966-3.31 BOLT-Starter Motor to Crankcase
Cover 2

. 38 X9009ZP WASEER-Lock-Starter Motor to
Crankcase Cover 239 2473 WASHER-Plain-Starter Motor to
Crankcase Cover 2

SPECIFICATION CEANGES
FROM ABOVE

NO CEANGE FROM A30VE
FOR SPECIFICATIONS
CES 1099 AND CIS 1111

CHANGES FOR SPECIFICATIONS
CES 1100, CES 1101,
CES 1102, CES 1103,
CES 1107 AND CES 1113

PARTS NOT REQUIRED

17 637041 . COVER-Blanking-Oil Strainer
Adaptor i

ADDITIONAL PARTS
REQUIRED

40 35020 . HOUSING-Oil Screen 1 |41 AN900-28 . GASKET-Oil Screen to Housing 142 A3568 . OIL SCREEN-Assembly 1
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines

GROUP O 240 Section 6 AM 2
TITLE SUM2-OIL PSge 90. 1

Description
item No

PartNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

-. A30351A2 SUMP-Assembly-Oil 1

1 A50351 + SUMP 1
2 AN900-10 . GASKET-Sump Drain Plug 1

3 2265 . PLUG-Oil Drain-Semp 1
4 535011 . LOCKWIRE-Sump Drain Plug A/R'
5 633233-10 . CAP AND OIL GAUGE.-Assembly 1
6 533355 . . GASKET-Oil Cmuge- Cap 1

7 3577 GASKET-Sump to Crankcase 1

8 2472 WASHER-Plain-Nut-Sump to Crankcase 6
9 22661 NUT-Self Locking-Sump to Crankcase 6 Alternative

9 UR 16126 NUT-Self Locking-Semp to Crankcase 6
10 2473 WASHER-Plain-Oil Filler to Crankcase A/F

11 21213 NUT-Self Locking-Oil Filler to Crank-
case l

NO CEANGE FROM AEOVE
BASIC SPECIFICATION FOR
THE FOLLOWING ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS CES 1099,
CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES 1111, AND
CES 1113

CEANGES ON ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS CES 1100
AND CES 1107

PARTS NOT REQUIRED

- A50351A2 SUMP-Assembly Oil 1
1 A50351 + SUMP 1

5 633233-10 . CAP AND OIL GAUGE-Assembly 1

ADDITIONAL PARTS
REQUIRED

- 637078Al SUMP-Assembly Oil 1

1 637078 ÷ SUMP 1

5 637079 . CAP AND OIL GAUGE-Assembly 1
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GROIP O 240 Section 7 AM 2
TITLE INDUCTION SYSTEM P3ge No. 1

Descriptionliem No
PartNo. Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

i .637010 GASKET-Carburetter to Intake Manifol i 1
- 637008 INTAKE MANIFOLD-Assembly i
2 637055 + INTAKE MANIFOLD 1
3 401801 a . STUD-Carburetter to Intake Manifoli 4
4 2472 WASHER-Plain-Carburetter to Intake

- Manifold 4
5 X90082P WASEER-Lock-Carburetter to Intake

Manifold 4
6 UA301ZP NUT-Carburetter to Intake Manifold 4
7 2474 WASHER-Plain-Intake Manifold to

Crankcase 2
8 AN936 A616 WASKER-Lock-Intake Manifold to Crank-

case 2
9 2557 NUT-Intake Manifold to Crankcase 2
10 637032 HOSE-Intake Manifold to Intake Pipe 2
11 AN737 TWS2 CLIP-Jubilee-Intake Manifold Hose 4)Alternative.
11 RE 6739 CLIP-Jubilee-Intake Manifold Eose 4)..
12 637047 PIPE-Assembly-Intake Manifold to

Nos 2 and 3 Cylinders 2
13 639660-1 HOSE CONNECTION INTAKE PIPES 2
14 AM737 TW82 CLIP-Jubilee-Intake Pipe Eose .

4)Alternative
14 RE6739 CLIP-Jubilee-Intake Pipe Hose 4)
15 637045 PIPE-Assembly-Intake to Nos 1 and 4

Cylinders 2
16 629925 GASKET-Intake pipes to Cylinders 4
17 2473 WASEER-Plain-Intake Pipes to Cylinders8
18 X9009ZP WASEER-Lcck-Intake Pipes to Cylinders 8
19 GA302ZP NUT-Intake Pipes to Cylinders 8
20 637013 HOSE-Intake Pipe to Balance Pipe 2
21 AN737 RM34 CLIP-Jubilee-Hose-Ealance Pipe 4)Alternative
21 RE 4750 CLIP-Jubilee-Eose-Balance Pipe 4)
22 637044 PIPE-Balance-Intake Pipes 1
23 21323 GASKET-Carburetter to Air Intake and

Cleaner 1
24 X9008ZP WASHER-Lock Air Intake to Carburettec 4
25 CA301ZP NUT-Air Intake to Carburetter 4

- CE 11141 AIR INTAKE AND CLEANER-Assembly 1
26 CE 11142 . AIR INTAKE-Assembly 1
- 627361 . AIR FILTER-Assembly - 1
27 40599

.
. . FILTER l

28 24306 . . STUD-Filter to Air Intake 4
29 24308 . . CROSSPIN-Stud 4
30 35923 . . GASKET-Filter to Air Intake 1
31 637066 BRACKET-Assembly-Air Intake Support 1
32 2471 - WASSER-Screw-Support Bracket to Air

Intake 2
33 AN501AlO-5 SCREW-Support Bracket to Air Intake 2]Alternative

33 25320 SCREW-Support Bracket to Air Intake 2]Alternative

NO CEANGE FROM TEE ABOVE
3ASIC SPECIFICATION FOR
TEE FOLLOWING ENGINE
SPECÌFICATIONS: CIS
1099, CES 1102, CES 1103,
CES 1111 AND CES 1113



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Ught Aircraft Engines
GROR O 240 Section 7 AM 2
TITLE INDUCTION SYSTEM Page No. 2

Descriptionltem NoPartNo. NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

CKANGES ON ENGINE
SPECIFICATION CES 1101

PARTS NOT REQUIRED

23 21323 GASKET-Carburetter to Air Intake and
Cleaner 124 X9008ZP WASHER-Lock-Air Intake to Carburette 425 UA301ZP NUT-Air Intake to Carburetter 4

- CE'11141 AIR INTAKE AND CLEANER-Assembly 126 CE 11142 . AIR INTAKE-Assembly 1
- 627361 . AIR FILTER-Assembly 127 40599 . . FILTER 128 24306 , . STUD-Filter to Air Intake 429 24308 . . CROSS.PIN-Stud 4
30 35923 - '. .JGASKET-FiÍter to Air Intake 1 -

31 637066 BRACKET-Assembly-Air Intake-Support
32 2471 WASEER-Screw-Support Bracket to

Air Intake 2
33 AN501Al0-5 SCREW-Support Bracket to Air Intake 2)Alternatives
33 25320 SCREW-Support Bracket to Air Intake 2)
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROJP o 240 Section 8
TITLE CARBURETTER P3ge 90.1

DescriptionItem Nn
PanNo. Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 of

- 637017A1 CARBURETTER-Asseably Complete 1
1 637017 . CARBURETTER-Assembly 1
2 402711 & . . STUD-Carburetter to Air Intake 4
3 10-4231 . . BOWL-Assembly-Carburetter 1
4 36-525 . . PUMP-Inlet-Check Valve-Assembly 1
5 95-54 . . SCREEN-Pump Inlet Strainer 1
6 16Al6 ** . . GASKET-Strainer Housing 1
7 221-76 . . HOUSING-Pump Inlet Strainer 1
8 110-173 . . RETAINER FLANGE-Pump Inlet

Strainer Housing 1
9 78-121 . . WASHER-Tab-Pump Inlet Strainer

Housing Screw 2
10 15A14 . . SCREW-Pump Inlet strainer

Housing Screw 2
11 99-34 . . PLUG-Bowl Drain 1
12 16A28 **

. . GASKET-Pump Discharge Check
Valve 1

13 36-540 . . PUNP-Discharge Check Valve
Assembly 1

14 99-34 . . . PLUG-Discharge Check Valve 1
15 16245 **

, . WASHER-Tab-Discharge Check
Valve 1

16 229-550 . . TUBE-Assembly-Pump Discharge 1
17 16A107** . . GASKET-Power Jet 1
18 16-222** . . WASHER-Tab-Power Jet 1
19 48-821 *

. ..NOZZLE-Assembly-Power Jet 1 -

20 229-587 *
. . IDLE TUBE-Assembly 1

21 30-759 . . FLOAT AND LEVER-Assembly 1
22 136-58 . . BRACKET-Float and Pivot 1
23 32-32 * . . SEAFT-Float Pivot 1
24 82-11 . . PIN-Cotter-Float Pivot Shaft 1
25 15A21 . . SCREW-Bracket-Float Pivot 2
26 16B75 . . GASKET-Throttle Body to Bowl i
27 46A33 . . VENTURI-Primary 1
28 46A70 . . VENTURI MAIN (1-1½) 1
29 29-113 . . CLIP-Venture Retainer 3
30 227-1612 . . THROTTLE-Body-Assembly 1
31 95-75 . . SCREEN-Nozzle and Filter Air

Vent 1
32 15-223 . . SCREW-Plug-Idle Drilling 1
33 223-615 *

. . FLOAT VALVE-Seat and Gasket
Assembly 1

34 16-224** . . . GASKET-Float Valve Seat 1
35 29-184 . . . CLI2-Float Valve 1
36 242-514 . . MIXTURE CONTROL METERING VALVE-

Assemnly 1
37 78-356 . . CLIP-Eorseshoe-Mixture Control-

Valve Eead 1
38 78-184 . . WASETR-Mixture Control Valve

Packing Retainer 1
39 44-223 **

. . 'O' RING-Packing-Mixture Meter-
ing Valve Read 1

40 55A139 **
. . RETAINER-'O' Ring Mixture

Metering Valve Eead 1 -



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Ught Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 24o Section 8
TITLE CARBURETTER Page No. 2

Description[tem NnPartNo. NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

41 78-184 . . WASHER-Mixture Control Valve-
Thrust 1

42 24-480 . . SPRING-Mixture Control Valve
Head 1

43 155-629 . . MIXTURE CONTROL LEVER-Assembly 1
44 66-18 . . . CLIP-Mixture Control Valve

Head 1
45 78A109 *

.
. . . LOCKWASEER-Mixture Control

. Lever Screw 1
46 15B108 . . . SCREW-Mixture Control Lever 1
47 26A36 **

. . GASKET-Fuel Inlet and Strainer-
Assembly 1

48 95-509 . . STRAINER AND FUEL INLET-
Assembly 1

49 78A110 * '

-

. .LOCKWASEER-Screw-Throttle_Body
to Bowl 4

50 153107 . . SCREW-Throttle Body to Bowl 4
51 13-949 . . TEROTTLE-SEAFT AND STOP-

Assembly 1
52 12-1094 . . THROTTLE LEVER AND SCREW- SET

Assembly 1
53 15-493 . . . SCREW-Clamping-Throttle

Lever 1
54 66-14 *

. . LOCKWIRE-Throttle Lever Screws 1
iternatives55 13-1520 *

. . TEROTTL2 JUUUTT AND SERRATED an Sets
STOP-Assembly 1

56 12257 *
. . THROTTLE LEVER-Serrated-

Assembly 1
57 81-311 *

. . NUT-Lock-Throttle Lever to .

Shaft 1 Set
58 82-43 . . PIN-Cotter-Throttle Lever Lock

Nut 1
59 60-260 *

. . BUSH-Throttle Shažt-Throttle
-Body 2

60 14-189 . . VALVE-Throttle 1
61 15-58 *

. . SCREW-Throttle Valve to Shaft 2
62 155-307 . . LEVER-Pump-Throttle Shaft 1
63 15Al . . SCREW-Pump Lever to Throttle

Shaft 1
64 66-20 . . LOCKWIRE-Pump Lever Screw l
65 17-383 . . LINKROD-Pump Lever to Pump 1
66 82-11 *

. . COTTER PIN-Pump Link Rod 267 194-593 *
. . PUMP PLUNGER-Assembly 1

68 44-49 *
. . PACKING-Pump Stem 1

69 78-388 *
. . WASEER-Pump Stem Facking-Retair-

Retainer 1
70 24-252 . . SPPING-Throttle Adjusting 1
71 15-42 . . SCREW-Throttle Adjusting

-
1

72 24Al *
. . SPRING-Idle Adjusting Needle 1 (73 43-564 *
. . SCREW-Idle Adjusting i I,74 24946 ELECW-Carburetter Inlet to Feed Pipe 1



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Ught Aircraft Engines

GRocP o 240
Sectiun s

TICLE CARBURETTER P3ge 90. 3

Description
item No

PartNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

75 637052 PIPE-Elbow to Fuel Pump l

16-696 GASKET KIT-Carburetter 1

286-1639 REPAIR KIT-Carburetter 1

ITEMS MARKED TEUS**
INDICATES PART OF
16-696 GASKET KIT

ITEMS MARKED THUS *

INDICATES PART OF
286-1639 REPAIR KIT

NO CKANGE FROM ABOVE
BASIC SPECIFICATION
FOR THE FOLLOWING
ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS:
CES^1100, CES Íl01,
CES 1103, CES 1107,
CES 1111 AND CES 1113.

CHANGES ON ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS CES 1095
AND CES 1102.

PAETS NOT REQUIRED

74 24946 ELBOW-Carburetter Inlet to Feed Pipe 1
75 637052 PIPE-Elbow to Fuel Pump 1

Q





Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
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ovce Section 8
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Ught Aircraft Engines

GROUP O 240
Section 9

TICLE IGNITION SYSTI:M SLICK MAGNETO 4001 Page No.1

Iten,
Description No

PartNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

- 633507A1 + MAGNETOS-Complete with Gears and
Ignition Harness 1

- 633507 + . MAGNETOS AND IGNITION HARNESS-
Assembly 1

- 633912- + . . MAGNETO AND IGNITION KARNESS-
Assembly-RH side 1

1 633401 . . . MAGNETO (Slick 4001) Assembly NOTE:-USE

-RH Side 1 NEW MAGNETO
P/N 642487
FOR REPLACE
MENTS OF P/
633401. SEE
SECTION 9A
FOR DETAILS

- M1745 . . . HARNESS-Ignition-Assembly RH
Side 1

2 Ml754-36 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 1 Upper
27" Long 1

3 Ml754-36 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 3 Upper
29" Long 1

4 Ml754-36 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 2 Upper
34" Long 1

5 M1754-36 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 4 Opper
36" Long .

1

6 M1498 . .
.. . . SCREW-Electrode-Spark 'These Parts

Plug End 4.
'are Details

7 M1455 . . . . . -SPRING-Cable-Spark Plug of Items No
End 4 2, 3, 4 and

8 M1677 , . . . . SLEEVE-Insulator-Spark 5 1 off eac:
Plug End 4 per

9 M1458 . . . . . FERRULE-Drive-Spark Plug assembly
End 4

10 M1671 . . . . . FERRULE-Outer Cable-
Spark Plug End 4 .

11 M1673 . . . . NUT-Spark Plug to Cable 4 See remarks
RE This
item at end
of text

12 M1498 . . . . SCREW-Electro, Magneto End 4

13 M1455 . . . . SPRING-Cable-Magneto End 4

14 Ml738 . . . . SLEEVE-Insulator-Magneto
End 4

15 Ml458 . . . . FERRULE-Drive-Magneto End 4

16 M1569 . . . . CAP-Magneto I

17 M1553 . . . SCREW-Cap to Magneto 3
- 633913 . . MAGNETO IGNITION EARNESS-

Assembly LE Side 1

18 633401 . . . MAGNETO (Slick 4001) Assembly
LE Side 1

- Ml755 . . .
EARNESS-Ignition-Assembly

LH Side 1

19 M1754-42 . . . . CAELE-Assembly-Ec 1 Lower
42" Long 1

20 Ml754-42 . . . . CA3L2-Assembly-Sc 3 Lower
42" Long 1



Holls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROJP O 240 Section 9
TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM SLICK MAGNETO 4001 PageNo. 2

DescriptionItem NnPartNo. NotesNo. 1 2 3 4 5 on

21 Ml754-42 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 2 Lower
42" Long 1

22 Ml754-42 . . . . CABLE-Assembly-No 4 Lower
42" Long 1

23 Ml498 - . . . . . SCREW-Electrode-Spark
Plug End 4 These parts

24 M1455 . . . . . SPRING-Cable-Spark Plug are details
End 4 of items 19,

25 M1677 . . . . . SLEEVE-Insulator-Spark 20, 21 and
Plug End 4 22 1 off

26 M1458 . . . . . FERRULE-Drive-Spark Plug each per
End 4 ssenbly

27 M1671 . . . . . FERRULE-Outer Cable-
Spark Plug End 4

28 M1673 . . . . NUT-Cable~to Spark Plug 4 See Remarks
RE This iter
at ënd of
Text

29 M1492 , . . . SCREW-Électrode-Magneto End 4
30 Ml455 . . . . SPRING-Cable-Magneto End 4
31 M1738 . . . . SLEEVE-Insulator-Magneto

End 4
32 M1458 . . . . FERRULE-Drive-Magneto End 4
33 Ml569 . . . . CAP-Magneto 1
34 Ml553 . . . SCREW-Cap to Magneto 3
35 M1473 . . CLAMP-Clamping 4 Cables 2
36 M1461 . . CLAMP-Clamping 2 Cables 4
37 M1737 . . TY-RA2-Cables 11
38 Ml684 . . NUT-Tinnerman 2
39 M1685 . . SCREW-Sheet Metal 2
40 36066 . GEAR-Magneto Drive 2
41 E84689 . PIN-Split-Nut-Gear to Magneto 2
42 M1683 . NUT-Gear to Magneto 2
43 637019 PLUG SPARK-"Champion" Nickel Elec-

trode 8
44 534750 GASKET-Magneto Flange to Crankcase

Cover 2
45 642370 WASHER-Special-Maçneto to Crankcase

Cover 4
46 X9009Z WASEER-Lock-Nut 4
47 UA302ZP NUT-Stud-Magneto to Crankcase 4

NOTES:- REPLACEMENT
LEADS ARE SUPPLIED IN
TWO LENGTES ONLY, LESS
SPARK PLUG NUT AND
MAGNETO END CONNECTIONS

Ml754-36 CAELE-Assembly FOR LEADS UP TO 36"
LONG

Ml754-42 CA3LE-Assembly-FOR LEADS UP TO 42"
LONG

RE2LACIMENT SPARK PLUG
NUTS A32 LETTER STAFTED



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Oght Aircraft Engines

GROUP O 240 Section 9

TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM SLICK MAGNETO 4001 Page 90. 3

Description
ltem No

Pan:No. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oñ

TO INDICATE THE ASSOC-
IATED CABLE ASSEMELY,
WHEN ORDERING SELECT THE
APPROPRIATE PART NUMBER
FROM THE FOLLOWING
RANGE

M1673-T1 NUT-Spark Plug for No 1 Upper Cable
Ml673-T2 NUT-Spark Plug for No 2 Upper Cable
M1673-T3 NUT-Spark Plug for No 3 Upper Cable
M1673-T4 NUT-Spark Plug for No 4 Upper Cable
Ml673-El NUT-Spark Plug for No l Lower Cable
M1673-B2 NUT-Spark Plug for No 2 Lower Cable
M1673-B3 NOT-Spark Plug for No 3 Lower Cable
M1673-B4 NUT-Spark Plug for No 4 Lower Cable

NO CHANGE FROM THE ABOVE
BASIC SPECIFICATION FOR
THE FOLLOWING ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS CES 1099,
CES 1101, CES 1102,
CES 1103, CES 1111 AND
CES 1113

FOR ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
CES 1100 AND CES 1107
REFER TO SECTION 9/B
AND 9/C OF PARTS LIST





Rous Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROUT 0-240 Section 9/A
TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM SLICK MAGNETO 4201 P398 NO. 1

. Descriptionltem NnPartNo. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 of

- 633507A1 + MAGNETOS-Complete with Gears and
Ignition Harness 1

- 633507 + . MAGNETOS AND.IGNITION HARNESS-
Assembly 1

- 633912 + . . MAGNETO AND IGNITION KARNESS
Assembly-RH Side 1

- 633913 + . . MAGNETO AND IGNITION EARNESS
Assenbly-LE Side 1

- 642487 . . . MAGNETO SLICK 4201 2

NOTE:- THIS MAGNETO P/N
642487 IS A FULLY INTER-
CEANGEABLE REPLACEMENT
FOR MAGNETO P/N 633401
HARNESS ASSENBLIES SHOWE
IN SECTION 9 ARE SUIT-
ABLE FOR USE WITH
MAGNETO P/N 642487

NOTE:- ITENS 43 TO 47
INCLUSIVE IN SECTION 9
ARE ALSO APPLICABLE
TO THIS SECTION (9/A)

THE FOLLOWING ARE DETATI
PARTS OF SLICK MAGNETO
4201 P/N 642487

1 M3019 NUT-Coupling-Magneto 1
2 M3016 WASHER-Coupling Magneto 1
3 M3007 COUPLING-Impluse Magneto 1
4 M3062 SEAL-Oil-Magneto 1
5 M3095 FRAME-Magneto 1
6 M2536 . " KEY-WOODRUFF 1
7 M3011 WASHER-Bearing-Magneto 1
8 M3073 ROTOR-Magneto 1
9 M3006 BALLBEARING-Magneto 2
10 M3012 SPRING-LOADING-MAGNETO l
11 M3005 PLATE-Eearing 1
12 M3018 CLAMP-Bearing-Plate 2
13 M3014 SCREW-Magneto 3
14 M2532 LOCKWASHER-Screws 9 21ternative
14 X900Z2 LOCKWASEER-Screws 9 j
15 M3085 GEAR-Rotor-Magneto 1
16 M3009 COIL-Magneto 1
17 M3020 SCREW-Magneto 2
18 M3040 COIL-WEDGE-Magneto 2
19 M3081 CONTACT POINT-Kit i
20 M3021 SCREW-Magneto 2
21 M3004 BEARING-Bar-Macaetc 1 |
22 M3008 GEAR-Magneto 1

*

23 M3003 BLOCK-Distributor-Magneto 1
24 M3001 EOUSING-Distributor-Magneto i
25 M3015 SCREW-Magnet: 3



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 240 Section 9/A
TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM SLICK MAGNETO 4201 P3ge 90.2

Descriptionltem NoPartNo. NotesNo. · 1 2 3 4 5 off

26 M3084 AIRVENT-Magneto 127 M1077 AIRVENT-Magneto i
28 M3087 CONDENSER-Magneto 1 Includes,

29, 30, 31,
3233 CONTACT POINTS-Magneto 1 These items

34 CAM-CONTACT POINTS-Magneto 1 included in
in Item 19
Contact Poi
Kit No
Seperate
Part Number

NO CHANGE FROM THE ABOVE
BASIC SPECIFICATION FOR
THE FOLLOWING ENGINE
SPECIFICATIONS CES 1099,
CES 1101, CES 1102, CES
1103, CES 1113.

FOR ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS CES 1100
AND CES 1107 REFER TO SECTION 9/3
AND 9/C OF PARTS LIST.
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0,240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 240 Section 9/E
TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM MAGRETO (BENDIX) PageNo. i

DescriptionItem NoPan No. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 off

1 535324 GASKET-Magneto to Crankcase Cover 2 *

2 401506 WASEER-Plain-Magneto to Crankcase
Cover 4

3 X9009ZP WASHER-Lock-Magneto to Crankcase
Cover 4

4 GA302ZP NUT-Magneto to Crankcase Cover 4
5 36066 GEAR-Driving Magneto 2
6 628058 MAGNETO-Assembly-Scintilla Type-

10-51360-33 2

The following parts
are required for each
magneto:

7 10-3798 . WASHER-Lock-Drive Shaft 1
8 10-51643 . NUT-Gear to Drive Shažt 1
9 E84689 . SPLIT PIN-Nut ,

10 10-90788-5 . KEY-Impulse Coupling Bush 1
11 10-163049 . EUSH-Impulse Coupling 1
12 10-51370 . WASHER-Eeavy-Impulse Coupling

Bush 1
13 10-59474 . INPULSE COU2LING-Assembly 1
14 10-90788-5 . KEY-Impulse Coupling to Drive

Shaft 1
15 10-51678 . DEFLECTOR-Oil-Drive Shaft 1
16 10-27448 . CIL SEAL-Drive Shaft 1 .

17 10-357078 . SLEEVE-Bearing-Drive Shaft 1
18 10-81806 . BEARING-Ball-Drive Shaft 1
19 2-161-1 . WASEER-Shim-Bearing 0.0025" thickA/R

- 2-161-2 . WASHER-Shim-Bearing-0.004" thick A/R
- 2-161-3 . WASHER-Shim-Bearing-0.005" thick A/R
- 2-161-4 . WASEER-Shim-Be-aring-0.008" thick A/R
- 2-161-5 . WASEER-Shim-3earing-0.010" thick A/R
- 2-161-6 . WASHER-Shim-Bearing-0.012" thick 4/R

'

- 2-161-7 - WASHER-Shim-Bearing-0.015" thick A/R
20 10-157134 . PLUG-vent-Magneto Housing 1
21 10-52947 . MAGNET and Drive shaft-Assembly 1
22 10-157123Y . GEAR-Drive Shažt-Contact Breaker

End 1
23 10-90788-5 . KEY-Gear-Drive Shažt 1
24 10-3503 . WASHER-Plain-Contact Breaker End 1
25 2-199-1 . WASEER-Shim-Bearing-0.0025" thickA/R

- 2-199-2 . WASHER-Shim-Bearing-0.004" thick A/R
- 2-199-3 . WASEER-Shim-Eearing-0.005" thick A/R
- 2-199-4 . WASEER-Shim-Bearing-0.008" thick A/R
- 2-199-5 . WASEER-Shim-searing-0.010" thick A/R
- 2-199-6 . WASEER-Shim-Bearing-0.012" thick A/R

26 2-202 . BEARING-Magnet Shaft-Contact
3reaker End 1

27 10-88543-1 . CAM-Contact Ereaker 1
28 10-51354 . WASEER-Cam Screw 1
29 10-391213 . SCREW AND LOCKWASEER-Cam Screw I
30 10-357164 . COIL-Magneto 1
31 10-305765 . CLAMP-Coil 2



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 240 .

. Section 972
TITLE IGNITION SYSTEM MAGNETO (BENDIX) Pâge No. 2

Descriptionltem NoPanNo. NoteiNo. 1 2 3 4 5 06'

32 10-35937-8 . SCREW AND LOCK WASEER-Coil Clamp 2
33 10-160844 . BRUSH-Contact-Distributor Gear to

Coil l
34 10-50246Y . GEAR-Distributor
35 10-52949 . DISTRIBUTOR BLOCK-Assembly 1
36 10-50737 . . .SPRING-Helical-HT Cable

Connection 4
37 10-163374 . . FELT STRIP-Electrode Side 1
38 10-50752 . FELT KASSER-Securing Clip to Side 1
39 10-50753 . WASEER-Plain-Distributor Gear

Shažt 1
40 10-92815-37 . CIRCLIP-Retaining Distributor

Gear Shažt 1
41 10-102083 . SCREW AND WASEERS-Distributor

Block -3

42 10-157135 -. PLUG-DistriEutor Housing - 1
43 10-157158 . SCREW AND LOCKWASHERS-Distributor

Housing to Magneto
Housing 544 10-51676 . CAPACITOR 145 10-35936-7 . SCREW AND LOCKWASEER-Securing
Capacitor 146 10-357174 . CONTACT SET-Assembly 1

47 10-14268 . WASEER-Plain-Contact Securing
Screw 1

48 10-35936-7 . SCREW AND LOCKWASEER-Securlag
Contacts 2

49 10-102090 , SPRING-Ground Terminal 1
50 2-194 . WASEER-Lock-Ground Terminal Screw 1
51 10-16476 . SCREW-Ground Terminal 1
52 10-52939Y . COVER-Assembly-Contact Breaker 1
53 10-157161 . SCREW AND LOCKWASEER-Contact

'Breaker Cover 4

Required for the
Following Specificationa
only

Specižication CES 1100
and CES 1107



r<ous Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
ignition System Bendix Magneto

Royce Section 98





Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROJP o 240 Section 9/c
TITLE IGNITION EARNESS (2ENDIX) Page 90. 1

DescriptionItem No
Pan No. Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 oN

- 637074 IGNITION KARNESS-Assembly 1
1 10-620654-1 . IGNITION EARNESS-Assembly RE

Magneto 1
2 10-620654-2 . IGNITION EARNESS-Assembly-LE

Magneto. 1
3 10-320394 . . PLATE-Ignition Harness to

Magneto 2
4 10-163011 . . FERRULE-Ignition Harness to

Plate 8
5 10-320050 . . GROMMET-Ignition Cables 2
6 10-163012 . . EYELET-Ignition Cables 8
7 25321 WASKER-Ignition Harness to Magneto 8
8 25320 SCREW-Ignition Harness to Magneto 8
9 637019 SPARK PLUG-Champion (REM 38E-3) 8
10 M1473 CLAMP-Cable-4 Wire 2
11 M1685 SCREW-Clamp 2
12 M1684 NUT-Screw 2
13 M1461 CLAMP-Cable - 8
14 Ml737 CLAMP-Cable-Plastic 11

10-620632-48 CABLE-Ignition-48" Long-Complete wito.
Spark Plug Connectors A/R

NOTE:- Cable 10-620632-
48 to be cut to required
length and spark Plug
Nut to be stamped with
cylinder number and
position before fitting.

Required for the follow-
ing specifications only

Specifications CES 1100
and CES 1107





IRousi Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
GROUP O 240 Section 10 AM 2
TITLE ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES P ge No. I

Description i
item INo.

Pan No. Notes
No. 1 2 3 4 5 oë

l 352179 GASKET-Starter Motor to Crankcase
Cover 1

- 634463 STARTER MOTOR-Assembly-Complete 1

2 6344§4 . STARTER MOTOR 1

3 641500 . GEAR-Clutch and Pinion Assembly 1
4 2473 WASHER-Plain-Nut 3
5 X9009ZP WASEER-Lock-Nut 3

6 UA302ZP NUT-Starter Motor to Crankcase Cover 3

7 634660 SOLENOID-Assembly-Starter Motor 1
- 633700 ALTERNATOR-Assembly-Ccmplete 1

8 633661 . ALTERNATOR-FORD C6FF-10330-C
9 AN123864 .'O' RING-Sealing-Alternator Shaft 1
10 352068 . OIL SEAL-Alternator 1
11 633955 . KEY-Alternator Coupling 1
12 530406 . HUB-Alternator Coupling 1
13 352030 . RETAINER-Bushing-Alternator

Coupling 1
14 632050 . BUSHING-Alternator coupling 2
15 530407 . SLEEVE-Alternator Coupling 1
16 531325 . GEAR-Alternator Coupling 1
17 530412 . NUT-Alternator Drive Shažt 1
18 GA1011/Z . SPLIT PIN-Nut 1
19 2473 WASEER-Plain-Nut 3
20 21213 NUT-Selž Locking-Alternator to

Crankcase Cover 3

Specification Changes
from above.

No change from above
for specifications
CES 1084, CES 1099,
CES 1102, CES 1113

Changes for Specifi-
cation CES 1100

Parts not required

- 633700 ALTERNATOR-Assembly-Complete 1
14 632050 . BUSHING-Alternator Coupling 2

Additional parts require

14 626543 . EUSHING-Alternator Coupling 2

Changes for specifi-
cations CES 1101 and
CES 1103

216 634371 VCLTAGE REGULATOR-Foral C6FF-10316-2 1

Changes for Specižica-
tions CES 1107 and
CIS 1111



Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
caour o 240 Section 10 AM
TITLE ELECTRICAL ACCES5oalEs Page No-

.
2

Item Description
Nn

No, PanNo.
1 2 3 4 5 on

Notes

Parts not required
- 633700 ALTERNATOR-Assembly-Complete 1
8 633661 . ALTERNATOR-FORD C6FF-10330-C 1
14 632050 . BUSHING-Alternator Coupling 1

Additional Parts Required
- 536034 GENERATOR-Assembly-Complete 1
8 536035 . GENERATOR-Delco Remy No 1101898 1
14 626543 . BUSHING-Generator Drive 2

- 627322 VOLTAGE REGULATOR-Delco Remy
No 1119220 1



Rou.s Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
Electrical Accessories

vce Section 10 Amendment 2
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Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Ught Aircraft Engines

GRJUP O 240 Section la

TITLE COLD START EQJIPMENT (AS APPLICA3LE) PSGS 90. 1

Description -

Item Nn
Pan No. Notes

No. 1 2 3 4 5 ON

1 532676 JUNCTION BLOCK 1
2 AN780-2 ADAPTOR-Junction Block to Pipes 4
3 AN780-2 ADAPTOR-Junchion Block to Inlet Pipe 1
4 2024, PLUGS-Blanking-Junction Block 2
5 25164 WASHER-Special-Junction Block l
6 2472 WASHER-Plain-Bolt 2
7 24878 BOLT-Junction Block to Crankcase 1
8 X9008ZP WASHER-Lock-Nut 1
9 UA301ZP NUT-BOLT-Junction Block 1
10 637098 PIPE-Assembly-Junction Block to No 1

Cylinder 1
11 637100 PIPE-Assembly-Junction Block to No 2

Cylinder 1
12 639802 PIPE-Assembly-Junction Block to No 3

Cylinder 1
13 639804 PIPE-Assembly-Junction Block to No 4

Cylinder 1
14 AN 4022-1 NOZZLE-Pipes to Cylinders 4
15 632068 UNION-Cylinder Drain 4
16 632248 SLEEVE-Sealing-Union 4
17 632247 NUT-Sealing-Union





Rolls-Royce Continental 0-240 Light Aircraft Engines
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NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SHEET NO 1

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUM3ER PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER

A3568 5AM2 44 M1684 9/C 12
A3568 5/A 42 M1685 9 39
A22301 SAM2 36 M1685 9/C 11
A50351 6AM2 1 Ml737 9 37
A50351A2 6AM2 - M1737 9/C 14
AN501A10-5 7AM2 33 M1738 9 14,31
AN737RM34 7AM2 21 Ml745 9 -

AN737TWS2 7AM2 11,14 Ml754-36 9 2,3,4,5
AN780-2 11 2,3 M1754-42 9 19,20,21,22
AN900-10 lAM2 69 M1755 9 -

AN900-10 SAM2 20,35 M2532 9/A 14
AN900-10 5/A 18 M2536 9/A 6
AN900-10 6AM2 2 M3001 9/A 24
AN900-12 5/A 33 M3003 9/A 23
AN900-14 5AM2 33 M3004 9/A 21
AN900-14 5/A 31 M3005 9/A 11
AN900-28 5AM2 43 M3006. , 9/A 9
AN900-28 5/A 41 M3007"

'

9/A 3
AN932C4 lAM2 4 M3008 9/A 22
AN936A616 7AM2 8 M3009 9/A 16
AN4022-1 11 14 M3011 9/A 7
AN4045-1 lAM2 91 M3012 9/A 10
AN123864 10 9 M3014 9/A 13
CElll41 7AM2 - M3015 9/A 25
CElll42 7AM2 26 M3016 9/A 2
CEl3690 lAM2 58 M3018 9/A 12
CE13787 1AM2 58 M3019 9/A 1
E84689 3AM2 5 M3020 9/A 17
E84689 9 .

41 M3021 9/A 20
E84689 9/3 9 M3040 9/A 18
M1077 9/A 27 M3062 9/A 4
M1455 9 7,13,24,30 M3073 9/A 8
M1458 9 9,15,26,32 M3081 9/A 19
M1461 9 36 M3084 9/A 26
M1461 9/C 13 M3085 9/A 15
M1473 9 35 M3087 9/A 28
Mlã73 9/C 10 M3095 9/A 5
Mi498 9 6,12,23,29 RE4750 7AM2 21
Ml553 9 17,32 RE 6739 7AM2 11,14
Ml569 9 16,33 UA301ZP 1AM2 25,31,34,37,
Ml671 9 10,27 41,47,64,90,
Ml673 9 11,28 95
M1673B1 9 - UA301ZP 4AID 26,47
Ml67332 9 - UA301ZP 5AM2 22
M167323 9 - UA301ZP 5/A 20
M167334 9 - CA301ZP 7AM2 6,25
M1673T1 9 - CA301ZP 11 9
M1673T2 9 - UA302ZP lAM2 75,87,102

Ml673T3 9 - ûA302ZP 5AM2 25,38
Ml673T4 9 - UA30222 5/A 23,36

M1677 9 8,25 DA30232 7AM2 19

Ml683 9 42 UA30222 9 47
M1684 9 38 CA30222 9/3 4



NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SHEET NO 2

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NU J

JA1011/Z 10AM2 18 10-92815-37 9/B 40UA10134/R 2AM2 21 10-102083 9/3 41UR16126 5/A 28 10-102090 9 E 49UR16126 6AM2 9 10-157123Y 9/3 22X2235 lAM2 79 10-157134 9/B 20X9005ZP 9/A 14 10-157135 9/3 42X9008ZP 1AM2 25,30,33,36 10-157158 9/B 4340,.46,63,89,94 10-157161 9/B 53X9008ZP 4AM2 30,46 10-160844 9/3 33X9008ZP 7AM2 5,24 10-163011 9/C 4X9008ZP 11 8 10-163012 9/C 6X9009ZP lAM2 74,86,101 10-163049 9/B 11X9009ZP lAM2 24,37,40 10-163374 9/B 37X9009ZP 5/A 22,35,38 10-305765 9/2 31X9009ZP 7AM2 18 10-320050 9/C 5X90092P 9 46 10-320394 9/C 3X9009ZP 9/3 3 10-357078 9/S 17X9009ZP 10AM2 5 10-357164 9/3 30KB1092 lAM2 72 10-357174 9/B 46XE7106 4AM2 25 10-391213 9/B 29XC501R 1AM2 15 10-620632-48 9/C -

XC502R 2AM2 15
. 10-620654-1 9/C 1ZX10970 SAM2 28 10-620654-2 9/C 22-161-1TO 12357 8 562-161-7 9/B 19 12-1094 8 522-194 9/2 50 13-949 8 512-199-lTO 13-1520 8 552-199-6 9/3 25 14-189 8 602-202 9/B 26 15Al 8 6310-3503 9/B 24 15A14 8 1010-3793 9/B 7 15A21 8 2510-4231 8 3 15-42 8 7110-14268 9/B 47 15-58 8 6110-16476 9/B 51 158107 8 5010-27448 9/B 16 152108 8 4610-35936-7 9/B 45,48 15-223 8 3210-35937-8 9/B 32 15-493 8 5310-50737 9/B 36 16A16 8 6ÏO-50746Y 9/3 34 16A28 8 1210-50752 9/S 38 16A36 8 4710-50753 9/3

.
39 16A107 8 1710-51354 9/3 28 16345 8 1510-51370 9/3 12 16275 8 2610-51643 9/B 8 16-222 8 1810-51676 9/3 44 16-224 8 3410-51678 9/2 15 16-696 8 -

10-52939Y 9/3 52 17-383 8 6510-52947 9/3 21 24Al 8 7210-52949 9/3 35 24-262 8 7010-59474 9/B 13 24-480 8 4210-81806 9/3 18 29-113 8 2910-88543-1 9/3 27 29-184 8 3510-90788-5 9/2 10,14,23 30-759 8 21



NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SHEET NO 3

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER

32-32 8 23 2473 10 4,19
36-525 8 4 2474 lAM2 53
36-540 8 13 2474 7AM2 7
43-564 8 73 2475 lAM2 55
44-49 8 68 2557 7AM2 9
44-223 8 39 2848 lAM2 68
46A33 8 27 2849 1AM2 67
46A70 8 28 3577 6AM2 7
47-821 8 19 5484 5AM2 1
55A139 8 40 5484 5/A 1
60-260 8 59 20522 lAM2 23,28,29,

66-14 8 54 32,35,39,
66-18 8 44 44,62,88
66-20 8 64 20522 4AM2 45
78Al09 8 45 205Ž2 5AM2 21,29
78A110 8 49 21007 lAM2 59
78-121 8 9 21007 4AM2 21
78-184 8 38 41 * 21080 ' lAM2 3
78-356 8 37 21113 5AM2 34
78-388 8 69 21113 5/A 32
81-311 8 57 21114 5AM2 34
82-11 8 24, 66 21163 5AM2 27
82-43 8 58 21163 5/A 25
95-54 8 5 21213 6AM2 11
95-75 8 31 21213 10 20
95-509 8 48 21323 7AM2 23
99-34 8 11,14 21463 4AM2 8
110-173 8 8 21463 5AM2 6
136-58

.
8 22 21463 5/A 5

155-629 8 43 21477 4AM2 1
194-593 8 67 21619 lAM2 98
221-76 8 7 22022 4AM2 35
227-1612 8 30 22350 SAM2 18
229-550 8 16 22350 5/A 16
229-587 8 20 22423 5AM2 5,7,8
233-615 8 33 22423 5/A 4,6,7
242-514 8 36 22534 2AM2 13
286-1639 8 - 22537 SAM2 17
2024 11 4 22537 5/A 14
2025 SAM2 10 22661 5AM2 30
2025 5/A 9 22661 5/A 28
2265 1AM2 70 22661 6AM2 9
2265 6AM2 3 24026 4AM2 12
2441 lAM2 54 24251 lAM2 38
2443 lAM2 56 24306 7AM2 28

2471 7AM2 32 24308 7AM2 29
2472 lAM2 93 24770 2AM2 3

2472 4AM2 29 24878 lAM2 43

2472 5/A 19, 27 24878 11 7
2472 11 6 24879 lAM2 42
2473 1AM2 73,85,100 24945 lAM2 99
2473 5AM2 23,41 24946 6 74
2473 5/A 21,39 25102 lAM2 ô3
2473 6AM2 10 25164 lAM2 45
2473 7AM2 17 25164 11 5



NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SHEET NO 4

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUML

25320 9/C 8 531325 10 16
25321 9/C 7 532377 4AM2 43
25330 1AM2 11 532432 lAM2 70
35018 5/A 26

.
532676 11 1

35019 - 5AM2 26 533355 6AM2 6
35019 5/A 24 533965 lAM2 108
35020 5AM2 42 . 534750 9 44
35020 5/A 40 535011 lAM2 6
35897 3AM2 6 535011 2AM2 6,14
35923 7AM2 30 535011 6AM2 4
36025 5AM2 16 535091 4AM2 31
36025 5/A 13 535324 9/B l
36066 9 40 535718 2AM2 9
36066 9/B 5 536034 10 -

40585 lAM2 97 536035 10 8
40599 7AM2 27 538684 3AM2 2
352030 10 13 625934 lAM2 81
352068 10 10 625936 lAM2 80
352179 10 1 625937 lAM2 -

401506 9/B 2 625957 4AM2 13
401801 4AM2 9 625958 4AM2 14
401801 7AM2 3 626087 5AM2 12
401804 lAM2 13,14,22 626088 5AM2 11
401804 4AM2 44 626119 3AM2 1
401881 1AM2 12,16 626140 3AM2 4
401963 lAM2 84 626168' 3AM2 -

401971 5AM2 9 626543 10 14
401971 5/A 8 626983 lAM2 78
401975 5AM2 4 627322 10. -

401975 5/A 3 627361 7AM2 -

401977 lAM2 8,15 627693 4AM2 20
402047 1AM2 17 627731 4AM2 17
402049 lAM2 9,10 627732 4;MM2 15
402151 lAM2 18,20 628058 9/3 6
402711 8 2 628488 2AM2 22
520112 4AM2 7 628491 2AM2 23
530213 3AM2 3 629518-1 lAM2 7
530406 10 12 629518-1 - 4AM2 18
530407 10 15 629690 3AM2 12
530412 10 17 629702 4AM2 4
530626 lAM2 105 629707 4AM2 11
530627 lAM2 104 629711 4AM2 39
530642 lAM2 96 629758-9.56 lAM2 48
530740 lAM2 106 629847 lAM2 26
530741 lAM2 107 629925 7AM2 16
530917 2AM2 - 630057 4AM2 42
530974 2AM2 10 630062 2AM2 12
531001 4AM2 32 630262 4AM2 5
531003 4AM2 33 630286 4AM2 37
531205-10.15 lAM2 52 630365 4AM2 34
531205-10.62 lAM2 . 50 630476 4AM2 -

531205-10.68 lAM2 51 630479 4AM2 19



NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SHEET NO 5

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMEER

630651 2AM2 2 637015 5AM2 15
630678 3AM2 11 637016 2AM2 16
630687 3AM2 7 637017 8 1
630692 2AM2 5

.
637017Al 8 -

630941 2AM2 4 637018 5AM2 -

630966 5AM2 39 637018A1 5AM2 -

630966 5/A 37 . 637018A2 SAM2 -

631654 4¾¾2 16 637019 9 43
631706 5AM2 32 637019 9/C 9
631991 4AM2 23 · 637022 4AM2 41
631996 4AM2 24 637025 5AM2 14
632050 10 14 637029 lAM2 49
632068 11 15 637030 1AM2 61
632141 4AM2 36 637031 1AM2 65
632247 11 17 637032 7AM2 10
632248 11 16 637035 lAM2 60
632310 4AM2 27 637039 5AM2 13
632317 4AM2 38 637041 5AM2 19
632330 LAM2 82 637041 5/A 17
632857 2AM2 7 637042 4AM2 27
633181 lAM2 8 637043 2AM2 17
633233-10 6AM2 5 637044 7AM2 22
633401 9 1,18 637045 7AM2 15
633507 9 - 637047 7AM2 12
633507 9/A - 637052 8 75
633507Al 9 - - 637053 2AM2 11
633507Al 9/A - 637054 5AM2 2
633609-8 LAM2 77 637055 7AM2 2
633661 10 8 637058 2AM2 18
633700 10 - 637059 lAM2 5
633912 9 - 637066 7AM2 31
633912 9/A - 637068 1AM2 19
633913 9 - 637069 2AM2 -

633913 9/A - 637071 2AM2 1
633955 10 11 637072 lAM2 66
634371 10 21 637074 9/C -

634461 1AM2 - 637078 6AM2 1
634462 lAM2 76 637078Al 6AM2 -

634463 10 - 637079 6AM2 5
634464 10 2 637083 5AM2 32
634660 10 7 637083 5/A 30
635722 4AM2 2 637085 LEM2 57
635959 4AM2 3 637086 LAM2 19
635964 3AM2 10 637087 lAM2 27
637000 1AM2 - 637090 SAM2 34
637001 lAM2 - 637090 5/A 32
637003 1AM2 1 637091 5AM2 21
637004 lAM2 2 637091 5/A 29
637007 ' 5AM2 - 637092 5/A 34
637008 7AM2 - 637093 51A 2
637010 7AM2 1 637093A1 5/A -

637012 2AM2 20 637093A2 5/A -

637013 7AM2 20 637094 5/A 12
637014 5AM2 3 637095 5/A 11



NUMERICAL PARTS LIST SKEET NO 6

PART NUMBER SECTION ITEM NUMBER

637096 5/A 10
63797 5/A 15
637098 11 10
637100 11 1111
637579 , 2AM2 8
637640 4AM2 10
637832 lAM2 21
638225 lAM2 103
639282 4AM2 6
639283 .4AM2 10
639570 3AM2 8
639579 3AM2 9
639647 4AM2 19
639648 4AM2 -

639650 4AM2 22
639680 4AM2 -

639802 11 12
639804 11 13
639809 lAM2 71



OVERSIZE AND UNDERSIZE PARTS SEEET NO 1

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION SIZE

21463 POO3 STUD
.300"

OS ON PD

21463 POO6 STUD
.006"

08 ON PD

21463 POO9 STUD
.009" OS ON PD

22423 POO3 STUD
.003" OS ON PD

22423 2006 STUD
.006" 05 ON PD

22423 POO9 STUD
,009" OS ON PD

25330 P003 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

25330 POO6 STUD
.006" 05 ON PD

25330 POO9 STUD
.009" 05 ON PD

35897 M010 BEARING
.010" US ON ID

401801 POO3 STUD
.003" OS ON PD

401801 POO7 STUD
.007" 05 ON PD

401801 P012 STUD
.012" 05 ON PD

401804 P003 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

401804 POO7 STUD
.006" 05 ON PD

401804 P012 STUD
.012"

OS ON PD

401881 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

401881 9007 STUD
.007"

05 ON PD

401881 2012 STUD
.012" 05 ON PD

401963 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON 2D

401963 POO7 STUD
.007" OS ON PD

401963 P012 STUD
.012" OS CN PD

401971 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

401971 POO7 STUD
.007" 05 ON PD

401971 P012 STUD
.012" 05 ON PD

401975 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

401975 POO7 STUD
.007" 05 ON PD

401975 P012 STUD
.012" OS ON PD

401977 POO3 STUD
.003" OS ON PD

401977 POO7 STUD
.007" 05 ON PD

401977 P012 STUD
.012" 05 ON PD

402047 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

402047 POO7 STUD
.007"

05 ON PD

402047 P012 STUD
.012"

05 ON PD

402049 POO3 STUD
.003" 05 ON PD

402049 POO7 STUD
.007"

05 £27 PD

402049 PO12 STUD
.012"

05 ON PD

402151 2003 STUD
.003" 06 ON PD

402151 9007 STUD
.007" OS ON PD

402151 9012 STUD
.012" CS CN PD



OVERSIZE AND UNDERSIZE PARTS SEEET NO 2

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION SIZE

402711 POO3 STUD ,003"

05 ON PD402711 POO7 STUD ,007"

OS ON PD402711 P012 STUD .012"

OS ON PD

629702 POOS INSERT ,005"

05 ON OD629702 POl0 INSERT .010"

OS ON OD629702 PO20 INSERT .020"

OS ON OD629702 PO30 INSERT .030"

OS ON OD

630262 POO5 GUIDE .005"

05 ON OD630262 P010 GUIDE .010"

05 ON OD630262 P015 GUIDE .015"

OS CN OD630262 PO20 GUIDE .020"

OS ON OD

630651 POOS DOWEL .005"

05 ON OD

630678 POO5 PISTON RING .005"

05 ON OD630678 P015 PISTON RING .015"

OS ON OD

630687 POl5 PISTON .015"

05 ON OD

632857 M010 SEARING ' .010"

US ON ID

633181 POO3 STUD .003"

OS ON PD633181 POO7 - STUD .007"

08 ON PD
633181 POl2 STUD .012"

OS ON PD

635959 POO5 INSERT .005"

05 ON OD635959 POl0 INSERT .010"

OS ON OD635959 P015 INSERT .015"

05 ON OD635959 PO20 INSERT .020"

05 ON OD

635964 POO5 PISTON RING .005"

05 ON OD635964 POl5 PISTON RING .015"

05 ON OD

637014 POOS BRARING .005"

US ON OD

637066 POO3 STUD .003"

05 ON PD637086 POO7 STUD .007"

OS ON PD637086 P012 STUD .012"

OS ON PD

639282 POOS GUIDE .005"

CS ON CD639282 P010 GUIDE .010"

OS ON OD
639282 P015 GUIDE .015"

05 ON OD639282 PO20 GUIDE .020"

OS CN OD
639282 PO30 GUIDE ,030"

OS ON OD

639570 PCO5 PISTON RING .005"

CS ON OD
639570 POl5 PISTON RING .015"

05 ON OD

639579 POOS PISTON RING .005"

OS ON CD
639579 POl5 PISTON RING .015"

05 ON OD



GROUP 0-240

TITLE - PETAIR S2TS AND MATERIALS

PART NO DESC212TION REMARKS

G2/103 EYLCKAR - Jointing Compound 4 oz Tube
G2/105 WELLSEAL - Jointing Compound 4 pt Tin
637060Al *GASKET SET - Major Overhaul
639570A3 *RING SET - Single Piston Standard
639570A3POO5 *RING SET - Single Piston .005" 05 on OD
639570A3PO15 *RING SET - Single Piston .015" OS on CD
637062A1 *BEAPING and THRUST WASHER SET Standard
637062AlM010 *BEARING and TEP.UST WASEER SET .010 US on ID
52/178 ENAMEL - Gold Quart
52/130 . ENAMEL - Gold GALLON
52/131 XYLOL - Thinners (For use with

Gold Enamel) As recuired

PARTS COMPRISING ABOVE SETS

637060Al GASKET SET - Major Overhaul
AN900-10 GAßKET - Annular 4
AN900-12 GASKET - Annular 1
AN900-14 GASK2T - Annular i
AN900-28 GASKET - Annular 1
AN4045-1 GASKET - Adaptor to Cover 1
637031 GASKET - Adaptor to Oil Cooler 1
637035 GASKIT - Blanking Cover -

Crankcase 1
637032 EOSE - Manifold to Intake Pine 2
637013 EOSE - intake Pipe to Balance

Pipe 2
637010 GASKET - Carburetter to Intake

Manifold 1
3577 GASKET - Sume to Crankcase 1
5484 GASKET - Cover to Crankcase 1
21323 GASKET - Carburetter - Air

Intake 1
22350 GASKIT - Blanking Cover 1
639660-10 EOSE -Induction Pipe 2
35019 GASKET - Tacho Drive Ecusing 1
35923 GASKET - Air Filter to Intake 1
352179 GASKET - Starter Motor 1
530642 GA5KET - Fuel Pump to Crankease 1
533355 GASKET - Oil Gauge Cap 1
534750 GASKET - Magneto Flança 2
626983 GASKIT - Vacuum Punt Adactor 1
629712 PACKING - Push Red Ecusing 8
629925 GASKET - Intake Pipe 4
630286 RING - Sealing - Push Rod

Eousing 3
630365 GASKIT - Exhaust Flançe 4



2.

PAËf NO DEscal2TION REMARKS

agg¿O GA5KIT - Rocker Cover 8

639670A3 PISTCN RING 52T (Single Piston)
Std 1

639570 RING - Piston - Std.- 1st
Groove 1639509 RING - Risten - EttL - 2nd 4 off each
Groove 1 rectired for61Ê$64 RING - Assembly - Piston - Std 1 comolete
3rd Groove L engin^e

610478 RING Fisten - Std - 4th
Groove 1

639570A32005 RING-SET - Single Pistoi-
.005"

en CD 1
639570POOS RING --Pisten -

.005"

on OD -

lst Groove . 1 4 off each
6395792005 RING - Pisten -

.005"

ca OD - required for
2nd Groove

'

1 1 complete
6359642005 RING Assembly - Pisten - engine

.005"

05 en CD - 3rd
Groove 1

6306732005 RING Pisten -
.005"

en CD -

4th Groove 1
63&$$0A22015 RING SET - Single 2isten -

..015"

08 on CD 163Š5702015 RING - Pistcn -
.015" 05 en 4 cif each

CD - 1st Groove 1 reqúired for
6395792015 RING - Pisten -

.015"

05 cr. L cem=lete
CD - 2nd Grocve 1 engiis

6399649015 RING - Asser-bly - Pisten -

.015" 08 en CD - 3rd
Groove 1

610È459015 RING - Sisten -
.015"

05 ca
CD - 4th Groove 1

$$ÌQ62Al MAIN ETARING and TERCST TiASEER
SIT - STD 1

63È 57 3EARING - Maia - Sti 8
637679 WASEIR - Thrust 4
63Ï062112010 MAIN 32ARING and TERUST WASEIR

SIT
-'.010"

GS on ID 1
63235Ï¾010 SEARING - Main -

.010"

US :7.
ID a637579 WASEIR - Thrust 4


